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Multiple Strengths, Single System...LANguard. 
Expanding Horizons... AM's 
strength is our proven ability to respond 
to CATV market needs with dependable 
status monitoring systems. We can 
tailor an efficient monitoring solution 
regardless of your system's amplifiers, 
power supplies or even its architecture. 

Status Monitoring That 
Works!.. .We have perfected the art 
of gathering vital data for CATV systems 
using virtually any brand of active 
equipment - even mixed systems... 

running on COAX and FIBER. Plus, if 
you have already invested in other 

monitoring transponders, chances are 
we can incorporate what you already 
own into one effective, comprehensive 
system. 

The PaybaCk...LANguard's ampli-
fier, power supply and special end-of-
line monitors take critical signal mea-
surements of every important param-
eter throughout your system. Our 
powerful software interprets and 
displays this information in a clear, 
easy-to-use form... presenting either a 
global view of your system, or just a 
small portion of interest. 

In doing so,LANguard can save you 
money... with fewer outages, reduced 

labor costs associated with service 
calls, better subscriber retention, 
lower maintenance costs, plus 
the all-important improved 
customer perception and satisfac-

tion from enhanced service and a 
clear picture. 

LANguard also makes compliance to 
FCC regulations more manageable. 
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Invest In Status Monitoring 
That Won't Ever Become 
Obsolete...with hundreds of 
LANguard status monitoring systems 
installed throughout the world, we 
encourage you to ask our customers ho 
completely dependable our monitoring 
solutions are, regardless of the situation 
or system design. 

For today's CATV systems, and for the 
systems of tomorrow...the watchword is 
LANguard. Call 1 (800) 248-9004 for 
ultimate, single-system status monitorin 
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We're Keeping Watch! 

1900 AM Drive • P.O. Box 9004 
Quakertown, PA 18951-9004 

Tel: (215) 536-1354 Fax: (215) 536-1475 

1 (800) 248-9004 



ALL GUTS= SUPERIOR ATTENUATION 
Center conductor totally 
bonded to polyethylene. 

100% bonded construction increases 
mechanical strength and minimizes 

possibility of suck-out. 

Polyethylene enclosed air 
THE PERFECT" dielectric 

- 93 % velocity of propagation. 

Medium density jacketing. 

Aluminum sheath totally bonded 
to polyethylene structure. 

NO FOAM TO 
DAMPEN YOUR SIGNAL 

1===== 
Anyway you slice it, manufacturers of 

foamed cables have been scrambling to 
attain the superior attenuation characteris-
tics of MC The attempt means increasing our 
familiar MC2 diameter of .500" to .565" or 
.625 "; and our .750" must become .840" 
or .860" or .875 
You may still use MC' in one size smaller 

than the old foamed diameters. Even more 
MC' per duct, and easier handling. In aerial 

installations, the effects of wind and ice-
loading are reduced even further. 
And with the superior attenuation of MO 

you don't have to clutter your lines with as 
many amplifiers - about 20% fewer than 
with foamed cables. 

Low-loss MC2 is your gain in many ways. 
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TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY 

COMMUNICATIONS INC. 
Call or write for a free sample and brochure: 

800-874-5649 
TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208 601-932-4461 
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You'll like it today — and love it forever 
Simplify drop installations today, and stop cable damage forever. 

The RB-2E Clip Gun System won't contribute to signal degradation and 
won't ever cause future trouble calls. 

You'll like it for making the drop installation efficient. And, you'll 
love it for the many years of trouble-free drops. 

For more information on RB-2E call 800-548-7243. 
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Give Your Subscribers Another Major Attraction. 
The bigger the name, the 

bigger the attraction. It's what 
creates box office hits. Raises 
television ratings. Sells magazines. 
And makes Panasonic Cable 
Converters a major attraction to 
your subscribers. 

Panasonic Cable Converters 
give you a unique selling 
advantage. Because Panasonic® is 
the most highly recognized name 
in the cable industry. The name 
customers select themselves for 

home and business electronics. 
And Panasonic Cable 

Converters are designed for 
convenience and ease of use. 
With features like volume remote 
control, favorite channel memory, 
last channel recall, parental 
control and sleep timers. Plus all 
the quality and reliability you've 
come to expect from Panasonic. 

Give your subscribers 
another major attraction. With 
Cable Converters from the 

company they're tuned into 
everyday. Panasonic. 

For more information on 
Panasonic Cable Converters, call, 
NE 609-589-3063, MW 513-530-9216, 
SE 404-717-6845, W 415-736-4847. 

Panasonic 
Video Communications 
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See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booth 619. 
See us at the Eastern Show, Booth 226, 228. 

Stop The Thieves And You'll Stop 
Signal Leakage In MDd's. 

Theft means signal leaks. It's as sim-
ple as that. And wherever you've got 
MDU's, you've got a high probability 
of theft. 

But if you install The Beast - high 
security apartment box with our 
exclusive SuperLock, you turn thieves 
and vandals into revenue generating 
subscribers. You also cut down on 
your CLI compliance problems. And 
you save on future maintenance and 
truck rolls. 

No wonder 
you'll find The 
Beast working 
for almost 
every major 
MSO and in 
almost every 
major city. 

To find out 
how to put 
The Beast to 
work for your 
system, call 
Cable Security today. We're the indus-
try's number one source for high 
security installations. 

Dress up The Beast' 
with our new lines 
of molding and 
accessories 
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la -Cable Security w 
801 Fox Trail 
PO. Box 2796 

Opelika, AL 36801 
800-288-1506 

EDITOR'S LETTERIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

The powers that be 

Iremember attending a city council 
meeting in a small Pacific Northwest 
town about 10 years ago as a guest of 
the local cable system manager. (I was 
an engineer with that company's 
regional office at the time.) Our system 
manager was pleading his case for a 
nominal rate increase to offset normal 
inflationary increases in the cost of 
doing business. 

He presented considerable evi-
dence to support the need to bring the 
rates up something like 3 or 4 percent. 
P&L statements, system budgetary 
information and other documents justi-
fied his request. Since this time period 
was in the days before deregulation, 
the council had the final say in the mat-
ter. 

Well, after a fairly lengthy presenta-
tion, the city council told him "no." He 
asked why they wouldn't approve his 
request for a rate increase, particularly 
since he had been pretty thorough and 
very reasonable in his justification. 
"Because we don't want to," was the 
answer. 

That memory of a ridiculous show of 
authority by some country yokels who 
had obviously let a little power go to 
their heads came rushing back when I 
saw the recent CableFAX story about 
the fiasco in Springfield, Mo. City offi-
cials there are preventing the local 
cable operator from upgrading its sys-
tem with fiber. The city apparently also 
refused to let Southwestern Bell install 
fiber to upgrade its telephone facilities! 

Another show of authority? Sort of. 
It seems Springfield's city-owned utility 
company has already installed a fiber 
network of its own, and wants to lease 
that network back to Bell and TeleCa-
ble (the CATV company). And of 
course, the city has to justify its ques-
tionable investment of taxpayer dollars 
by generating revenue with that new 
network. 
I wonder if they thought to ask Tele-

Cable or Southwestern Bell if either 
company would be interested in such a 
lease-back arrangement before they 
decided to go ahead and build the fiber 

network. Probably not. I imagine tha 
officials were too busy dreaming how 
they would spend all the new income 
that this great city-owned fiber system 
would create. 

In any case, this thing has caused 
quite a stir. TeleCable has filed in fed-
eral court to seek a declaratory ruling 
on the matter. This one has to go down 
as one of the better (?) examples of 
city officials abusing authority. As the 
vice president and general manager for 
the system, Jerry Rutherford, so elo-
quently put it: "Springfield is apparently 
the only city on the planet opposing 
this kind of technological improvement 
in its cable services." 

Keeping you informed 
From time to time we present 

reprints of CATV engineering confer-
ence papers. National conferences 
attract a lot of people, but most in the 
industry will never hear the quality 
technical presentations or read the fine 
papers that are presented at these 
confabs. So every now and then we 
select a few of those papers for publi-
cation in CT. This month we have three 
such papers, two from NCTA and one 
from SCTE. We like to think of this as 
one way to bring the best of these 
shows to those of you who aren't able 
to attend. Enjoy! 

Ronald J. Hranac 
Senior Technical Editor 
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Available in 3,6,9,12 or 15 amps in both standby 
and non-standby models for all of your powering 
requirements; conventional or fiber. 

S S S 

SMALL SIMPLE STANDBY 

PA POWER GUARD 

POWER CAST 

506 Walker Street, PO. Box 2796, Opelika, AL 36801 
205 742-0055 • 800 288-1507 

See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booth 619. See us at the Eastern Show, Booth 226, 228. Reader Service Number 7 



window 

At last, 
a full-function 
hand-held 
signal level meter. 
This is the one you've been waiting 
for. Only new WindowLiten" gives 
you full spectrum awareness, 
advanced technology, ease of use 
and reliability.., in an affordable 
hand-held field diagnostic device. 

Lite in weight. Heavy on 
performance. 
WindowLite lets you examine your 
system at any level of detail. Its high-
resolution LCD shows bar graphs of 
amplitude and digital display of hum 
and carrier-to-noise. 

Because its a full spectrum display, 
you can see all channels in the range 
of 5 to 860 MHz at once without the 
need for band selectors. Or use the 
numeric keypad to directly access a 
single channel. You can even preset 
WindowLite to go right to favorite 
channels upon power-up. 
WindowLite is auto-scaling and 

auto-ranging, eliminating the need 
for user-selected attenuator pads. 
And it includes an internal noise 

source for precise calibration. 
Another WindowLite exclusive. 

Lite on your budget. 
Best of all, WindowLite costs less 
than larger, bulkier units that don't 
offer nearly as much. It's ruggedly 
constructed for use in the field. And 
we back it with our two-year parts 
and labor warranty. 

"WindOW - is a registered trademark and 
"Windovitite" is a trademark of ComSonics. Inc 

A whole new Lite. 
Call, write or fax us today for more 
information. It's time to see your 
system in a whole new light. 

WindowLite. 

CMSONICS, INC. 
An Employee Owned Corporation 

1350 Port Republic Road 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 

Telephone 800-336-9681 
or 703-434-5965 

Telefax 703-434-98,r 
In Canada contact 
Incospec Inc. 
3150, Delaunay 
Laval, Quebec H7L 9Z7 

Telephone 514-686-0033 
Telefax 514-688-7709 

Contact ComSonics for information on 
European and Middle Eastern distributoty. 
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Adding a channel? Upgrading 
old receivers and modulators? 
Maybe looking to add BTSC 

stereo? 
Plug into Standard. 
Our Agile IRD II Receiver/ 

Descrambler and TVM450 Mod-
ulator are perfectly matched to 

give you outstanding perfor-
mance, utilizing a unique, precali-

brated RF and video/audio level 
adjustment system. And all you 
have to do is plug 'em in. 
Big performance, 
small package. 
The Agile IRD II is a commer-
cial C/Ku satellite TV receiver, 
designed to accept a Video-
Cipher') descrambler module 
—in a package only 1.75" tall. 
As you'd expect from Stan-

dard, the Agile IRD Il gives you 
solid 100 KHz PLL tuning, dual 

down-conversion to 70 MHz, and 
superb video specs. Intelligent 
design features include a 70 MHz 
IF loop-through for inserting TI 
filters, and an active 950-1450 
MHz RF loop-through for expan-

sion without signal splitters. You 
also get a familiar VideoCipher 

panel layout as well as a visual 
signal-strength alarm, and front-
panel access to alignment con-

trols, test points and the new VC 
Il PLUS' on-screen display. 

Not just another modulator. 
Need a modulator? Imagine a fre-
quency-agile CATV modulator 
that rivals fixed-channel per-
formance—and that's just for 

starters. 
The TVM450's High Level 

Mixing method, among other 
engineering advances, all but 

eliminates out-of-band noise 
and spurious signals, so you can 
meet NCT-7 specs for the entire 
450 MHz spectrum—without 
external bandpass filters. The 
TVM450's integrated CSG-60 

BTSC generator puts stereo 
where it belongs—in the modu-
lator. And whether you use 
stereo or mono, the TVM450's 
front-panel controls are factory-
calibrated to radically simplify 
installation and set up, and so 

accurate you can even use a 
TVM450 to calibrate your 
receivers. 
So advanced, they're simple. 
There's more — much more — 

to the IRD Il and TVM450 than 
we have room for here. We 
say they're so advanced that all 

you have to do to add a channel 
is plug 'ern in, set 'em —and for-
get 'em. 

But you don't have to take our 
word for it. Call Standard at 
800/745-2445. 
And we'll prove it. 

Raise your standards. 

Standard 
Communications 

SATCOM Division 
P.O. Box 92151 
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151 
(213) 532-5300 • (800) 745-2445 
FAX: (800) 722-2329 (USA) 
FAX: (213) 532-0397 (Intl and CA) 
Represented in Canada By: 
DGH Communications Systems Ltd. 
Scarborough. Ontario • (416) 499-4746 

Plug in a new channel. 
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Proposed rule making 

The following is taken from a Federal 
Communications Commission Notice 
of Proposed Rule Making on cable TV 
technical and operational requirements 
adopted June 13, 1991 (released June 
27). This installment covers technical 
standards. See last month's "News" for 
the proposed performance tests. 

2. Section 76.605 is proposed to be 
amended by revising paragraphs (a) 
and (b), and by revising Note (1), by 
redesignating Note (2) as Note (3) and 
by adding a new Note (2) to read as 
follows: 

§ 76.605 Technical Standards. 
(a) The following requirements apply 

to the performance of a cable television 
system as measured at any subscriber 
terminal with a matched impedance at 
the termination point or at the headend 
of the cable television system as noted. 

The requirements are applicable to 
each analog NTSC video downstream 
cable television channel in the system: 

(1) The cable television channels 
delivered to the subscriber's terminal 
shall be capable of being received and 
displayed by TV broadcast receivers 
used for the off-the-air reception of TV 
broadcast signals, as authorized under 
Part 73 of this chapter. 

(2) The aural center frequency of 
the aural carrier must be 4.5 MHz ±5 
kHz above the frequency of the visual 
carrier. 

(3) The visual signal level, across a 
terminating impedance which correctly 
matches the internal impedance of the 
cable system as viewed from the sub-
scriber terminal shall be not less than 2 
millivolts across an internal impedance 
of 75 ohms (6 dBmV). At other 
impedance values, the visual signal 
level shall be 2 times the square root of 
0.0133(Z) millivolts, where Z is the 
appropriate impedance value. 

(4) The visual signal level on each 
channel shall not vary more than 12 
decibels within any six month interval 
which must include tests performed 
during a 24-hour period in July or 
August and a 24-hour period in Jan-
uary or February and shall be main-
tained within: 

(i) 3 decibels of the visual signal 
level of any visual carrier within 6 MHz 
nominal frequency separation; 

(ii) 12 decibels of the visual signal 
level on any other channel; 

(iii) A maximum level such that sig-
nal degradation due to overload in the 
subscriber's receiver does not occur. 

(5) The rms voltage of the aural sig-
nal shall be maintained between 13 
and 17 decibels below the associated 
visual signal level. 

(6) The frequency response of the 
system shall be within a range of ±2 
decibels across the 6 MHz band of fre-

NEW 
THE LAST PASSIVE 

• 1 GHz. 
• 15 Amp Power Passing 
• 20 dB Return Loss 
• Motherboard Design For 
Non Disruption Of Service 

• Non Corrosive Hinged Zinc 
Housing With Chromate Finish 

FOR YOUR CLOSEST DISTRIBUTION CENTER 

Call: 1-800-465-7046 
Reader Service Number 10 
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New Horizons 
in Video Performance 

NIMMI 
11MMIM 

The DIR-647 Integrated Receiver/ 
Descrambler from DX. It represents 
the latest in field-proven technology 
delivering the clearest, sharpest 
pictures possible. 

At DX, quality and reliability are 
always in sight. For over 30 years our 
success in building high performance 
products has put us at the forefront of 

DX 
ANTENNA 

SATELLITE RECEIVER 
MODEL DIR-647 

• MR I \ 
oilmen», 

powER sTR96114 

DESCRAMELER 
o•4 

the satellite communications indus-
try. DX combines the finest research 
and manufacturing with state-of-the-
art technology to meet the growing 
demands of large CATV operators. 
So for the highest level of video 

performance, look no further than 
DX. To arrange a free demonstration, 
call or write DX Communications, 
Inc. today. 

DX 

DX COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
A subsidiary of C. Itoh & Co. (America) Inc. 

10 Skyline Drive, Hawthorne, NY 10532 • (914) 347-4040 
Manufactured by DX Antenna Co., Ltd., Japan 

A. 
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quencies of the cable television chan-
nel. 

(7) The ratio of RF visual signal 
level to system noise and of RF visual 
signal level to any undesired co-chan-
nel television signal operating on prop-
er offset assignment, shall not be less 
than 43 decibels. However, for class I 
cable television channels, this require-
ment is applicable only to: 

(i) Each signal which is delivered by 
a cable television system to sub-
scribers within the predicted Grade B 

contour for that signal; 
(ii) Each signal which is first picked 

up within its predicted Grade B con-
tour; 

(iii) Each signal that is first received 
by the cable television system by direct 
video feed from a TV broadcast station, 
a low power TV station, or a TV trans-
lator station. 

(8) The ratio of visual signal level to 
the rms amplitude of any coherent dis-
turbances such as intermodulation 
products, second and third order distor-

Don't Ask Us 

Ask those who've worked with us. 

Satisfied customers are our best 
way of letting you know the many 
ways we can serve you. 

• Coaxial and Fiber 
• Mapping and Design 
• Make Ready 
• Aerial Construction 
• Underground Construction 
• Splicing and Activation 
• Fusion Splicing 
• Emergency Fiber 
Restoration Services 
• System Sweep 
• Proof of Performance 
• Turnkey Headend 
• CompleteTurnkey 
Project Management 

ZOCOMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION 1-800-338-9299 

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC. 

tions, or discrete-frequency interfering 
signals not operating on proper offset 
assignments shall be as follows: 

(i) The ratio of visual signal level to 
coherent disturbances shall not be less 
than 53 decibels for noncoherent chan-
nel cable systems; or 

(ii) The ratio of visual signal level to 
coherent disturbances shall not be less 
than 47 decibels for coherent channel 
cable systems. 

(9) The terminal isolation provided 
to each subscriber terminal shall not be 
less than 18 decibels, and shall be suf-
ficient to prevent reflections caused by 
open-circuited or short-circuited sub-
scriber terminals from producing visible 
picture impairments at any other sub-
scriber terminal. 

(10) The peak-to-peak variation in 
visual signal level caused by undesired 
low frequency disturbances (hum or 
repetitive transients) generated within 
the system, or by inadequate low fre-
quency response, shall not exceed 3 
percent of the visual signal level. 

(11) The chrominance-luminance 
delay inequality or chroma delay, which 
is the change in delay time of the 
chrominance component of the signal 
relative to the luminance component 
after passing through the system, shall 
be within 150 nanoseconds. 

The following requirements apply to 
the performance of the cable television 
system as measured at the processing 
facilities or headend of the system: 

(12) The differential gain for the 
color subcarrier of the television signal, 
which is measured as the difference in 
amplitude between the largest and 
smallest segments of the chrominance 
signal, divided by the largest and 
expressed in percent, shall not exceed 
±20 percent. 

(13) The differential phase for the 
color subcarrier of the television signal, 
which is measured as the largest 
phase difference in degrees between 
each segment of the chrominance sig-
nal and reference segment, the seg-
ment at the pedestal level of 0 IRE 
shall not exceed ±5 degrees. 

(14) As an exception to the general 
provision requiring measurements to 
be made at subscriber terminals, and 
without regard to the type of signals 

See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booth 617. 
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THE 462 
OPTICAL SMARTS: 

TWO FIBER OPTIC CATV 
TEST SETS IN ONE... 

As Our cable .1 (c.u«\) cable plant 
converts to fiber optics, you'll need to 
measure optical loss and return loss 
(rackreflection). Why not get both types 
of testing now in one comprehensive and 
easy-to-use test set? The 462 Optical 
SMARTS (Singlemode Attenuation/ 
Reflection Test Set) does both. 

FOR COMPLETE LOSS AND 
RETURN LOSS TESTING. 

Perform loss and return loss tests on 
optical cable systems and components in 
your fiber optic CATV network. The 462 
SMARTS does both kinds of testing quickly 
and easily with these available features: 
• Two laser or LED stable optical sources 

for dual wavelength measurements. 
• Easy-to-read backlit LCD. 
• Stored reference for direct loss 

measurements. 
• First connector nulling to isolate 

individual components for return loss 
measurement. 

• Rugged, weathertight case for outside 
plant testing. 

• GP111 interface for remote operation 
available. 

• Rechargeable le-ad iciI batten. 

PLAN AHEAD FOR 
TOMORROW'S CATV 
TESTING NEEDS. 

Expect Excellence from TEC's full 
line of precision fiber optic test 
instruments. You get reliability and 
ease-of-use for your fiber optic networks 
and components, backed by our 3 year 
warranty. To find out more, write 
Telecommunications Techniques 
Corporation, 20410 Observation Drive. 
Cennantmn. MD 20876, or call 800-
638-2049 or (301) 353-1551) 

TelecommunicatIons 
Techniques 
Corporation 

A DYNATECH COMPANY 

. . . EXPECT EXCELLENCE 
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carried by the cable television system, 
signal leakage froin a cable television 
system shall be measured in accor-
dance with the procedures outlined in § 
76.609(h) and shall be limited as fol-
lows: 

Signal leakage Distance 
Frequencies limit (e/m) (m) 

Less than 
and including 
54 MHz, and 
over 216 MHz 15 30 

Over 54 up to 
and including 
216 MHz 20 3 

(b) Cable television systems dis-
tributing signals by using methods such 
as nonconventional coaxial cable tech-
niques, non-coaxial copper cable tech-
niques, specialized coaxial cable and 
fiber optical cable hybridization tech-
niques or specialized compression 
techniques or specialized receiving 
devices, and which, because of their 
basic design cannot comply with one or 

Only The FS74A Allows You To See The Picture, Hear The Audio, Plus Measure 
The Critical Levels, Ratios, Hum And Noise In Just Seconds 

How can you ensure your customers are receiving the absolute best signal? 
Sencore recommends the following 1, 2, 3 Go-No-Go testing! 

1
 Sencore's New FS74A 
Channelizer Sr. allows 

you to measure signals 

all the way from the headend 
to the subscriber's tap, auto-
matically and without any 

interpretations. Simply con-
nect the signal and digitally 

tune through the channels in 

your system. You'll quickly 
read the video and audio 

levels of each and every 
channel from 5 to 890 MHz. 

2 With the FS74A. hum & S/N tests, are simple 

and error free. Simply 
tune to any RF channel. 
switch the function selector 

to either HUM or S/N and 

read the meter. There is no 

faster or more accurate 

method (patented). 

3
 Use the FS74A Chan-
nelizer Sr. to actually 

view the video on the 
exclusive built-in monitor. 

The FS74A passes a full 
4 MHz of video so you will 
see beat, ingress, or ghosting 

problems on the video 
monitor. You simply step 

through your system while 
viewing the monitor. 

Reader Service Number 14 

Call 1-800-SENCORE ext. 730 
For FREE Information, A FREE Video Demonstration, 

Or A FREE Technical Brochure! 

more of the technical standards set 
forth in paragraphs (a) of this section, 
may be permitted to operate: Provid-
ed, that an adequate showing is made 
which establishes that the public inter-
est is benefited. In such instances, the 
Commission may prescribe special 
technical requirements to ensure that 
subscribers to such systems are pro-
vided with an equivalent level of good 
quality service. 

Note 1: State or local franchising 
authorities may incorporate the require-
ments in § 76.605(a) into a cable sys-
tem's franchise. The Commission will 
not apply these requirements to cable 
systems serving fewer than 1,000 sub-
scribers, although franchising authori-
ties may apply these or less stringent 
requirements to such cable systems. 

Note 2: For systems serving areas, 
in whole or part, with fewer than [ 1 
homes per mile, the system may nego-
tiate with its local franchising authority 
for standards less stringent than those 
in §§ 76.605(a)(3), 76.605(a)(7), 
76.605(a)(8), and 76.605(a)(10). Any 
such agreement shall be reduced to 
writing and accompany the system's 
proof of performance records. 

***** 

3. Section 76.609 is proposed to be 
amended by revising the last sentence 
in paragraph (e), by revising the first 
sentence in paragraph (h) and by revis-
ing paragraph (i) to read as follows: 

(e) ***Alternatively, measurements 
made in accordance with the NCTA 
Recommended Practices for Measure-
ments on Cable Television Systems, 
2nd edition, November 1989, on noise 
measurement may be employed. 

(h) Measurements to determine the 
field strength of the signal leakage 
emanated by the cable television sys-
tem shall be made in accordance with 
standard engineering procedures. 

(i) Measurements made to deter-
mine the differential gain, differential 
phase, and the chrominance-lumi-
nance delay inequality (chroma delay) 
shall be made in accordance with the 
NCTA Recommended Practices for 
Measurements on Cable Television 
Systems, 2nd edition, November 1989, 
on these parameters. 
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Cable industry talks 
to be uplinked live 

In conjunction with the National 
Cable Television Center and Museum 
(NCTCM), SCTE will co-sponsor the 
live transmission via satellite of two 
cable TV lectures to be presented at 
Pennsylvania State University as part 
of the NCTCM's "Museum Series." 

The NCTCM plans to provide a toll-
free 800 number to allow viewers to 
call in and ask questions of the speak-
ers as the events occur. 

Patrick Michaels, chairman of Com-
munications Equity in Tampa, Fla., is 
set to give a presentation on "The 
Globalization of Cable Television" Sept. 
10 from 1-2 p.m. Eastern time. ATC 
Senior Vice President of Engineering 
and Technology Jim Chiddix is sched-
uled to speak on "Cable Technology" 
Oct. 30 from 11 a.m. to 12 noon East-
ern time. 

This joint effort between SCTE and 
the NCTCM will be uplinked on the 

satellite used for SCTE's monthly 
Satellite Tele -Seminar Program, 
Transponder 6 of Galaxy 1. For further 
information on these programs, contact 
SCTE at (215) 363-6888. 

Classic equipment 
contest winners 
announced at expo 

An SKL 12-channel trunk amplifier 
entered by Par Petersen of Western 
Communications in California won first 
place in the 1991 Classic Equipment 
Competition held at Cable-Tec Expo 
'91 and sponsored by SCTE and the 
National Cable Television Center and 
Museum. The competition is held 
annually at the expo, with all entries 
going to the collection of the center and 
museum at Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity in University Park, Pa. 

The first prize award of $300 was 
presented to Petersen by SCTE Exec-
utive Vice President Bill Riker. The sec-
ond prize of $200 went to Ken Degraf-

fenreid of TCI in Kings Beach, Calif., 
for his entry of a Jerrold Tele Trol 
Model TM modulator. Jack Gobbo of 
United Artists Cable in Scotts Valley, 
Calif., was the winner of the $100 third 
prize for his entry of an early 1960 
Ameco power supply. 

The judges in the competition were 
Len Ecker of the the Len Ecker Corp., 
Jim Stilwell of Teleservices and Riker. 
The three winning entries will be on 
display in the NCTCM through 1991, 
and will then be entered in its collec-
tions for cataloging and preservation, 
according to NCTCM Director Marlowe 
Froke. 

Senior member 
Ken Foster dies 

Kenneth Foster, 63, a senior mem-
ber of the Society, died May 31 after a 
short illness. A long-time resident of 
Troy, N.Y., he was the director of the 
New York State Commission on Cable 
Television's telecommunications divi-

BSE-Pro Now 
Finds Faults! 

BSE-Pro has been upgraded and now features a 
FIND FAULT command. Now BSE-Pro can check 
your designs for low AC powering, tap errors, and 
low rf outputs/inputs to amplifiers and taps. Add this 
to BSE-Pro's super design features, including fiber, 
you can't ask for anything more! 

We sell complete CAN design work stations, 

Corl\r-ét 
 e/ 

Free 
Working 
Demo 
Disk! 

Works Just 
Like The Full 

Version! 

Design 
in-house and 
SAVE $$$$ 
and TIME! 

P. 0. Box 90877 
Austin, TX 78709-0877 

512-892-2085 Fax 512-892-0959 
American Express Cards Accepted. 
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sion. Prior to his appointment to the 
commission staff, he was the assistant 
director of engineering for the State 
University of New York's (SUNY) TV 
network and had designed its facility as 
well as numerous TV studios and com-
munications networks for SUNY cam-
puses. He joined SCTE in 1972. 

Foster had been chief engineer of 
radio station WVOS in Liberty, N.Y., 
and held a number of supervisory posi-
tions at the NBC and CBS networks 
and the Reeves Broadcasting Co. in 
New York City prior to joining state ser-
vice. He served on several national TV 
broadcast, recording and cable stan-
dards committees. He served on the 
FCC's Cable TV Advisory Committee 
on Technical Standards and acted as 
consultant to several agencies of state 
and federal government. 

Foster is survived by his wife, Anne. 
Contributions may be made to the St. 
Joseph's Church Tiffany Window Fund, 
416 3rd St., Troy, N.Y. 12180. 

Annual Membership 
Meeting held at expo 

The Society held its Annual Mem-
bership Meeting on June 13 in conjunc-

tion with Cable-Tec Expo following the 
conclusion of the Engineering Confer-
ence. Most of the members' questions 
concerned the BCT/E Certification Pro-
gram. One member asked what is 
being done with the comments and 
questions that candidates write on the 
back of their BCT/E exam answer 
sheets. Others inquired as to when the 
existing exams will be updated, as 
many are based upon data and stan-
dards that have changed as technology 
has advanced. 

It was announced that a new group 
of subcommittees has been estab-
lished under the Society's Training 
Committee chaired by Walt Ciciora, 
Ph.D., to resolve these specific prob-
lem areas. The BCT/E Exam Review 
Subcommittee has the task of review-
ing and updating exams. New tests are 
already being completed for Category 
II, "Video and Audio Signals and Sys-
tems," and Category III, "Transportation 
Systems," along with updated bibli-
ographies. Category Ill will be reviewed 
for question sequence, as well as 
realignment of the program outline, 
particularly Section IV, "Alternative 
Transportation Methods," to reorganize 
microwave, satellite systems, coaxial 

supertrunk and optical fiber trunks into 
separate sections. Other exams are 
almost complete for Category V, "Data 
Networking and Architecture," and Cat-
egory VII, "Engineering Management 
and Professionalism." This same sub-
committee also will review comments 
submitted by members who take 
exams and question the validity of the 
questions or answers. The exact pro-
cedures have not been established at 
present, but action in this specific area 
is expected to be taken quickly. 

The question of the Society publish-
ing an affordable study guide for the 
BCT/E Program similar to the old FCC 
exam study book was raised again. 
The board and the Exam Review Sub-
committee have both stated very 
strongly that the Society will not publish 
any kind of question-and-answer refer-
ence book. The feeling is that the can-
didate will memorize the questions and 
answers and will not necessarily know 
the answers or how to look them up in 
the appropriate reference materials. 
New bibliographical references are 
being developed by category as the 
exams are being rewritten. The Society 
plans to make these available, by cate-
gory, as soon as they are completed. 

.2-1000 MHz In One Sweep! 
AVCOM's New PSA-65A 

Portable Spectrum Analyzer 
The newest in the line of rugged spectrum analyzers from 

AVCOM offers amazing performance for only 
AVCOM'S new PSA-65A is the first low cost general pur-

pose portable spectrum analyzer that's loaded with features. 
It's small, accurate, battery operated, has a wide frequency 
coverage - a must for every technician's bench. Great for field 
use too. 
The PSA-65A covers 

frequencies thru 1000 1M In 
MHz in one sweep with • - 
a sensitivity greater than • 
-95 dBm at narrow 
spans. The PSA-65A is 
ideally suited for 2-way • --•-• 111. w 
radio, cellular, cable, _ 
LAN, surveillance, educational, production and R&D work. 
Options include frequency extenders to enable the PSA-65A 
to be used at SATCOM and higher frequencies, audio demod 
for monitoring, log periodic antennas, 10 KHz filter for .2 MHz/ 
DIV range, carrying case (AVSAC), and more. 

For more information, write, FAX or phone. 

AVCOM 
BRINGING HIGH 
TECHNOLOGY 
DOWN TO EARTH 

500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23236; 804-794-2500 

FAX: 804-794-8284. TLX: 701-545 
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Fiber cable placement: 
An overview of the basics 
The following article is reprinted with permission from the 
Society of Cable Television Engineers' "Fiber Optics 1991" 
proceedings manual. 

By K. Charles Mogray Jr. 
Applications Engineering Manager. Comm/Scope Inc. 

Ithough commercial fiber cable systems have been A 
in service since 1977, it has only been within the last several 

Figure 1: Fiber-optic transmission system 

Passive fiber-optic cable system 
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years that CATV operators have begun to aggressively 
install fiber-optic cable. As these new system architectures 
utilizing fiber gain wider acceptance and as fiber penetrates 
deeper into the CATV network, the quantity of fiber cable 
installed in those networks will dramatically increase. Fiber 
installation will be used to complement as well as supple-
ment existing coaxial cable systems. Managers at all levels 
need a general understanding of what is required to place 
that passive fiber cable system in service. 

Passive cable system 
The passive fiber cable system is defined as the cable 

installed from connector tip to connector tip as shown in Fig-
ure 1. It consists of the "outdoor" cable and any "pigtails or 
connectors" attached directly to it. The connector tip may be 
terminated directly at the laser transmitter/receiver (TX/AX) 
equipment or in a "patch panel" as shown in Figure 2. For 
clarity, terms that are commonly used to describe the com-
ponents of the passive fiber cable system are as follows: 
• Pigtail: A relatively short piece of tight buffered fiber 

(usually 900 micron outer diameter) jacketed with a fire-
retardant polyurethane or PVC outer covering with a connec-
tor installed on one end. 
• Patchcord/jumper: A relatively short piece of tight 

buffered fiber (usually 900 micron outer diameter) jacketed 
with a fire-retardant polyurethane or PVC outer 
covering with connectors installed on both 
ends. 

•Sleeves/adapters: Mechanical devices 
installed in patch panels or at equipment that 
are used to connect and align two connectors. 
• Distribution shelves/patch panels: A box 

used at the headend where large outdoor 
cables terminate. These shelves/panels pro-
vide easy access to the outside plant cable 
and the electronic equipment for testing, trou-
bleshooting, fault locating and cross-connec-
tion of fibers. 
• Connector: A mechanical device de-

Figure 2: Typical end termination detail (not to scale) 
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THEY'LL PROMISE 
YOU ANYTHING, 

WE'LL GUARANTEE IT 

TECHNICAL VIDEO 
OPTICAL CABLE CORPORATION is offering a FREE 
27 minute technical video tape about FIBER OPTIC 
CABLES The tape provides a background on the 
company as well as technical product and application 
information The tape is available free of charge to 
consulting and engineering firms, corporate end-
users large distributors and Military/Department of 
Defense locations 

CALL (703)265-0690 and ask for one of our 
Telemarketing Representatives to order your FREE 
copy TODAY! 

Mr. Robert Kopstein, President 

IF WE DON'T HAVE IT IN STOCK, 
NOBODY DOES. 

Optical Cable Corporation will ship same 
day from inventory on bulk orders of standard 

product or from our network of stocking 
distributors. Our sales and technical service 

department realize the value of your work and 
respond to your needs. We guarantee prompt 

delivery of only the finest indoor-outdoor 
fiber optic Core-Locked" cable available. 

Extensive manufacturing and design facili-
ties are your solution to even the most unique 
cable applications. When we don't have it in 

stock, we will design and manufacture the 
fiber optic cable you need. We are dedicated 
to customer service and competitive pricing. 

We guarantee it. 

CALL NOW 1-800-622-7711 

wpw37--- OPTICAL CABLE 
1113--
MD-

P.O. Box 11967 • Roanoke, VA 24022-1967 
PHONE (703)265-0690 • TELEX 705-290 • FAX (703)265-0724 
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Figure 3: Pulling grip with swivel (typical) 

Pull 

line Rotating swivel Pulling 
with fuse link grip 

signed to permit the coupling of the fiber to the TX/RX equip-
ment or other fibers. 
• Splice closure: A plastic or metal protective housing 

designed to provide environmental protection to the fiber 
splices in the field. 

Construction administration 
Before beginning any construction activity, proper and 

thorough engineering must be done. Complete engineering 
drawings and specifications should be provided to the con-
struction team. A joint review of the actual cable route 
should be conducted by both engineering and construction. 
Ideally, this review should occur prior to the final issuance of 
the engineering drawings and specifications. Significant 
costs in time and money can be incurred by the operator 
because of poor engineering that results in field changes. 
Value engineering will optimize the design and preclude 
most changes during the construction of the passive cable 
system. 

Assuming all rights-of-way have been obtained, neces-
sary permits must be obtained from the authorities with juris-
diction over the cable route. Permits normally are acquired 
from local, state and federal agencies and these permits 
may dictate the use of certain construction techniques. The 
construction crews must be aware of any constraints placed 
on their operations by permit-issuing authorities. Most com-
monly these constraints will apply to traffic control, bridge 
attachments, working hours, boring methods and/or clear-
ances. 

Once the contract has been awarded, a joint survey or 
ride-out by engineering and construction personnel should 
be mandatory. The purpose of this pre-construction survey is 
to identify problem areas, locate splice points and determine 
any special requirements of the work. All permits should be 
made available to the construction contractor for review. 

The detailed planning for the actual cable placement can 
now begin. The construction management team will locate 
construction yards and begin to mobilize the necessary 
labor, material and equipment required to build the passive 
fiber cable system. Labor, material and equipment will be a 
function of the size and type of construction required to 
install the plant. The logistics involved in building a large 
fiber cable system are extremely complex. 

During the ride-out, the contractor should visualize how 
each cable will be placed. Detailed schedules and plans 
should be developed to ensure that all preliminary work is 
done prior to start of cable placement. Because of the long 
lengths of cable that are typical for fiber optic systems, the 
contractor must plan a strategy in great detail for placing 
each cable. Cable lengths of 20,000 feet are not uncommon 
and require special handling. 

Preparatory activities 
The construction crews are now ready to begin field work. 

The first call should be made to the local utility locating ser-
vice. Utility locates are required by law in most states. In 
addition, safety and economic reasons demand that all con-
tractors make use of this service. The cost associated with 
inadvertently cutting a buried service can be extreme. 

For aerial plant, the initial activity loosely defined as 
"makeready" consists of numerous tasks. Pole clear-
ances and rearrangements, if required, among various utili-
ties on joint-use poles must be completed. The National 
Electrical Safety Code and local codes should be strictly fol-
lowed. Tree trimming, anchors, downguys, hardware and 
strand placement can begin as well. 

If the plant is to be underground, ducts should be cleared 
by rodding, brushing or using a mandrel. Pull lines and/or 
subducts can be installed. For direct buried plant, the con-
struction crews can begin bores, install conduit and make 
bridge attachments. 

Bores and bridge attachments must be carefully engi-
neered and specified. Many locales restrict the use of certain 
types of bores; permits normally will define permissible bor-
ing methods. Trench boxes and/or shields should be manda-
tory. 

Cable placement 
There are three basic types of cable plant: aerial, under-

ground and direct buried. The decision as to which type of 
construction is done is based on engineering, regulatory 
agencies and economics. It's not uncommon to see all three 
construction types used on any one project. 

Construction crews have certain methods of cable place-
ment they are more inclined to use; every construction pro-
ject is unique. Equipment, labor and previous training/experi-
ence will usually dictate the exact methods used. Within rea-
son, don't specify the techniques to be used provided the 
construction crews are working safely; adhering to the plans, 
specifications and permits; meeting the schedule; and not 
jeopardizing the integrity of the cable. Do enforce the follow-
ing rules during the construction process: 

1) Practice safe operations at all times. 
2) Know the maximum allowable pulling tension for the 

cable being placed and do not exceed that tension. 
3) Use tension monitoring/limiting devices when placing 

fiber cable. 
4) Know the minimum allowable bending radius for the 

cable being placed and do not exceed that bending radius. 
5) Use a swivel between the pull rope and fiber cable to 

avoid twisting (Figure 3). 
During the placement of fiber cable, it may need to be 

unreeled and reeled for various reasons. This technique, 
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Shouldn't the cable your business 
is riding on be just as strong? 

AT8iTI's fiber optic cable ollèrs the à 
ruggedness and reliability needed 
tbr your aerial cable TV installations. 

The cable you're installing now may 
seem great today, but how's it going 
to hold up against tomorrow's heat? 
And the ever present gnawing by 
nature's pests? Install AT&T's fiber 
optic cable and you won't have to 
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That's because all AT&T fiber optic 
cable is designed to withstand harsh 
temperatures, rodents, lightning, and 
a host of other environmental stresses. 

Take a look at our DŒ family of 
lightguide cable. Available in multi-
ple sheath designs, each is made with 
a high-density polyethylene jacket to 
resist abrasions—making it easy to 
pull and inexpensive to install, too. 
The DŒ also allows for easy end-

prep and midsheath entry Rip cords 
lie beneath the jacket and armor, to 
allow for entry without damaging the 
fibers. 

AT&T's fiber has the smallest mode 
field diameter of any standard single 
mode fiber available. Light stays 
more tightly confined to the fiber 
core, providing outstanding trans-
mission performance—at both 1310 
and 1550 nm. 
And our D-LUX" 100 coating offers 

excellent stripability, static fatigue 
performance, and aging characteris-
tics, for superb splicing capabilities. 

You'll find, too, that all our fiber 
optic cable is backed by the design 
expertise and technology of AT&T 

Bell Laboratories. 
For more on cable that's at its best 

when the elements are at their worst, 
call AT&T at 1800 344-0223, 
ext. 223. 0 1990 MT 
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Figure 5: Stationary reel (back pull) installa-
tion method Cable block 

known as "figure-eighting," is a time-consuming but very 
necessary process. Figure 4 shows this procedure. Unless 
specifically approved by engineering/construction manage-
ment, a fiber-optic cable should not be cut. Additional splices 
are very costly and will add loss to the fiber system. Ade-
quate precautions must be taken at night to secure the 
unplaced cable from vandals, thieves, etc. 

Pulling grips suitable for use with fiber are applied to the 
ends of the cable. Fiber cable's strength elements vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer, therefore, the contractor 
should consult with the cable manufacturer to determine the 
appropriate pulling grip and attachment method. Breakaway 
or fuse links should be used at the pulling grip; these units 
are sometimes combined with a swivel. Ensure that the cor-
rect "fuse pin" is installed in the fuse link. 

Portable radios or phones must be used during the cable 
placement process. The length and high cost of fiber cable 
dictate that the placement process be closely controlled and 
coordinated. Without proper communications, the risk of 
damaging a fiber cable is very high. 

Safety should be foremost in everyone's mind. Pay close 
attention to the hazards of electrical shock, gas and cave-ins 
during construction. 

Aerial cable 
Aerial cable placement is normally done using two tech-

niques: stationary reel (backpull) and moving reel (drive-off), 
Figures 5 and 6, respectively. If using the stationary reel 

Figure 6: Moving reel (drive off) installation 
method 

Truck 

Cable guide Lasher 

Moving cable reel 

method, adequate rollers, blocks, rings or hangers must be 
provided to support the cable. It is recommended that a 
worker be placed at the cable reel trailer to prevent the reel 
from "hanging up" and limit tail loading of the cable during 
placement. Helicopters have even been used to place fiber-
optic cable under some rather special circumstances. 

Standard aerial construction techniques can be used for 
cable placement. Drip loops are recommended although not 
mandatory. A small 2- to 4-inch loop at all poles provides 
strain relief during the expansion and contraction of the 
strand. In addition, some added protection is provided 
should mechanical damage occur to the strand or pole line. 
It is recommended that the fiber-optic cable is double-lashed 
during the lashing operation. Many operators store slack 
adjacent to areas where future construction may necessitate 
the moving of the pole line. This slack should be stored 
along the strand or protected in a closure at the pole. Slack 
for the splicing operation also is stored along the strand. 

Bonding and/or grounding should comply with normal reg-
ulatory or company operating standards. As a minimum, all 
metallic components in the fiber-optic cable should be 
grounded at the splice points. 

(Continued on page 55) 
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In a typical 18,000-foot duct run between a headend and first splice 
point, pulling in both directions, a total of five figure eight operations of 
fiber-optic cable are required using conventional winching equipment. 
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Painless wide-scale 
AM fiber node deployment 
By John Holobinko 
Vice President, Marketing and Sales 
American Lightwave Systems Inc. 

he use of strand-mounted AM 
fiber nodes to improve picture quality 
and reduce amplifier cascades has 
become widely accepted. However, 
most early AM fiber installations have 
consisted of a small number of remote 
nodes. When planning a small AM fiber 
system, it is quite easy to overlook 
some issues that appear unimportant 
in the small-scale fiber deployment. 
However, in a large-scale fiber deploy-
ment these issues may result in higher 
maintenance and personnel expenses, 
lower overall system reliability, and sig-
nificant hidden costs. 

In a wide-scale fiber backbone 
implementation, key considerations 
include the following: 

• Training costs and staff competence 
(i.e., the degree of specialized optical 
training required of CATV technicians), 
• System reliability (of all system hard-
ware components), 
• Installation time and mean time to 
repair (how does equipment hardware 
design affect these), and 
• Hidden costs (including the additional 
cost and durability of optical test equip-
ment required for long-term system 
maintenance). 

Training for AM fiber 
It is common knowledge that techni-

cal training of staff is one of the most 
expensive and time-consuming activi-
ties in a CATV system. In a large-scale 
AM fiber implementation, the expertise 
required of technicians and the difficul-
ty of installation procedures is not a 
trivial issue. Avoidance of retraining or 
additional training is key to keeping 
maintenance costs down and system 
reliability high. Therefore, a goal of any 
AM fiber system should be to look as 
much like standard CATV electronics at 
the headend and at the strand as pos-
sible so that existing RF amplifier tech-
nicians can be used to maintain the 

system without retraining. 
The ideal AM fiber system should 

have an installation procedure almost 
identical to an RF amplifier (actually 
simpler) and require no fiber expertise 
from the technician. At the strand-
mounted node, fiber splicing is the only 
installation procedure that should 
require specialized skills. At the node, 
since fiber attenuation is flat across the 
bandpass, the input equalization proce-
dure normally required in an amplifier 
should be eliminated. (This assumes 
there is adequate linearity in the optical 
electronics.) The technician should be 
required only to set RF levels and 
adjust for output slope via standard 
CATV procedures. 

Simpler installation for fiber vs. an 
RF amplifier can be attained. Making 
installation of fiber nodes easier than 
RF amplifiers (after fusion splicing) is 
achievable today. However, it requires 
that the optical system utilize a pilot 
carrier AGC or other means to auto-
matically optimize receiver perfor-
mance independent of optical span 
loss; otherwise, a matching or optimiz-
ing procedure must be made for each 
and every fiber-optic receiver. 
A counter argument to this needs to 

be examined. If one or more techni-
cians are specially trained to install 
fiber systems involving special calibra-
tion and installation procedures, is 
there really a negative side? The an-
swer is yes, and is based on the follow-
ing two assumptions: 

1) One technician is not adequate to 
cover the system at all times. If a fiber 
system failure occurs, one cannot 
guarantee that the failure will occur 
between 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, or when the technician 
is not on vacation or ill. Therefore, mul-
tiple technicians per system must be 
trained to ensure 24-hour/7-day fiber 
system coverage. This complicates 
system staff scheduling, since a spe-
cialist must always be available. 

2) Knowledge that is unused 
becomes lost. Assuming that the opti-
cal equipment is reliable, technicians 
will lose some of their skills from the 

"The cost of training 
and time for installa-
tion, plus any costs 
for additional person-
nel required over the 
life of the system 
should be given 
close examination." 

time they learn the procedures until the 
time that they need to perform a fiber 
system repair or diagnosis. There is a 
good probability that technicians will 
experience difficulties under the pres-
sure of restoring subscribers after not 
using the information for a period of 
time. If the procedures for fiber node 
maintenance are similar to amplifier 
maintenance, this can be reduced sig-
nificantly. 
A major argument in favor of fiber 

systems is the fact that elimination of 
long amplifier cascades results in high-
er reliability to cable subscribers. How-
ever, the hardware design of the AM 
fiber system can have a significant 
impact on overall subscriber reliability. 
Consider a system with 30 optical 
transmitters serving 90 remote nodes 
(an average of three nodes per trans-
mitter). Examine a hardware design in 
which each optical transmitter is rack-
mounted separately — each with its 
own AC power supply. If the power 
supplies are located within the trans-
mitter chassis and each power supply 
has a reliability of 75,000 hours MTBF, 
what are the system reliability implica-
tions? Given that there are 30 transmit-
ters, the system MTBF contribution 
from power supply reliability is 2,500 
hours. Since there are approximately 
9,000 hours in one year, this means 
that there could be a failure of 3.5 
transmitters and 10 nodes per year. 
How fast can the system be 

restored? Consider that fiber is often 
fused to the transmitter without any 
optical connector. To restore the sys-
tem means breaking the fiber splice 
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"The ideal AM fiber 
system should be 
easier to maintain 
than its coaxial 
counterpart ..." 

and replacing the transmitter, since the 
power supply is inaccessible. Where 
will the fusion splicer be located — at 
each headend? Who will be qualified to 
make splices? A customer outage 
could easily last from one hour to one 
day depending on the availability of 
splicing equipment and trained person-
nel. 

An alternative hardware design that 
eliminates this exposure is a modular 
architecture where a common module 
shelf is employed at the headend. Opti-
cal transmitters and switching type 
power supplies are modular. One 
power supply module can serve multi-
ple transmitters installed in the same 
shelf. Examine this configuration for its 
reliability to the previous example: If a 
power supply can serve six transmit-
ters and has an MTBF of 100,000 (high 
quality switching supply), then the 
MTBF is 100,000 ÷ 5 = 20,000 hours, 
or 2.2 years. Further, the mean time to 
repair is under one minute, because 
replacing the supply is a simple slide-
out and slide-in procedure, and the 
fiber optics do not have to be dis-
turbed. No special tools or procedures 
are required. 

Now, if multiple optical transmitters 
are in a shelf, more nodes fail with the 
failure of a supply. Therefore, in a 
large-scale fiber implementation it is 
desirable to provide an economic 
means to add a second load-sharing 
power supply for backup. The second 
supply can be added at any time after 
the initial installation if desired without 
interruption of service. Redundancy 
eliminates a classic CATV problem vis 
a vis power supplies. If this sounds 
extravagant, consider that the average 
additional cost for complete power sup-
ply redundancy per node from a 
current manufacturer is about $25 in 
the previous example. Redundancy 
significantly reduces the possibility of 
power supply failures. The probability 
of two concurrent supply failures in the 
same shelf is 1/100,000. 

Installation and repair 
Hardware modularity has its advan-

tages in other areas of the system as 
well. If all modules in the strand-mount-
ed nodes are universal plug-ins, they 
conform to the standards of CATV 
amplifiers. Debates have been made 
about the value of transimpedance 
receivers optimized (i.e., customized) 
to a specific link loss. It has been 
demonstrated that hybrid matching 
transformer designs can match or 
exceed transimpedance receiver de-
signs without requiring customization to 
the link. 

But the real litmus test is a large-
scale fiber deployment. Would an 
amplifier customized to the coaxial 
cable span loss be acceptable in a 
modern cable plant? Wide-scale fiber 
deployment demands the same flexibil-
ity as coaxial electronics. Universal 
modules with high performance are 
most desirable compared to modules 
that must be specifically matched to 
individual fiber spans. 

Another key to system reliability and 
maintainability is documentation. Docu-
mentation goes far beyond clear and 
precise manuals. Extraordinary mea-
sures are required to meet the de-
mands of modern fiber system deploy-
ment. For example, if a technician is 
trying to service a fiber node at 3 a.m. 
in the rain, will he take the manual with 
him? The ideal solution is a system 
that is self-documenting (i.e., the tech-
nician opens the strand-mount cover 
and each module shows signal flow, 
test points and proper signal test 
ranges on all module covers). This is 
not a luxury but should be viewed as a 
necessity for system serviceability. 

The ideal AM fiber system should be 
easier to maintain than its coaxial 
counterpart. Given fiber's superior per-
formance to coaxial cable, there is no 
technical reason why this is not attain-
able today. 

Hidden costs 
Evaluating the true cost of fiber sys-

tems requires an analysis of initial cost, 
installation costs, manpower require-
ments and the cost of additional test 
equipment required. For example, ini-
tial costs can vary dramatically. If an 
amplifier is required before the optical 
transmitters in order to provide ade-
quate input signal level, is the true cost 
differential just that amplifier? Or is the 
true cost penalty much higher? Consid-
er a design in which four amplifiers are 
allowed in cascade with the fiber sys-
tem. If one of the amplifiers is before 
the transmitter, then only three ampli-

"... Given fiber's 
superior performance 
to coaxial cable, 
there is no technical 
reason why this is 
not attainable 
today." 

fiers are possible after the optical 
receiver. This means that more nodes 
will be required to achieve identical 
performance. The cost of these addi-
tional nodes must be factored into the 
cost comparison. 

Earlier in this article a discussion of 
manpower requirements was present-
ed. The cost of training and time for 
installation, plus any costs for addition-
al personnel required over the life of 
the system should be given close 
examination. 

Test equipment is costly and some-
times difficult to justify. For example, 
consider if each service vehicle 
requires an optical power meter at over 
$1,000 each. It will be used infrequent-
ly, but be very necessary for system 
diagnostics. What if it could be elimi-
nated? Some optical receivers are 
made today with a built-in power meter 
function. By placing a digital voltmeter 
on an optical test point, millivolts are 
read directly as microwatts of power. At 
least one manufacturer supports this 
today in combination with self-optimiz-
ing receivers. Therefore, the AM fiber 
system can be maintained without the 
need for any new test equipment in the 
service van. 

Conclusion 
Wide-scale AM fiber deployment 

requires consideration of a number of 
factors beyond initial product cost. 
Installation, maintenance, ease of 
operation, factors relating to system 
reliability and time of restoration, plus 
hidden costs must all be evaluated. 
Today, a properly designed wide-
scale fiber network can be more reli-
able and easier to maintain than a 
coaxial plant without the need for 
extensive retraining of system per-
sonnel. This is only possible if the 
philosophies presented in this article 
have been adapted and integrated 
into the fiber-optic hardware equip-
ment as part of the core product 
design. CT 
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Fiber-to-feeder design study 
The following article is reprinted with 
permission from the "1991 NCTA Tech-
nical Papers." It begins with the fiber-
to-feeder (FTF) design approach ana-
lyzed in comparison to tree-and-branch 
(T&B) design for rebuilds. Data from 
numerous design studies will be used 
to develop a "typical" FTF design and 
total material cost will be compared 
using several alternative FTF design 
approaches. An optimal solution, 

Table 1: Sample design 
parameters 

Project type: Rebuild 
Plant size: 750 miles 
Bandwidth: 550 MHz 
Density: 100 homes per mile 

Conventional design 
Trunk cable: 0.875' P-3 
Trunk electronics: Feedforward 
Feeder cable: 0.625" P-3 
Feeder electronics: Power doubling 
Fiber cascade: Node + 12 trunks 
Headend cascade: 16 trunks 
Feeder cascade: Bridger + 2 LEs 

known as fiber-to-the-serving-area 
(FSA), will be recommended and sys-
tem performance and material costs 
will be compared to conventional 
designs for varying plant densities. 
Additional benefits of FSA design also 
will be discussed, including improved 
picture quality, increased reliability, 
reduced operating costs and compati-
bility with future services. 

By John A. Mattson 
Director of Marketing, Fiber-Optics Products 
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. 

The FTF architecture is dramati-
cally different from the traditional T&B 
design in a rebuild situation. It should 
be noted that this article is confined to 
the study of rebuild architectures only. 
In an FTF design, AM fiber links com-
prise the trunk portion of the system, 
performing the function of a cascade of 
trunk amplifiers in a T&B design. The 
feeder portion of the cable system in 
an FTF design is similar to a conven-
tional plant in that it is made up of RF 

Table 2: Sample design comparison 

End-of-line 
C/N (dB) 

Serving area 
size (miles) 

Material costs 
($ per plant mile) 
Coax 
Coaxial cable 
Actives, passives 
Total coax 
Fiber 
Optical cable 
Actives, passives 
Total fiber 

Conventional 
trunk and 
feeder 

46 

2.0 

Fiber-to-feeder 
(conventional feeder) 
P-P PHD FF 

49 49 49 

4.5 5.5 7.5 

Fiber to 
serving area 
(express feeder) 
FF 

49 

12.0 

2,275 2,000 1,950 1,900 2,050 
3,225 3,250 3,050 3,000 2,850 
5,500 5,250 5,000 4,900 4,900 

175 1,000 725 550 300 
325 3,500 2,775 1,950 1,200 
500 4,500 3,500 2,500 1,500 

Total material 6,000 9,750 8,500 7,400 6,400 
% of conventional 100 163 142 123 107 

Notes: 
1) Conventional trunk and feeder design required some fiber overlay to achieve 
end-of-line performance required. 
2) All systems 550 MHz bandwidth. 
3) AM fiber is dual tier. 

amplifiers, which perform as bridgers 
and line extenders. A schematic of a 
generic FTF design is presented in Fig-
ure 1. From a system engineering 
standpoint, FTF offers significant 
improvement over T&B by eliminating 
cascades of trunk amplifiers, thereby 
removing a major source of noise. In 
fact, in an FTF design the target for 
end-of-line carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) 
is generally around 48 to 50 dB. 

The only way to achieve this type of 
performance using a T&B architecture 
is to run AM fiber nodes to every 
bridger location. At today's AM fiber 
prices, however, this approach is not 
practical from a cost standpoint. There-
fore, it is necessary to reconfigure the 
feeder plant in order to improve the 
design's economics. The key features 
that separate FTF from T&B designs 
(and in fact determine the success of a 
particular FTF design) are the tech-
nology and architecture used in the 
feeder. 

FTF design principles 
In order to illustrate the important 

aspects of FTF, a sample FTF design 
will be used as a reference point. The 
system under study is essentially a 
"typical" cable system, which is the 
result of averaging the data from a 
number of FTF designs. Table 1 sum-
marizes the basic elements of the sam-
ple design system. The comparative 
results of various design approaches 
are presented in Table 2. 

The simplest approach, followed in 
many of the early FTF designs, is to 
parallel the T&B approach by locating a 
bridger at the output of the AM fiber 
node and then cascading two or three 
line extenders from there'. As design-
ers became more proficient, it became 
apparent that the critical factor in pro-
ducing an economical FTF design is 
the miles of plant served by each AM 
fiber node. As the "serving area" of the 
AM fiber node increases, the FTF 
design becomes more and more eco-
nomical. The approach previously 
described — essentially copying a con-
ventional feeder layout — is the least 
efficient in terms of the size of the serv-
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port further subdivision of the serving 
areas. The design is most cost-effec-
tive when the serving area is equal to 
or greater than 12 miles of plant. 

The most significant factor impact-
ing an FSA design is the density of the 
homes in the system being designed. 
(See Table 3.) As the system density 
decreases, the length of the amplifier 
cascade in each serving area increas-
es. However, even in the densest sys-
tems, the minimum number of ampli-
fiers in cascade is four, so at least 
every third amplifier in each cascade 
must be equipped with automatic gain 
control (AGC) to maintain constant out-
put over temperature. The C/N at the 
last tap is targeted in the range of 48 to 
50 dB, as opposed to 45 to 47 dB in a 
comparable T&B design. In an FSA 
design, the fiber links add virtually no 
distortions and the amplifiers add very 
little noise. As demonstrated in Table 4, 
the relatively short amplifier cascade 
sets the composite triple beat perfor-

mance of approxi-
mately 56 to 57 dB, 
which in combina-
tion with the essen-
tially transparent 
fiber distortions re-
sults in end-of-line 
distortions of about 
54 dB. In the same 
fashion, the fiber 
link sets the noise 
limit at about 50 
dB, with no more 
than 1 dB noise 
addition in the am-
plifier cascade. 

Reliability 
The number of 

outages experi-
enced by each sub-
scriber is dramati-
cally reduced as 
compared to a con-
ventional plant. In 

an FSA design, the total number of 
active devices between any subscriber 
and the headend is reduced to a maxi-
mum of five in the typical case. Even 
compared to a fiber backbone with four 
trunk amplifiers in cascade, the number 
of hybrids in cascade is reduced by 40 
percent. This means that any single 
failure affects a much smaller group of 
subscribers than in a conventional 
plant. 

In addition, the number of outages 
in the plant as a whole is reduced. The 
total number of active devices em-
ployed in the system is reduced, so the 
number of system outages is lower as 
well. In fact, the FSA design uses 10 
percent fewer hybrids plantwide than a 
comparable fiber backbone or trunk 
and feeder. In previous AM fiber design 
approaches, while the reliability experi-
enced by individual subscribers has 
improved, the overall system reliability 
has actually been degraded. This phe-
nomenon is intuitive, since fiber cable 

and electronics were added to the 
existing cable plant. However, in FSA 
designs there is a net gain in reliability, 
since fiber and electronics replace 
trunk cable and amplifiers3. 

Operating costs 
The plant operating costs in an FSA 

architecture are lower than a T&B 
design. The total power consumption of 
an FSA plant is lower than convention-
al trunk and feeder or fiber backbone 
designs. There are two primary rea-
sons for this: 1) Fewer hybrids are 
used and 2) a standby power supply 
can be used for the optical receiver 
and surrounding amplifiers while the 
remainder of the feeder is served by 
much lower cost non-standbys. The 
maintenance requirements are lowered 
by at least an order of magnitude. It is 
relatively simple to balance and align 
the short amplifier cascades in an FSA 
plant. The combination of fewer failures 
and simpler maintenance procedures 
reduces the number of truck rolls and 
simplifies the tasks required with corre-
sponding reductions in spare parts 
inventories, technical training, employ-
ee turnover, etc.4 

Compatibility 
with future services 

The FSA architecture supports 
future services. The overall quality of 
the signals delivered to the subscriber 
is compatible with high definition TV 
(HDTV) standards. Bandwidth expan-
sion can be accommodated by elec-
tronics upgrades and digital compres-
sion offers even more dramatic expan-
sion capabilities. The double-star con-
figuration is compatible with telephony 
type services. (The 2,000-home serv-
ing areas are roughly parallel to those 
of the local telephone system.) The use 
of express feeder lends itself to further 
overlays of fiber nodes. By locating 

(Continued on page 60) 

Figure 4: AM fiber trunk section in FSA design 
Fiber cable count "A-C" Three laser transmitters 

• Splice -Q- Optic passive 

0 Node location (1-10) 

4,400' 

Optic passives (min. x 2) 
1 - 15 percent 
1 - 20 percent 
2 - 25 percent 
3 - 50 percent 
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Back reflection in 
AM fiber CATV systems 
By Vedrana Stojanac 
Sales Engineer, EXFO E.O. Engineering 

he cable TV industry is undergoing an expansion to 
achieve greater spectrum capability by using optical fiber to 
provide additional channels of video programming as well as 
some form of high definition TV. This is due in part to cable's 
goal of being more competitive at a time when the Federal 
Communications Commission may rule out the opening up 
of the protected market. 

Optical fiber is already being used extensively in the 
telecommunications industry-- specifically in long-haul 
intercity and undersea links for telephony. In turn, fiber tech-
nology is now being applied to existing CATV systems to 
improve them. Without discussing the advantages of various 
topologies, implementing optical fiber offers the following: 
exceedingly high potential information bandwidth, very low 
loss, small size, rugged physical/chemical properties, and 
electromagnetic (EM) interference immunity due to its dielec-
tric nature. 

However, as with any system, there are losses that must 
be examined so that design requirements are met. For a 
CATV system using AM fiber, back reflection is a primary 
concern. This article deals with some of the causes of back 
reflection and presents the instruments that can be used to 
test a system incorporating fiber at both its installation and 
maintenance stages. 

CATV system and back reflection 
Traditional distribution systems are based on the use of 

coaxial cable in a tree-and-branch architecture; here, multi-
ple feeder cables, referred to as branches, are connected to 
a main trunk cable. This basic network now is being upgrad-
ed and modified to allow increased channel capacity and 
multiple service levels. One such system may use fiber links 
to reinforce the coaxial networks (hence the name fiber-rein-
forced coaxial systems). The basics of these systems 
involve long cascades of trunk amplifiers broken up into seg-
ments being fed with point-to-point fiber links from the head-
end or nearest hub location. In using the fiber links the aver-
age number of series-connected amplifiers may be reduced, 
thus increasing reliability and signal quality. This evolution to 
shorter cascades is expected to continue. There are numer-
ous other topologies that deploy fiber closer to the home, but 
these are beyond the scope of this article and our interest 
remains with the causes and effects of back reflection in the 
optical fiber links. 

Back reflection, also commonly referred to as back scat-
tering or return loss, is defined as the ratio of the light scat-
tered in the opposite direction of propagation to the light in 
the original direction of propagation. That is: 

Reflection (in dB) = 10 log ( 10,Preflected iPtransmined) 

It results from the fiber's intrinsic properties as well as 
from components within the system. Rayleigh scattering is a 
type of scattering caused by inhomogeneities in the fiber 
much less than a wavelength in size, such as refractive 
index fluctuations from density and compositional variations 
in the fiber. Much of this light will enter the fiber cladding and 
be dissipated. 

In a good quality fiber the actual amount of back scattered 
light captured by the core and carried back toward the trans-
mitter due to Rayleigh scattering is very low, typically in the 
order of 65 dB below the transmitted signal. It is therefore 
known that the components in the system are the key factors 
contributing to the reflection loss. Potential sources of these 
reflections typically include optics packaging, the in-line opti-
cal isolator, connectors, splices and the PIN detector. These 
sources produce back reflections that are classified as Fres-
nel reflections, which occur at the planar junction of two 
materials having different refractive indices. 

Splicing normally refers to an interconnection method for 
joining the ends of two fibers in a permanent manner, while a 
connector is a disconnectable device used to join a fiber to a 
source, detector or another fiber; the latter is designed to be 
connected and disconnected with ease. Splices and connec-
tors aim to couple light from one component to another with 
as little disturbance as possible. Therefore, precise align-
ment of the mated fiber cores is desirable. 

Splices and connectors are required for various reasons. 
For example, in a long link, since fibers are offered at limited 
lengths, they must be spliced end-to-end. Connections also 
are required at building entrances, wiring closets, couplers 
and equipment. One common type of splice is the fusion 
splice that uses an electric arc to weld two glass fibers 
together. The fusion splicers available today are extremely 
efficient, thus rendering the amount of back reflection at the 
splice negligible. Connectors and mechanical splices should 
therefore be seen as the main contributing factors in back 
reflection. The cause of reflection is a change in refraction 
index caused at a discontinuity by either lateral displace-
ment, end separation, angular misalignment or surface 
roughness. All of these backscatter light since each involves 
having the electromagnetic light wave travel from one medi-

"Back reflection ... is defined as 
the ratio of the light scattered in 
the opposite direction of propa-
gation to the light in the original 
direction of propagation." 
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"Pay particular attention to the 
linearity and calibration accura-
cy of (power meters) ... Some 
methods of calibration do not 
last long, which is a major draw-
back." 

um to another of different refractive index. 
Lateral displacement refers to the misalignment of two 

fibers from their center axes. Some light is back scattered if 
the wave should exit the core of one fiber and hit the 
cladding of the next. End separation is a problem with some 
connectors or mechanical splices. The two fibers to be con-
nected in this case do not make physical contact thus leav-
ing an air gap. Back reflection occurs at both the exit from 
the first fiber and at the entry to the second fiber even if an 
index-matching gel is used. For a glass fiber having a refrac-
tive index of 1.475, the reflection loss caused by an air gap 
is about 14.5 dB. Furthermore, back reflection at an air gap 
may create constructive or destructive interference and the 
total effect over the two joining fibers can even get as bad as 
-8.5 dB. 

Losses are minimized by using index adaption liquid, 
which reduces the beam divergence. The refractive index of 
this liquid or gel is very near to that of the fibers. However, 
reflections are not entirely suppressed since the liquid usual-
ly chosen is one having a refractive index equal to the aver-
age refractive index between the fiber core and cladding. 
Angular misalignment is not as common as lateral displace-
ment; it occurs when the ends of mated fibers are not per-
pendicular to the fiber axes, thus leaving an air gap. Surface 
roughness suggests that the fiber has not been polished 
down to a flat surface free of residual particles; geometrical 
patterns of the EM waves are therefore disrupted and reflec-
tions will occur at the fiber end face. 

Measurement equipment 
CATV systems operate at VHF and UHF frequencies, typ-

ically at 300 to 400 MHz with the newest systems operating 
at 550 MHz or greater. The influence of back reflection at 
this bandwidth is substantial. Problems may arise since the 
reflected light will travel back toward the transmitting laser. 
The laser is a semiconductor diode having an optical cavity 
required for lasing. At low drive currents the laser acts as an 
LED, while operating at its threshold level will induce lasing 
action. The laser is then biased just below the threshold cur-
rent to make it work in its linear laser mode. Having a light 
pulse return to the laser will result in a varying power level of 
the signal (rendering the laser unstable). To protect the 
transmitters, the latter are always specified to operate up to 
a certain back reflection tolerance, which is a function of the 
operating wavelength. 
When installing a fiber link, attenuation is a parameter 

that must be measured. A power meter and dual-wavelength 
laser source combination built into a single unit is preferable 
to minimize the number of instruments carried out to the 
field. Optical time domain reflectometers (OTDRs) also can 
be used to characterize fiber attenuation. 

In dealing with back reflection there are three invaluable 
instruments: a variable back reflector, a back reflection 

meter and a variable attenuator featuring low back reflection 
characteristics. A variable back reflector can be used to sim-
ulate a certain amount of calibrated back reflection into a 
fiber, thus making it possible to determine the performance 
of a system as a function of the back reflection level. This 
can be used to verify the tolerance of the transmitter and 
verify if it does meet specifications. The ideal of such a unit 
would incorporate a high-quality filter and star coupler in 
order to provide an output port that would be a sample of the 
input signal attenuated by 20 dB or so. 
A back reflection meter, according to ANSI-FOTP-107, 

should incorporate a laser light source and power meter of 
specific design in connection with a wavelength independent 
coupler (WIC) having a splitting ratio that is very stable 
across the optical spectrum. It is preferred to a wavelength 
division coupler (WDM coupler). This is because the latter 
has a splitting ratio that is a function of the wavelength, thus 
requiring the laser to be extremely stable in wavelength. Fur-
thermore, the wavelength of a laser varies with temperature. 
Therefore, the choice of a WIC over a WDM coupler greatly 
reduces the temperature stabilization time of the laser. 

The ideal unit should be bearing absolute calibration, but 
a user-calibration mode also should be provided for applica-
tions where a large level of attenuation does take place 
between the instrument and the point from where return loss 
is to be measured. 

Another useful instrument for testing a CATV fiber link is 
an optical variable attenuator. It is used to simulate loss of 
the fiber, thereby testing the system's dynamic range. (A 
spool of fiber with a known loss also can be used if avail-
able, although several would be required to obtain various 
attenuation values.) 

Attenuators should not create optical reflectance, which in 
turn would influence the transmitters. One very important 
optical specification to look into when selecting a variable 
attenuator is level of reflectance. A specification of -40 to -45 
dB should be considered minimum. 

In CATV, optical power levels are uniquely high (up to +15 
dBm) and, as a matter of a fact, cannot be measured by 
most optical power meters currently on the market. It is 
essential to select power meters that can read up to +15 
dBm. Pay particular attention to the linearity and calibration 
accuracy of such products; it is always a good idea to ask 
how calibration is performed on such units. Some methods 
of calibration do not last long, which is a major drawback. 

CATV systems are turning toward fiber optics as part of 
evolving architectures — and improvement in picture quality 
and extended services will be the direct result. The quality of 
fiber-optic test equipment available also has facilitated this 
transition since it provides full testing capability for both 
installation and maintenance. CT 
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Timing considerations in 
RF two-way data collection 
The following article is reprinted with 
permission from the "1989 NCTA Tech-
nical Papers." It presents several sce-
narios for data transport serving an 
out-of-band data carrier addressable 
system utilizing combinations of RF 
band, microwave and telephone line 
transmission technologies for data sig-
nal delivery. Definitions are given for 
both continuous and discontinuous 
data streams. Since discontinuous 
data formats are most sensitive to 
delay and phase distortion, special 
solutions are developed for compen-
sating these parameters. (The author 
was employed by Jerrold at the time of 
this article's writing.) 

By Daniel F. Walsh Jr. 

he maturation of addressability 
as a technology, coupled with the 
advent of pay-per-view (PPV) and 
impulse PPV (IPPV) services has 
effectively turned the CATV system into 
a two-way data communications net-
work. Regardless of the format of data 
transport over the cable, some basic 
principles of data communications gov-
ern the behavior of the data streams. 

The CATV system can be represent-
ed as a tree-and-branch network. In 
the forward direction (controller to ter-
minals), there is a single source, multi-
ple destination data signal. Since vari-
ous components in a CATV address-
able communication network are locat-
ed at geographically distinct sites and 
interconnection between the sites may 
be done with various media, depending 
on the particular geography and avail-
ability of resources, a means to trans-
port the addressable control data (one-
and two-way) must be provided. 

In most implementations, the for-
ward data stream runs continuously, 
and is transported either on an out-of-
band carrier or in-band in the video 
itself from the headend or hub to the 
converter. If the addressable controller 
is at a business office that is located 
remotely from the headend or hub, 
data must be transported from the con-
troller to the headend or hub. This may 

Figure 1: Transaction command timing diagrams 
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be done through various media (e.g., 
RF cable, telephone lines, microwave, 
etc.). 

In the return direction, data is trans-
mitted from the converter to the hub or 
headend site, where it is received and 
routed back to the addressable con-
troller, over whatever medium has 
been selected. In the case of multiple 
hubs or headends, return data is rout-
ed from each of the hubs back to the 
addressable controller and combined 
for reception. 

In the case of one-way data, propa-
gation and processing delays in the 
one-way path are of no significant con-
sequence. However, in a two-way sys-
tem, delays in both the forward path 
and the return path are critical to 
ensure collision-free, high-speed 
polling operation. 

Time division multiple access 
Time division multiplexing (TDM) is 

a technique used in communication 
networks to allow multiple, unrelated 
lower speed data streams to be trans-
ported on a single higher speed data 
stream. The technique provides time 

slots in a given, predefined sequence 
for segments of each component data 
stream to be inserted at the transmit 
site and extracted at the receive site. 
An advantage of TDM is the ability to 
carry multiple signals on a single wire 
or channel, with the associated sav-
ings in equipment over what would 
have been required if each signal was 
carried over its own wire or channel. In 
a TDM system, the multiplexing opera-
tion occurs at a single site, thus delays 
for each component data stream are 
identical. A typical application of TDM 
is the transport of telephone signals 
from one central office to another. 

Time division multiple access 
(TDMA) is an extension to the TDM 
concept that allows each component 
data stream to be inserted from differ-
ent geographical locations. The com-
plication involved in designing and 
operating a TDMA system is the differ-
ence in propagation delays from each 
source to a single destination. 

Since collisions would be detrimen-
tal to operation, each source must be 
time-compensated so as to ensure that 
the arrival of its transmission at the 
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destination site occurs during its allo-
cated time window. The time compen-
sation must account for any processing 
or propagation delays in the path from 
a particular source to the destination. 
TDMA systems are typically used in 
digital telephony over wire, terrestrial or 
satellite channels. The advantage is 
that multiple lower speed users, locat-
ed at multiple origination sites, can 
share a single higher speed channel, 
with the associated saving in equip-
ment and channel space as compared 
to individual channels from each 
source to the single destination. 

CATV application 
As stated earlier, the typical tree-

and-branch CATV system provides, in 
the forward direction, a single source 
with multiple destinations. In the return 
direction, multiple sources provide 
transmission to a single destination. 
This architecture is analogous to the 
TDMA system just described. One 
major difference between the typical 
TDMA system and a two-way CATV 
system is the number of operating 
nodes. A large CATV system may have 
on the order of several hundred thou-
sand operating nodes in the network. 
Time-compensating each of the nodes 
in a network of this magnitude would 
be an extremely time-consuming task. 
Another major difference is the low-
cost nature of the subscriber terminal. 

For these reasons, an approach 
requiring time compensation down to 
the hub level (but not to the subscriber 
node level) is more appropriate. In 
addition, because the base of sub-
scribers defined on the network is in a 
constant state of flux (box swaps, 
churn, etc.), fixed time slot assignment 
would slow the network down. Thus, a 
more efficient system allows assign-

Figure 2: Poll command timing diagrams 
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ment of time slots to subscriber termi-
nals on the fly. The following sections 
of this article introduce several system 
scenarios and describe the impacts of 
each technology. 
When data passes through a com-

munications channel, they are affected 
by the physical properties of the chan-
nel. Of particular importance to this dis-
cxussion is the propagation time of the 
transmission through the cable (frac-
tions of the speed of light). 

If the channel is actually comprised 
of several separate media with elec-
tronic translation on the end points of 

each segment, the propagation param-
eters are no longer the prime impact. 
The delay and delay parameters of 
each electronic translation is orders of 
magnitude more significant than the 
propagation time through the channel. 

Delays are generally incurred due to 
baseband data rate translations or for-
mat translations. Digital signal process-
ing (DSP) operations and other digital 
data manipulations also contribute to 
delay. RF modulation and demodula-
tion do not of themselves contribute 
significant delay to the channel relative 
to other delays. 

Figure 3: Collocated single hub addressable system 
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Jitter, or delay uncertainty, is intro-
duced whenever the clock phases of 
an asynchronous baseband transmitter 
and receiver at the end points of a 
channel differ. This occurs whenever 
data are re-clocked (for processing by 
data path devices), or when data are 
sourced from numerous different 
devices running from their own, non-
coherent clock sources or located vari-
ous distances from the receive point, 
with corresponding propagation delay 
differences (see poll format data that 
follows). 

7ransaction formats 
The most straightforward format for 

data transmission has been shown to 
be a command/response transaction. 
In this format each transmission of 
information is framed by synchroniza-
tion and error-checking data to assist in 
interpretation. This packet format is 
used extensively in CATV control and 
other applications. The transaction for-
mat provides a coherent query-
response sequence for communicating 
with addressable devices. It is con-
strained to communication with one 
device at a time in that the return chan-
nel can only accommodate one packet 
at a time. 

Figure 1 shows a transaction sys-
tem. The addressable control system 
provides a query command requiring a 
response from the addressed device. It 
then waits a prescribed period to allow 
that device to answer before continuing 
with more transmission. In this fashion, 

"It is possible to 
compensate even the 
most complicated 
networks for timing 
to ensure efficient, 
reliable data commu-
nications perfor-
mance." 

a controller can maintain coherence 
between queries and responses. The 
top of the figure shows the time-out 
period for a simple RF-only system. 
(That is, one with minimal propagation 
delays.) The lower portion includes 
provision for an arbitrary delay inserted 
at some point in the channel. The opti-
mum time-out period is based on 
worst-case delay time through the sys-
tem. Too large a time-out value causes 
inefficiency in a system where many 
network nodes will not respond during 
various activities. Too small a value 
may cause some valid responses to be 
ignored because they reached the 
receiving node after the time-out had 
expired. 

Poll formats (TDMA) 
Poll formats can be described as 

transmission schemes that allow for 
maximum communication throughput 
at the cost of error-checking and fram-
ing. This technique borrows from the 
TDMA technique discussed previously, 

in that several responding devices 
share a single response channel by 
synchronizing their transmission to 
some marker in the request data 
stream after their address is recog-
nized. In this fashion, the responses 
are queued in the same order as 
requested and each responding device 
is given a time slot for its response to 
arrive, if all delays are equal. A single 
command can initiate a response 
sequence from a range of addressable 
devices. The primary advantage in 
using this type of system is to achieve 
a very high poll rate for a given data 
rate. 

Figure 2 shows a poll format proto-
col in which a command is presented, 
followed by the addresses of all 
devices expected to respond. Each 
device formats and transmits a 
response on encountering its address 
in the data stream following a com-
mand. As can be seen, there is then an 
expected order and time slot in which 
the response will arrive at the address-
able controller. The upper portion of the 
figure shows the sequencing in a non-
delayed system. The lower makes 
allowances for both round-trip channel 
delay and delay uncertainty from data 
translations. 

In this manner, responses are 
pipelined with the depth of the pipeline 
determined by the absolute delay in the 
system. If the time delay for responses 
from each of multiple hubs differ, they 
must be compensated so they are 
equal. This is accomplished by insert-
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Figure 5: Telephone line-linked non-collocated addressable control system 
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ing additional delay in each hub inter-
connect that has an inherent delay less 
than the hub with the maximum delay. 
The goal of this process is to make the 
delay from each hub equal to the delay 
in the hub with the largest delay. 

Differences in delay from each 
responding node on a given hub are 
accommodated by allowing a large 

enough response window to receive a 
response with the shortest and longest 
expected delay within that hub. 

System designs 
The RF plant of the CATV system is 

a known quantity. Any transmission 
delay in the signal is directly attrib-
utable to propagation delay in the 

amplifiers and passive devices such as 
combiners, splitters, directional cou-
plers or cable. These quantities are 
easily calculated or measured and are 
relatively small. 

The opportunity for time distortion of 
the data streams occurs wherever 

(Continued on plage 62) 

Figure 6: Microwave-linked non-collocated addressable control system 
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SkyPix digital 
compressed 
vídeo system 
on cable 
This article is a follow-up to Ted Chesley's first report on 
SkyPix — "Testing compressed digital video signals: A case 
study" — in the May 1991 issue of "CT" 

By Stephen Hatcher 
President. Summit Design Inc 
And Theodore Chesley 
Director of Engineering, Rock Associates 

he SkyPix compressed video transmission system 
has been in operation in Rock Associates' Coeur d'Alene, 

Figure 1: SkyPix cable system 
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Idaho, cable system for the past five months. Extensive test-
ing has been accomplished on the quality and reliability of 
the digital signals as resident in the normal analog cable 
world. The results of these tests and ongoing observations 
have not only verified the predicted performance parameters 
for compressed digital services, but have demonstrated the 
high quality and extreme robustness of the pictures through-
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out the analog transportation and distribu-
tion system. 

The ability to carry up to three video 
channels in a standard 6 MHz channel 
spectrum width, with consistent quality 
throughout the system, impacts the rebuild/ 
upgrade equation for systems lacking spec-
trum availability and opens the door to a 
wealth of ideas in the pay-per-view, l-Net 
and LAN worlds. In fact, the quality of digi-
tally modulated signals alone leads one to 
conceive of an all-digital world in the not too 
distant future. 

The SkyPix system 
SkyPix Cable is actively engaged in the 

development of cable modems to bring 
interactive PPV digital video and audio to 
the cable marketplace in the second quarter 
of 1992. In cooperation with Rock Associates, Jones Interca-
ble and Home Shopping Network, SkyPix is establishing 
practical standards for its existing digital compression and 
transmission technology for cable systems. 

The SkyPix system consists of the cable headend proces-
sor and home receiver unit. The headend processor recov-
ers SkyPix signals from the SkyPix satellite link and process-
es this data for transmission over the cable network. At the 
consumer home, the SkyPix receiver recovers both the digi-
tal video data as well as the conventional analog video. The 
compressed digital data is converted to analog for viewing 
yet exhibits uniform picture quality independent of the cable 
transmission distance. This is due to the lower susceptibility 
to interference characteristic of the SkyPix digital signals 
over conventional analog. When conventional analog recep-
tion is severely degraded, SkyPix digital signals still provide 
clear reception. 
• The SkyPix cable headend is designed to provide the 

cable operator with a simple means to take SkyPix satellite 
signals and place them onto a cable network along with 
standard analog video carriers. Using a simple 
personal computer-based interface, the cable 
operator need only specify the available cable 
bandwidth and analog channel placement. The 
SkyPix cable headend then automatically 
recovers the required channels, corrects any 
satellite transmission errors, remodulates the 
signal on the required carrier frequency and 
combines the signals with the standard analog 
video carriers for transmission. 

Compared to satellite broadcast, the cable 
system is a relatively benign environment for 
SkyPix digital signals. On cable, SkyPix digital 
signals operate with much lower signal-to-
noise ratios (S/N) than standard analog video 
carriers (10-16 dB vs. the 40-50 dB required 
for analog). These digital signals also have a 
higher channel capacity resulting in eight 
channels of video transmitted in each 6 MHz 
analog channel spectral width. 

This increase in efficiency is due to the digi-
tal modulation techniques employed. Quad-
raphase shift-keyed modulation (QPSK) is 
used in the satellite link due to its relative 
immunity to satellite transponder distortion. At 

Design concept for the SkyPix cable receiver enclosure (in development). 

Figure 2: Digital overlay on analog 

Figure 4: Impedance matching (Test 2) 
Digital 
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Figure 5: Microwave test 
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the cable end, with its highly linear amplifier stages, more 
sophisticated bandwidth efficient techniques can be utilized. 
QPSK and quadraphase partial response modulation (QPR) 
are currently used for system testing, and allow three SkyPix 
channels in 6 MHz. The actual system implementation uti-
lizes 16 quadraphase amplitude modulation (16 QAM). The 
16 QAM modem is in development and will allow eight Sky-
Pix channels to occupy 6 MHz of channel bandwidth. 

The SkyPix cable headend interfaces the SkyPix satellite 
service with a cable network through several signal condi-
tioning processes. The satellite signals are recovered using 
a digital demodulator. The SkyPix data structure is then 
modified to reflect the required cable frequency assignments 
and cost/programming selections. The revised data stream 
is then time division multiplexed (TDM) with two to seven 
other channels and modulated to allow three to eight chan-
nels to occupy 6 MHz of bandwidth. A power combining pro-
cess allows the SkyPix digital channels to share cable band-
width with conventional analog signals. 

Figure 1 illustrates the major subassemblies that receive 
the satellite data, update menu channel data and retransmit 
the SkyPix signal on cable with a signal structure that 
enhances the cable transmission efficiency. 
• Satellite receive antenna. The SkyPix transmission 

occupies both horizontal and vertical polarizations. Using a 
dual-polarity, low-noise block downconverter (LNB) the full 
80 channels of SkyPix broadcasting is brought to a multi-
channel demodulator assembly via a dual coaxial cable. 
• The demodulator assembly simultaneously tunes to all 

SkyPix program channels and recovers the digital data 
streams for those channels. Though typically processing 80 
channels of simultaneous data recovery, the demodulator 
assembly can be configured for less channels and readily 
expanded later. As SkyPix adds additional channels, this 
assembly can be expanded to accept up to 200 channels. 

The demodulator assembly is very compact; 20 single-
channel processors will fit in a single 4 x 19 inch rack 
assembly. As compared to the significant space require-

ments of standard analog processing hardware for cable 
headends, the SkyPix system allows tremendous channel 
expansion with minimal facility expansion. 

After recovering the satellite channel data stream, the 
demodulator corrects transmission errors with a powerful 
series of forward error correcting (FEC) codes. The resulting 
data, stripped of satellite transmission FEC overhead, is in 
its original compressed form. The frequency assignment 
table that occupies every channel is then modified in the 
data injector assembly. 
• Data injector assembly. Every SkyPix channel contains 

the title, price and frequency assignment of all SkyPix chan-
nels. This allows real-time updates to the receiver selection 
tables to reflect changes in customer offerings as well as 
satellite frequency management. When the SkyPix signals 
are recovered from the satellite carriers, this data must be 
modified to reflect the new cable frequency assignments and 
customer offerings. The data injector assembly provides 
real-time modification of this entry in each recovered SkyPix 
channel. Like the demodulator assembly, the data injector 
assembly is a compact unit consisting of a single 19-inch 
rack assembly under PC control. 
• The modulator assembly takes the recovered data, with 

modified channel assignment data, and combines one to 
eight channels into a single data stream. This data is cur-
rently QPSK and QPR modulated for field trials, with 16 
QAM modulation in development for eight channels in 6 MHz 
spectrum efficiency. The modulator assembly generates the 
requisite carrier frequency, modulates the carrier, controls 
the output power level, provides specialized spectral shaping 
functions, and outputs the resultant 50-550 MHz signals to 
the power combiners used for analog/digital signal combina-
tion prior to transmission. The modulator assembly requires 
one 4 x 19 inch rack of equipment per 10 modulators. 
• Headend controller interface. The demodulator assem-

bly, data injector and modulator assembly are controlled by a 
PC running SkyPix controller software. The cable operator 
need only specify the available cable bandwidth that the 
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Figure 6: Digital/analog spectrum 
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SkyPix channels can occupy in the cable system. Analog 
video channel assignments are placed in a data base to 
allow the controller software to determine optimal digital 
channel structuring (within available spectrum) for minimal 
intermodulation distortion of all carriers (both analog and dig-
ital video). This information also is required at the receiver to 
facilitate digital vs. analog tuning discrimination. 

The controller software automatically controls the demod-
ulator assembly for data recovery with error correction, 
determines the channel multiplexing for time division multiple 
access (TDMA) transmission, determines the optimum digital 
channel placement for minimal intermodulation generation, 
modifies the channel data files to reflect the carrier frequen-
cy assignments and controls the modulator assembly to cre-
ate new cable digital channels. These new channels are 
combined with the analog video and transmitted on the cable 
system. 
• The SkyPix cable receiver is placed in the home like a 

standard analog cable box. However, the SkyPix box 
accepts carriers modulated by compressed digital video and 
analog AM video. Carrying all digital carriers, a 350 MHz 
system could carry in excess of 400 channels. On a 450 
MHz system, with 35 analog carriers to 300 MHz, over 100 
digital signals can be overlayed. 

The channel selection table contained in the SkyPix data 
informs the receiver as to which channels are analog and 
which are digital, as well as their frequency assignments. If 
an analog channel is selected, routing is accomplished by 
normal analog devices. When SkyPix channels are selected, 
the signal is processed by the digital decoder, which selects 
the channel, demodulates and decompresses the data, and 
creates an NTSC signal for TV input. 

The SkyPix digital channels offer numerous advantages 
over conventional analog. As stated earlier, the digital chan-
nel is about 30 dB less susceptible to interference, which 
provides uniform picture quality to all subscribers regardless 
of their distance from the headend. The receiver controller 
provides a menu-driven user interface requiring only a sim-
ple remote control to program, preview and select from 80+ 
offerings. Through the menu, numerous additional features 
are made available to the end user, such as parental lockout 
by picture rating, personalized messages (all boxes are 
addressable) and current account status. 

At the heart of PPV broadcasting is the question of piracy. 

Security is a critical design element in the receiver unit. 
SkyPix utilizes a state-of-the-art digital encryption technolo-
gy to provide secure data delivery. The security process is 
on par with that used in wire fund transfers between banks. 

Billing for the PPV service automatically occurs via a 
phone modem to the central office. Each receiver has a 
"cash box" allowing multiple purchases against a fixed level 
of credit. Through the on-screen menu, viewers can check 
their account status including the last 20 movies selected, 
the viewing times and charges. A more extensive record of 
viewing can be obtained through the billing offices. 

The most significant threat to the RF performance of the 
SkyPix digital carriers are unterminated stubs in the RF 
installation. The resulting impedance mismatch would create 
transmission line distortions increasing the likelihood of 
transmission errors. To counter this, adaptive equalization 
techniques are in development, which measure line distor-
tion and create an opposite distortion filter. The adaptive 
equalizer will correct the transmission error effect and result 
in undistorted data recovery. 

Testing on cable 
As mentioned earlier, on-cable testing has been in 

progress in the Coeur d'Alene system. The SkyPix satellite 
transmission of eight carriers in a single transponder has 
been block converted and added to the cable system in the 
spectrum between 330-360 MHz. The digital overlay (Figure 
2) is carried throughout the 400-mile cable plant, with cas-
cades to 43 amplifiers deep, and to outlying systems fed 
through Hughes broadband low power microwave using 
repeaters. Since much of this system is 300 MHz, this afford-
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"This is one of the significant 
advantages of digital transmis-
sion: What you see off the head-
end dish is what you get any-
where in the system." 

ed us an opportunity to test the transmission in a rolled-off 
bandwidth environment, with surprising results: 
• Basic parameters. The quality of the received signal 

from the satellite as follows is significant in that these specifi-
cations are constant throughout the system, regardless of 
the point of reception. This is one of the significant advan-
tages of digital transmission: What you see off the headend 
dish is what you get anywhere in the system. 

Video signal parameters are as follows: 

S/N (unweighted) = >55 dB 
Lines of resolution = 480 lines 
Noise threshold (to tiling) = 9 dB* 
IM threshold (to tiling) = 12 dB* 

(* Note: Threshold to digital peak. Corresponding analog C/N 
and IM depends on digital/analog signal level ratio. At the 
same signal level, analog C/N would be 12 dB and IM would 
be 12 dB. Analog signals are unusable at these distortion 
levels.) 

• Receiver input parameters. Testing has been performed 
with the satellite box, using an upconverter to reconvert the 
VHF spectrum to 950-1,450 MHz. The receiver is very sensi-
tive, operating at dBmV levels of -26 to -30 dBmV. This pre-
sents another significant advantage of this type of transmis-
sion: Reception can be guaranteed in high loss, or rolloff, 
areas of the plant. It is only necessary to filter the higher 
level analog band from the receiver input and, if needed, 
amplify the signal to above the threshold. We have obtained 
reliable operation from drop levels weaker than -30 dBmV 
using this method. An external amp might be necessary in 
some weak signal cases. It is, of course, important to point 
out that analog signals at this low level would be basically 
unusable, amplified or not. 

Another consideration for operation in the analog world is 
the effect of impedance mismatch on the digital signals. In 
analog, we can expect ghosting of various amplitudes and 
delay offsets, depending on the type and magnitude of the 
mismatch. To determine how this might affect digital, we set 
up two experiments. In the first, a standard CATV four-way 
splitter was set up with one leg feeding the analog/digital TV 
sets and each of the other three legs having 150 feet unter-
minated drops connected (Figure 3). An obvious ghost was 
present in the analog signal with about 1/16 inch offset. No 
difference was observed in the digital picture. Reflections 
were in the -30 dB range. To enhance this test, back-to-back 
two-way splitters were used, one leg connected straight 
through and the other connected through 450 feet of cable, a 
20 dB amplifier and an attenuator (Figure 4). 

The second test involved raising the level of the reflection 
to the point where intermittent tiling was observed in the digi-

tal picture. This point was found to be at a reflection/digital 
peak ratio of 11 dB. At this level of reflection, a very notice-
able ghosting, and picture degradation was present in the 
analog picture. Interestingly, this ratio is relatively the same 
as the intermodulation ratio for fringe tiling. As mentioned 
earlier, adaptive equalization techniques will be use to mini-
mize the effect of mismatch. 
• Microwave transportation. We had previously deter-

mined in our earliest testing that broadband microwave was 
transparent to the transmission of the digital spectrum. To 
determine the effects of transmission through multichannel 
AML microwave we set the digital system up in our Moscow, 
Idaho, cable system. This is an excellent location to make 
these tests because Moscow is unique in using a broadband 
OLE-111 transmitter/receiver to deliver signals to a multi-
channel MTX-132 transmitter feeding 10 sites. This is done 
on a frequency reuse plan (the transmitters are on the same 
frequency) requiring tight intertransmitter phaselocking. To 
transmit the 30 MHz wideband of digital signals, a Hughes 
wideband tuneable upconverter was used (Figure 5). Normal 
MTX-132 upconverters are 10 MHz wide, so would not suf-
fice for the wider required bandwidth. 

The digital spectrum was overlayed on the analog through 
the microwave (Figure 6), received at the microwave receive 
site and processed the same as off the system. Digital level 
was carried 6 dB below the analog levels. No intermodula-
tion products were observed through the microwave and sta-
bility was as good as experienced on the system without the 
microwave in the path. Due to the facts that a 310 MHz high-
pass filter was used to pass the digital spectrum to the wide-
band upconverter and that this system uses analog carriers 
to Ch. 40, two of the analog carriers were passed through 
the upconverter with the digital. These higher coherent carri-
ers did not impact the digital transmission, but some low 
level IM was noted on them. In practice, only the digital 
spectrum would be carried through the upconverter. 

The overall result of this test did determine that the 
prospect of carrying wideband digitally compressed signals 
through channelized low-power AML microwave is not only 
feasible but easily accomplished. 
• System sweep testing. A result of our earlier testing was 

that a high-level sweep would interfere with the digital trans-
mission. With the help of Wavetek, we found that the sweep-
less sweep type of system works well with the digital carri-
ers. The normal sweep refresh differential of <.25 dB with 
analog carriers is slightly greater over the digital spectrum 
but <.5 dB. Interestingly, we found that unmodulated carriers 
of levels higher by 3-6 dB inserted anywhere over the digital 
2 MHz spectrum had no effect on the digital transmission as 
long as the interfering carrier did not move (indicating that a 
comb generator type of fixed carrier sweep might work with 
this type of system). 

The future 
With compact, high-efficiency signal processing and a 

simple user interface, the SkyPix cable headend provides 
tremendous enhancements to the effective cable plant chan-
nel capacity with minimal impact on the headend transmis-
sion facility. The addition of SkyPix digital video channels 
can be made while continuing to offer conventional analog 
services. The SkyPix cable receiver is designed to accom-
modate both transmission technologies thus providing a 
smooth, single receiver box transition into the future of all-
digital TV. CT 
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Fiber cable placement 
(Continued from page 26) 

Underground cable 
As is the case with aerial cable placement, techniques 

used to place fiber cable in the underground plant are very 
similar to those used to place conventional cable plant. After 
clearing the ducts by rodding, brushing and/or passing a 
mandrel through the larger ones, subducts are installed. 
Many subducts are provided with a pull line already 

attached. One should verify the suitability of the pull line for 
pulling the fiber cable prior to using it. It may be necessary to 
install suitable pull line by rodding or blowing it in place. 

Cable lubricant is highly recommended for all but the 
shortest pulls. This lubricant will considerably reduce pulling 
tensions during cable placement. The lubricant should be 
applied in accordance with the manufacturer's recommenda-
tion. Compatibility of the lubricant with the cable jacket 
should be verified. 

The cable route survey will usually dictate the cable 
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"Before beginning any construc-
tion activity, proper and thor-
ough engineering must be done. 
Complete engineering drawings 
and specifications should be 
provided to the construction 
team." 

during the construction process. At minimum, information 
recorded on these drawings should include cable footage 
markings, all deviations from the engineered plans and con-
firmation of actual cable placement. 

Splice losses should be recorded as they are made 
using either an optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) 
with a chart recorder or other electronic recording device. 
Upon completion of all splicing, including the pigtails, 
end-to-end OTDR traces should be made to provide a 
permanent record for maintenance and troubleshooting. 
These traces can be used for comparative purposes 
should a problem develop over the life of the cable. In 
addition, and depending upon system configuration, 
power loss measurements should be made using the cut-
back or insertion loss test method. These values should 
be compared to those predicted by summing the optical 
loss of the cable plus splices. 

These two tests and calculated data provide complemen-
tary information about the passive fiber cable system that is 

required to accurately characterize that system. Actual mea-
sured results may vary slightly between test methods but 
this is more a function of test equipment and measurement 
technique rather than any real difference. 

Final acceptance 
After the plant is installed, the optical and mechanical 

properties of the passive fiber cable plant should be 
reviewed by construction and engineering management. 
Field data in the form of as-built drawings, transpositions, 
cable data sheets and any other pertinent information should 
be turned over to the operator. Optically, the contractor 
should provide calculated data obtained from the cable data 
sheets and splicing logs, OTDR traces obtained from end-to-
end cable test and power measurements. Mechanically, a 
visual inspection of the plant should be done to verify the 
completeness of the work. 

It is essential that any operator of a fiber cable system 
maintain adequate information about the system for mainte-
nance, troubleshooting and emergency restoration proce-
dures. 

In many ways, fiber cable is easier to install than coaxial 
cables. It is a rugged product, but it does require some spe-
cial handling and care. The construction process is unique 
and requires careful, detailed planning. Because of the long 
length, cost and difficulty of splicing fiber-optic cable, the 
entire sequence of events required to place that cable must 
be carefully orchestrated. With sound engineering, good 
planning and competent contractors, passive fiber cable sys-
tems of superior optical and mechanical properties can be 
economically placed in service. CT 
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Fiber-to-feeder design 
(Continued from page 36) 

future nodes at the termination of the 
express feeders, miniserving areas of 
500 homes each are established and 
the design becomes a triple-star. Cells 
of this size are compatible with 
switched services, such as video-on-
demand. In fact, the advent of personal 
communications network (PCN) tech-
nology makes even the transmission of 
voice and data services a real possibili-
ty. 

Conclusions 
In a rebuild situation, FSA brings 

cable operators a number of benefits 
for about the same capital investment 
as a conventional trunk and feeder 
plant design. The picture quality 
viewed by subscribers is greatly 
enhanced — the C/N at the last tap is 
from 49 to 50 dB. The number of out-
ages experienced by each subscriber 
is dramatically reduced and the num-
ber of outages in the plant as a whole 
is reduced as well. The plant operating 
costs are lower. The total power con-
sumption of an FSA plant is lower than 
conventional trunk and feeder or fiber 
backbone designs. Finally, the FSA 
architecture supports future services, 

including HDTV, switched services 
such as video-on-demand, and tele-
phony-based services such as PCNs. 

Fiber optics has the potential to rev-
olutionize the landscape of cable as we 
know it today. Once in a great while, a 
technology and a market come togeth-
er to create a dramatic opportunity. In 
1975 the marriage of cable TV and 
satellite transmission technology 
opened up a whole new world for the 
CATV industry. Today AM fiber-optic 
technology, combined with the vision 
embodied in FSA, positions the cable 
industry to serve the video entertain-
ment and information needs of the 21st 
century. CT 
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Table 3: Material cost comparison 

Trunk and feeder 
Fiber-to-serving area 
FSA premium 

Low density 
(60 homes/mile) 

$6,200 
$6,625 
6.9 % 

Notes: 
1) All systems 550 MHz bandwidth. 
2) AM fiber is dual tier. 

Medium density 
(125 homes/mile) 

$5,975 
$6.155 
3 % 

High density 
(200 homes/mile) 

$6,785 
$7.070 
4.2 % 

Table 4: FSA performance comparison 

Feeder 
level 

Low density 47 
(4-amp feeder) 
Medium density 46 
(5-amp feeder) 
High density 44 
(8-amp feeder) 

Fiber 
C/N CTB 

Coax Total 
C/N CTB C/N CTB 

50 65 60.2 57 49.6 54.1 

50 65 58.2 57 49.4 54.1 

50 65 54.2 56.9 48.6 54 

Notes: 
1) All systems 550 MHz bandwidth. 
2) AM fiber is dual tier. 
3) Optical loss budget is 10 dB. 
4) In 4- and 5-amp cascades: Every third amp operated in AGC mode. 
5) In 8-amp cascades: Every other amp operated in AGC mode. 
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Timing considerations 
(Continued from page 46) 

there is a translation from one medium 
to another. The most common place for 
this is the link between the addressable 
controller and the RF headend or hub 
sites. Often the controller site is geo-
graphically separated from the head-
end site. If there is a cable link, the 
delay will be minimal. This cable link 
can be a direct connect baseband con-
nection between the controller and 
headend or an RF modem link to the 
headend. If there is no cable link, alter-
nate technologies must be employed. 
When they are used, there is an impact 
on the communications system timing. 
Most sensitive are systems with multi-
ple headends connected to the same 
addressable controller through different 
media and at different distances. 

The following sections describe 
some of the more common intercon-
nect options available for the link 
between the addressable control sys-
tem and the RF CATV plant. 

RF systems 
In systems where the addressable 

controller is located at or near the RF 
headend, it is possible to make direct 
baseband connection to the RF modu-
lation/demodulation equipment. This is 
the most efficient means for transport 
of data. This system exhibits only cable 
propagation delays in the channel. This 
basic configuration is shown in Figure 
3. RF system delays are calculated 
from the physical parameters of cables 
and distribution equipment, such as 
amplifiers. In addition, an addressable 
controller must compensate for worst-
case response set-up time in the sub-
scriber terminal. These values, once 
specified, become the baseline timing 
for the system. That is, a simple RF 
direct connect system defines the mini-
mum timing compensation for any 
CATV data system. 

More complex is the situation where 
the addressable controller is located on 
the cable plant downstream from the 
headend site. This is shown in Figure 
4. To accomplish this, two additional 
modems must be installed in the sys-
tem. Forward data intended for the ter-
minals are modulated onto a sub-band 
carrier for transmission to the headend. 
There, the stream is demodulated and 
remodulated onto a carrier in the FM 
band for transmission back down-
stream to the subscriber terminals. In 
addition, the demodulated forward 
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baseband stream is distributed to 
addressable video processing equip-
ment within the headend. Terminal 
responses are received in the sub-
band at the headend (on a unique fre-
quency from that used to carry the for-
ward stream) and demodulated. Re-
sponses from the addressable base-
band equipment at the headend, along 
with the demodulated responses of the 
subscriber terminals, are modulated 
onto a unique FM frequency for trans-
mission back to the addressable con-
troller downstream. 

RF modulation and demodulation do 
not add significantly to the delay found 
in a minimal configuration system. 
However, if the demodulation process 
is coupled to any form of error detec-
tion and/or recovery device that manip-
ulates data at baseband, there is some 
affect on the overall timing of the sys-
tem. In the RF non-co-located system 
described before, there are three 
opportunities for delay and uncertainty 
changes (one at each modem). These 
will add to the original baseline timing 
values. Depending on the addressable 
controller, additional delay and timing 
compensation may be necessary. 

Telephone 
interconnect systems 
When there is no cable interconnec-

tion between the RF headend and the 
addressable controller site, alternative 
technologies must be used to transport 
the data streams between the two 
sites. Several different systems are 
available for this purpose, including 
telephone lines and microwave. 

Telephone line communications can 
take two forms: one within the normal 
telephone network using dial-up 
modems, or the other using dedicated 
point-to-point lines that are always con-
nected. Due to the heavy data traffic 
and the time sensitivity of the commu-
nications, dedicated lines are used for 
this type of activity. 

High-speed modems encode data 
into a trellis format that allows very 
high bit rates to be transferred via a 
low bandwidth channel (3 kHz). These 
data format and rate translations are 
usually the work of one or more micro-
processors within the modem block 
itself. The delay and clock phase varia-
tions encountered are the result of not 
only propagation delay, but different 
clock rates, and phases and non-linear 
delays due to run time variations in the 
formatting software of the signal pro-
cessing microprocessors. In fact, these 



run delays can be sizeable. For exam-
ple, a 14.4 kbps, V.33-compatible trellis 
code modem may induce a 23-25 
msec delay in each direction. This 
amounts to an approximately 50 msec 
round-trip delay. 

If the clock rate of the telephone 
modem is not identical to that of the 
incoming baseband stream, there are 
bit slippages and bit insertions that 
occur during encoding and decoding of 
the trellis-coded stream. This con-
tributes to the jitter or delay uncertainty. 

There is a final factor in the timing of 
a telephone-linked system that needs 
consideration. The point-to-point tele-
phone line connecting the addressable 
controller with the headend may be 
longer than the geographical separa-
tion of the two sites (see Figure 5). In 
fact, it is possible that a relatively short 
separation (<30 miles) can be connect-
ed by a very long telephone line (>100 
miles). Although propagation delays 
through a four-wire telephone line are 
small, they are no longer insignificant 
in relation to the data rate when dis-
tances start to increase. This is why 
direct measurement of the round-trip 
delay of the channel is desirable. Most 
modems can be placed into loopback 
modes. This allows the round-trip 
delays in a given channel to be mea-
sured directly. If this is the last link 
before the RF interconnection to the 
distribution plant, the total delay can be 
calculated for that network leg. 

Microwave systems 
Another alternative for a non-cabled 

data path is via microwave point-to-
point transmission. A full duplex sys-
tem capable of supporting two-way RF 
terminals must incorporate transmis-
sion and receiving equipment for both 
directions between the addressable 
controller site and the RF headend or 
hub. (Two-way satellite systems are 
generally not feasible due to large 
uplink costs at each remote site. One-
way systems are in use in several loca-
tions.) 

The system design is shown 
schematically in Figure 6. The base-
band data streams are first modulated 
by FSK modems and then presented to 
a microwave upconverter for the appro-
priate frequency translation. At the 
receiving end, a downconverter trans-
lates the stream back to its original car-
rier frequency. In most AML microwave 
systems, there is little discernible time 
delay for a continuous data stream. 
Propagation delays through the chan-
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nel (upconverter, transmit, downcon-
verter) are not significantly different 
from those in an FM band and sub-
band RF system. 

Combination 
systems (multihub) 
A system where several headends 

or hubs are serviced by one address-
able controller is the most sensitive to 
differences in timing from hub to hub. 
When there are several different 
transport technologies implemented, 
the timing becomes more complex. 

Figure 7 shows a multiple hub system 
that utilizes all of the previously 
described transport scenarios. 

If timing between terminal and hub 
is considered constant, then the 
remaining areas for timing differences 
are in the data path equipment. The 
effects can be considered a combina-
tion of each single technology impact 
described in the preceding paragraphs. 

In a multihub system, if delays are 
not accounted for, the command data 
in the forward stream does not arrive at 
the subscriber terminals simultaneous-
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ly. In many applications it is not desir-
able to control addresses of terminals 
by geographic location, thus it is possi-
ble that consecutive addresses will be 
on different hubs. In fact, depending on 
the delay in a given channel, a com-
mand can arrive at consecutive ad-
dress devices at very different times. 
This is significant in polling command 
formats where the expected response 
position identifies the responding 
device. If there is disparity in the arrival 
time of the command, the response 
cannot return in the proper order and 
may collide with responses from other 
devices. 

The solution in a multihub system is 
to equalize the delay in all hubs so that 
responses from devices on each hub 
arrive at the destination at the same 
time regardless of the delay incurred 
on that leg of the network. The com-
pensation is described in detail in the 
following section. 

Timing compensation 
There are two places where timing 

compensation is required to accommo-
date the various data transport tech-
nologies. The first is in the data path 
itself using additional electronics to 
provide for the delay values. The sec-
ond place is within the addressable 
controller software. The data communi-
cations parameters and protocols 
should be adjustable for the full range 
of delay and jitter that can be encoun-
tered in a CATV data path and distribu-
tion system. Ideally, in the controller, 
this adjustment should be automatic. 
That is, the addressable controller can 
determine the type of network it is 
using, make timing measurements and 
provide automatic compensation. 

In single hub systems, the compen-
sation required is minimal. Adjustment 
of timing parameters within the 
addressable controller is usually suffi-
cient to assure adequate system per-

formance. However, in multihub sys-
tems, timing must be equalized be-
tween hubs. The concepts of aggre-
gate delay and delta delay become 
important as one deals with several dif-
fering length network leg timings. 

In the data path 
Aggregate delay is calculated sepa-

rately for each leg of the data path net-
work. It is the combination of data path 
equipment delays, delays in translation 
to RF equipment, the propagation 
delay of the distribution system and the 
turnaround time of the subscriber ter-
minal. 

If there is more than one telephone-
linked leg in the network, do not as-
sume that the delays are the same. 
Each telephone line may have different 
delays. 

Delay uncertainty is based on the 
accumulated uncertainty for all data 
path devices in the chain. Each device 
must be carefully characterized, both 
through device specification and empir-
ical measurement. With the resulting 
base of information, the delay uncer-
tainty can be calculated for any chain 
of devices. 

The term "delta delay" is used to 
describe the difference in delay 
between a response from a given leg 
(hub) of the network and a response 
from the leg (hub) with the longest 
delay. This is the amount of additional 
delay that must be inserted in that leg 
to equalize it (make it equal to the 
delay in the longest leg). 

Delay insertion can be implemented 
using a programmable device under 
addressable control. It should be pro-
grammable on a channel-by-channel 
basis for a wide variation of delay val-
ues. The controller can then program 
the device to insert the appropriate 
delta delay for each channel in the net-
work. When unequal delays are not 
compensated within the data path, 
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"The maturation of 
addressability as a 
technology coupled 
with the advent of 
PPV and IPPV ser-
vices has effectively 
turned the CATV sys-
tem into a two-way 
data communica-
tions network." 

there is a risk of collision between 
responses returning from different 
hubs. 

In the addressable controller 
An addressable controller operating 

in the environment presented can be 
thought of as a half-duplex system con-
nected to a full-duplex line during 
transactions, and a full-duplex system 
during polls. The controller sends a 
command and waits for a response for 
a specific length of time. This is true in 
either the transaction or poll modes of 
operation. The treatment of the two 
modes of operation is different, howev-
er, and bears discussion. 

In transaction mode, the address-
able controller addresses a single 
device with a fully framed request or 
command. The response also is fully 
framed. The controller can wait for a 
prescribed period of time for the 
response to arrive or declare it failed. 
This wait period is the transaction 
response time-out. The value is the 
maximum aggregate delay through the 
network. This is shown graphically in 
Figure 1. 

Poll format commands are struc-
tured to permit one command to pro-
voke responses from a group of termi-
nals on the system. As delay becomes 
larger, there is more elapsed between 
the time when the addressable con-
troller has sent the address of a given 
terminal and the return of that termi-
nal's response. In order to keep up 
throughput, the controller will keep 
sending addresses to the remainder of 
the group. The delay incurred has the 
effect of forcing the addressable con-
troller to allow more addresses to be 
transmitted before expecting an 
answer from an earlier address. This is 
referred to as queueing or pipeline 
responses. That is, there is a set of 
addresses transmitted before the first 
response returns. The size of that set 
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is a parameter called queue depth. 
Delay uncertainty, or jitter in the sys-

tem causes the response to move 
around within its expected window of 
response. The window is defined as a 
period of time in the response stream 
sized to the response plus some mar-
gin. The larger the jitter, the more mar-
gin is required to assure that the 
response will be received. This window 
size should be an adjustable parameter 
within the addressable controller. 

Conclusions 
The data communications functions 

of the CATV system have been 
described with respect to timing varia-
tions in the network. It is possible to 
compensate even the most complicat-
ed networks for timing to ensure effi-
cient, reliable data communications 
performance. 

The various data transport technolo-
gies may cohabit a system if their delay 
and jitter parameters are understood 
and accounted for within the system. 
This "fine tuning" is necessary in sys-
tems where high traffic polling and RF-
based data collections are necessary 
functions. 

If the time delays are understood 

and the delay uncertainty can be mea-
sured and/or calculated for each leg of 
the CATV data network, the integrity of 
data responses from subscriber termi-
nals will be reliable regardless of the 
complexity of the network. This results 
in more accurate and complete data 
collections from the terminals. 

Since timing compensation is done 
only down to the hub level, a typical 
system will have a relatively small 
number of nodes requiring compensa-
tion. Since compensation is based on a 
mathematical model, all measurements 
may be done under computer control. 
The entire compensation process can 
be automated, relieving the cable sys-
tem operator from the laborious calcu-
lations. Once timed, a system should 
only require re-timing when data path 
devices or configurations are changed. 

While the concepts have been pre-
sented in reference to an out-of-band 
data path system, it is possible to 
extend them to in-band systems as 
well. If there is a means for measuring 
or calculating the delay in the data 
channel between the addressable con-
troller generation of a command and 
the arrival of the response, the delay 
values can be ascertained. If real-time 

polling or other time-sensitive commu-
nication is used, it is possible to mea-
sure the delay uncertainty of the return 
channel. These two parameters can be 
incorporated to fine tune the system for 
maximum reliable throughput. CT 
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features than any comparable unit 
and at a very comparable price. 
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Sharp, clean audio with a 
frequency response flat out to 15 
kHz, typical stereo separation >30 
dB, true AGC, Bessel-null test-tone, 
dbx" noise processing, and stereo 
synthesis for ad insertion are basics 
that Learning buyers have come to 
expect. 

This is the kind of dependable 
equipment that operators want to 
have on-line for the not-so-far-away 
day when every minute of broadcast 
time will be in stereo. 

FVFI 

[  LEANIING INOUSTR/IES 

NITS-28 FOGG STEREO GENERATOR 

So, if you're in the market for 
success, take this insider tip and call 
or write today for more information on 
the full line of audio equipment. Make 
Learning your next sound investment. 

LEAMING INDUSTRIES 

15339 Barranca Parkway, Irvine, CA 92718 
(714) 727-4144 • FAX (714) 727-3650 

(800) 4-LEAMING 

THE MTS-2B IS PREFERRED BY MORE TOP MSO'S THAN ANY OTHER ENCODER 
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CORRESPONDENT'S REPORTI1111111111111111111111 

Digital videotape recording 
from NTSC to HDTV (Part 1) 

A recent column (see April 1991) was 
about film and television. This one 
(which will appear in two installments) 
is about videotape recording — espe-
cially digital videotape recording. Part 
1 provides a synopsis on the birth and 
growth of analog VTRs. The final 
installment next month details the vari-
ous digital VTR systems. 

By Lawrence W. Lockwood 
President, TeIeResources 
East Coast Correspondent 

W hat with all the various pro-
posed compression schemes, the digi-
tal HDTV schemes, not to mention the 
amount of digital signal processing cur-

rently used in so many NTSC TV 
receivers today, it looks as though 
even the electronic world of entertain-
ment will progress into the all digital. 
Videotape recorders (VTRs), both ana-
log and digital, are a significant part of 
the present NTSC TV order and they 
(the digital ones) will be an important 
part of the HDTV future. 

Of necessity, digital systems are 
detailed and sometimes complex. 
Much of the detail of digital VTRs is 
beyond the scope of this column. How-
ever, I believe the digital cognoscenti 
will have little trouble filling in missing 
details and I hope those not intimately 
familiar with digital techniques will find 
the following intuitively instructive. 

Table 1: Quadraplex VTR parameters 

Signal system 
Peak-white frequency 
Black-level frequency 
Scanner type 
Scanner diameter 
Scanner rotation 
Head-to-tape speed 
Media type 

Tape speed 
Track length 
Track angle 
Wrap angle 

FM analog, composite video 
10 MHz 
7.9 MHz 
Transverse, four heads 
2.064 inches 
240 r/s 
1,550 ips 
2-inch wide, gamma-ferric oxide, 350 0e*, 
particles oriented transversely 

15 ips 
1.818 inches 
89.43° 
115° 

*Oe is the abbreviation for oresteds, a measure of magnetic intensity 

Table 2: SMPTE Type C VTR parameters 

Signal system 
Peak white frequency 
Black level frequency 
Scanner type 
Scanner diameter 
Head-to-tape speed 
Media type 

Tape speed 
Track length 
Track angle 
Wrap angle 

FM analog, composite video 
10 MHz 
7.9 MHz 
Helical, three heads 
5.35 inches 
1,009 ips 
1-inch wide, cobalt modified gamma-ferric 
oxide, 650 Oe 

9.6 ips 
16.1718 inches 
2° 24 min. 
330° 

One must always remember a fun-
damental canon: The world is analog; 
digital schemes, no matter how clever, 
are merely tools to accomplish tasks in 
the real analog world. In television, the 
image starts out analog and the eye 
views it analog. The in-between is the 
activity that is progressing digitally. 

Birth and growth 
of analog VTRs 

In a 1951 speech renaming the 
"RCA Laboratories" in Princeton, N.J., 
the "David Sarnoff Research Center," 

"One must always 
remember a funda-
mental canon: The 
world is analog; 
digital schemes, no 
matter how clever, 
are merely tools to 
accomplish tasks in 
the real analog 
world." 
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• Rock solid 100 KHz PLL tuning accuracy 
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• 70 MHz IF loop for insertion of TI filters 

• Textbook video quality 
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Why do new 
installations always 
require service calls? 
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How can I 
economically train 
new hires? 

How can I 
economically train 
promising technicians 
and engineers? 

How do I know my 
employees are 
technically qualified 
to fulfill their 
responsibilities? 

INSTALLER 
CERTIFICATION 
PROGRAM 
SCTE's recently-inaugurated level of 
certification tests an installer's 
practical knowledge and skill. 

SATELLITE 
TELE-SEMINAR 
PROGRAM 
Videotaped technical training 
programs are uplinked each month 
for the industry's benefit. 

CHAPTER 
DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
SCTE has 68 local chapters and 
meeting group throughout the U.S. 
that sponsor low-cost technical 
seminars. 

BCT/E 
CERTIFICATION 
PROGRAM 
An intensive certification program 
of study and testing resulting in 
increased knowledge. 

The Society of Cable Television Engineers is the answer 
to many of the problems facing today's system operator. 
SCTE offers industry-specific technical training through 
videotapes, publications, chapter meetings, national 

conferences and even a scholarship program, all designed 
to make your employees more valuable to you! 

Please call SCTE at (215) 363-6888 to find out how 
we can provide the answers to your problems. 
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Gen. Sarnoff requested of his re-
searchers three birthday presents for 
his 50th anniversary in radio due in a 
little over five years. They were: 1) an 
electronic light amplifier, 2) an electron-
ic refrigerator and 3) a TV tape 
recorder. This set off intensive activity 
not only in RCA but in other companies. 

In 1951, professional audiotape 
recording produced a 15 kHz response 
at a 15 inches per second (ips) tape 
speed. Linearly speeding up the tape 
would require a 4,000 ips (333 
feet/second) speed to record a 4 MHz 
video. 

Sarnoff never received his VTR 

Figure 1: The Quadroplex VTR 

a) 

b) 
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birthday present largely because the 
RCA approach was a variation of the 
speed-up-the-tape approach. They did 
produce a lab unit that ran at 20 feet/s. 
It required a 20-inch reel to hold 
enough tape for only 15 minutes of 
playing time. An amusing side note: 
The inertia of a fully loaded reel, rotat-
ing at a high speed, was enormous and 
the huge brake required in case of a 
tape break (which was not infrequent at 
those speeds) sometimes did not work 
quickly enough resulting in a growing 
pile of tape on the floor until everything 
came to a halt. 
Ampex (a small company at that 

time compared to RCA), noted for its 
professional audiotape recorders, also 
started its work on a VTR in 1951 and 
they succeeded in 1956. Its approach 
was radically different than anything in 
use then. 

The unique solution to the tape 
speed problem that Ampex developed 
was to move the heads as well as the 
tape. Ampex called it a Quadraplex 
VTR because four heads were mount-
ed in a wheel that rotated against a 2-
inch tape that moved slowly past the 
wheel as shown in Figure la. A simpli-
fied block diagram of this system is 
seen in Figure lb. In some newer 
VTRs the slip rings have been replaced 
by rotary transformers. Separate tracks 
for audio and control were made in a 
standard manner with stationary 
heads. The layout of the resultant 
tracks are shown in Figure lc. The 2-
inch tape moved at 15 ips. The 
Quadraplex VTR operating parameters 
are shown in Table 1. Ampex sold the 
first Quadraplex VTRs for $50,000. 
When rigorously maintained, the 

Quadraplex produced excellent sig-
nals. However, it was particularly diffi-
cult to keep the outputs of the four 
heads precisely matched; if they were 
not, "banding" resulted. Banding is the 
division of the picture into horizontal 
bands of 16 to 17 TV scan lines 
because that number of TV lines is 
recorded by each head in its path 
across the 2-inch tape. The eye is par-
ticularly sensitive to small discontinu-
ities in any picture characteristic such 
as brightness, contrast, noise or col-
orimetry. 

The inherent problems associated 
with the Quadraplex prompted efforts 
to find a simpler approach. The format 
that evolved was the helical scan or 
slant track and was first developed at 
Ampex. The tape path is a helix, and 
the diagonal configuration of the 
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Figure 3: Helical tape wrap 
configurations 

recorder tracks gave rise to the expres-
sion "slant track." (See Figure 2.) 

The tape is wrapped in a helix 
around a cylinder or drum on which the 
recording head is mounted. As the 
drum rotates, the tape is pulled past in 
the opposite direction. Again, the fast 
moving head and the much slower tape 
speed combine to achieve the required 
high head-to-tape speed. The resulting 
recording format is a series of tracks 
recorded at a slight angle to the edge 
of the tape. The angle is exaggerated 
in the drawing. It is only about 2.5° in 

\‘\N \ \N \\ 

one widely used format. 
The helical scan format has several 

important advantages over the 
Quadraplex. The banding problem was 
eliminated because of its ability to 
record a complete TV field in one pass 
of the head across the tape. Additional 
important features include the ease 
with which certain helical scan formats 
can be made to produce still frame, 
slow motion, variable speed and direc-
tion tape shuttling, etc. Helical re-
corders began to be used by broad-
casters as early as 1970 and by 1981 
Quadraplex VTRs were no longer 
being manufactured. 

The helical scan format is extremely 
versatile with many possible variations 
as seen in Figure 3. Variable parame-
ters include the number of heads, the 
amount of tape wrap around the drum, 

the drum diameter and speed, 
the tape width and the tape 
speed. Three of the tape wrap 
configurations are shown. The 
omega wrap and alpha wrap 
are full wrap types. A com-
plete TV field is recorded with 
each revolution of the drum. 
With the half wrap configura-
tion, a complete field is re-
corded with each half revolu-
tion of the drum and alternate 
fields must be recorded with 
different heads. Half wrap is 
universally used with cassette 
recorders because of the 
ease of threading. 
A number of helical formats 

were made and promoted by 
different manufacturers caus-
ing such confusion that the 
Society of Motion Picture and 

Television Engineers (SMPTE) was 
requested by the broadcasters to set a 
standard, which it did in 1977 — 
SMPTE Type C. The format in Type C 
was a compromise between one being 
made at the time by Sony and one by 
Ampex. 

Type C uses an omega (full wrap) 
format of 1-inch tape moving at 9.5 ips. 
The head layout of the recording drum 
of a Type C VTR is shown in Figure 4. 
The drum records one field per slant 
track as shown in Figure 2 but the 
drum has six heads. They are split into 
three functions: record, playback and 
erase — two heads for each function, 
one for video and one for sync. The 
recording track format of the Type C is 
the same as shown in Figure 2, and 
the operating parameters are shown in 
Table 2. CT 
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Troubleshooting tips 
for MDU installations 
The following is adapted from a new 
National Cable Television Institute les-
son, "Troubleshooting MDU Picture 
Distortions," in the Installer Technician 
course. 

By The National 
Cable Television Institute 

In this article, we will cover the 
procedures for isolating the cause of 
snowy pictures and snow/no pictures in 
multiple dwelling units (MDUs) begin-
ning in the apartment, going to the lock 
box, and ending at the hot tap. Trou-
bleshooting MDU drops can be more 
difficult than troubleshooting single-
dwelling unit drops. Lock box location, 
crowded working space containing 
multiple taps and drops, and identify-
ing/inspecting a customer's drop cable 
in molding and/or cable bundles makes 
it more difficult to troubleshoot the 
MDU drop. Therefore, quick and effi-
cient isolation of the cause of snowy 

Figure 2: Measuring low 
video carrier signal at CATV 
wall plate 

AC 
wall 
late 

CATV -15 dBmV • 
w ell 55.25 MHz on 
plate signal level 

meter 

pictures or snow/no pictures on all 
cable-installed TV sets in an MDU 
requires using the proper test equip-
ment and appropriate troubleshooting 
procedures. 

At the apartment 
In some instances, the customer 

cannot personally be home but has 
made an appointment for the manager 
or custodian to accompany you during 
the service call. To avoid being ac-
cused of damaging or stealing any cus-
tomer property, never be left alone in 
an unoccupied residence. 
When responding to a service call in 

an MDU or a single-dwelling unit, ques-
tion the customer to quickly and effi-
ciently isolate the cause of snowy pic-
tures or snow/no pictures. What follows 
is a list of some common questions you 
should ask the customer. These can be 
especially useful when the snowy pic-
tures or snow/no pictures are intermi-
tent: 
• When did the distortion start? 

Figure 4: Checking wall 
plate with test TV set 

Figure 3: Checking at the 
wall plate with customer's TV 
set 

Photo courtesy of Mile Hi Cablevision 

Customers 
TV 

AC CATV 
wall wa 
plate plate  

Customer's TV 
AC power cord Snowy pictures 
unplugged on TV test set 

Photo courtesy of Mile Hi Cablevision 
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• What time of day does the distortion 
happen? 
• Are all the cable channels affected? 
• How long does the distortion last? 
• Has anyone changed the cable 
TV/VCR connections or moved the TV 
set? 
• Does the distortion change with the 
weather? 
• Does the distortion happen after the 
TV set, VCR and/or converter warms 
up? 
• Does the distortion appear when any 
appliance is turned on in the house? 
• Does the distortion happen only when 
the VCR is playing? 
• Does the distortion happen when the 
A/B switch is used? 
• Does the distortion happen on all 
cable-installed TV sets? 
• Does the distortion happen on only 
the local off-air channels? 
• Is there a videotape of the distortion? 
(If the distortion is not currently pre-
sent.) 

Inspect all 
cable-installed TV sets 

When there is more than one cable-
installed TV set in the customer's unit, 
first check each set for snowy pictures 

Three More Reasons 
Why fotec Minis Are Your Best 
Fiber Optic Instrument Buy. 

Since we introduced our fiber optic mini-
meters and minisources last year, they've been 
a runaway success. Now we've improved 
them three times in three ways. j All our mini-
meters now have three calibration wavelengths 
(665, 790, 850 or 850, 1300, 1550 nm) to cover 111‘, 4000. 
every application. u Our S770 LED minisource 
now has three outputs (665, 850, 1300) to test every multimode fiber and can even be used 
as a FOtracer. u And we now have three new laser minisources (790, 1300 and 1550 nm) at 
incredible low prices. u Call 800-537-8254 for more information. 
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Figure 6: Calculating tap loss of DC 

Measured DC input level at a specific frequency 

-Measured DC tap port level 
at a specific frequency  

=Tap loss of DC at a specific frequency 

+28 dBmV 081.25 MHz 
- (-)15 dBmV 0 61.25 MHz  

= 43 dB tap loss 0 61.25 MHz 

tap, feeder or in the drop 
between the lock box and the 
CATV wall plate. If snowy pic-
tures are caused by the feeder 
or trunk, all cable customers in 
the MDU building also will 
have snowy pictures. In a 
series-fed MDU, snowy pic-
tures on the input cable to the 
first directional coupler will 
cause all cable customers on 
that run to have snowy pic-
tures as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 7: Subtracting output level from input 
level to determine insertion loss 

Measured DC input level at a specific frequency 
- Measured DC output port level at a specific frequency 

=- DC insertion loss at a specific frequency 

30 dBmV 0 61.25 MHz 
- 22 dBmV 0 61.25 MHz  

= 8 dB Insertion loss 0 61.25 MHz 

or snow/no pictures. The findings from 
this quick check will indicate whether 
the problems are occurring before or 
after the drop splitter that commonly 
supplies signal to all cable-installed TV 
sets. Snowy pictures or snow/no pic-
tures on only one of the two or more 
cable-installed TV sets indicate a 
defect between the TV set and the out-
put of the splitter/directional coupler 
(DC) that feeds all of the TV sets. 

Snowy pictures on all cable-installed 
TV sets indicate a defect either at the 

Check CATV 
wall plate 

To isolate the 
cause of snowy pic-
tures when there is 
only one cable-
installed TV set in 
the MDU, use either 
a signal level meter 
(SLM) or test TV set. 
Check for snowy 
pictures at the CATV 
wall plate by mea-
suring video carrier 
signal level with the 

SLM (Figure 2), or check picture quality 
with the customer's TV set (Figure 3) 
or your test TV set (Figure 4). Use the 
test TV set to confirm that the snowy 
pictures are either caused by the TV 
set, by a defect between the CATV wall 
plate and the TV set, or by a defect in 
the drop, feeder or trunk system before 
the CATV wall plate. 

Following are detailed steps for 
checking snowy or snow/no pictures at 
the CATV wall plate: 

1) Check the home-run CATV wall 

plate barrel and F-connector. Snowy 
pictures on the customer's TV screen 
at the output of the CATV wall plate 
can be caused by a defective, dam-
aged CATV wall plate barrel connector 
or improperly installed F-connector. If 
the MDU is wired home-run, remove 
the CATV wall plate from the wall and 
disconnect the input cable from the 
CATV wall plate. Inspect the F-connec-
tor and CATV wall plate barrel connec-
tor for damage or improper installation. 
Replace any defective, damaged or 
improperly installed F-connector and 
barrel connector. Recheck the video 
carrier signal level on the SLM or the 
picture quality on the customer's TV 
set. 

2) Check the series-fed DC and F-
connector. In a series-fed MDU, re-
move the CATV wall plate to inspect 
the input cable and DC. Remove the 
input cable to the DC-30 and inspect 
the F-connector for damage or improp-
er installation. If there are snowy pic-
tures at the output of the CATV wall 
plate, check the DC's input cable by 
disconnecting the input cable from the 
DC and connecting it to the SLM or the 
TV set with an appropriate attenuator 
connected to the TV input cable (Fig-
ure 5). Snowy pictures or an unaccept-
able video carrier signal level (e.g., +28 
dBmV at Ch. 3, 61.25 MHz) at the input 
to the DC-30 indicates a defect in the 
drop between the DC and the apart-
ment lock box, at the lock box or in the 
feeder/trunk system. This condition 
also causes every cable-installed TV in 
this series-fed MDU run to display 
snowy pictures. Acceptable signal lev-
els or picture quality at the input to the 

SCTE INSTALLER PROGRAM INFORMATION REQUEST CARD 
The SCTE Installer Certification Program was created to establish minimum skill requirements for CATV installers and 
installer/technicians. Participants in the program must successfully complete practical examinations in the areas of cable 
preparation and meter reading, as well as a written examination on general installation practice. The program is being administered 
by local SCTE chapters and meeting groups under the guidance of SCTE national headquarters. All candidates for certification in 
the program are recognized as SCTE members at the Installer level, and receive a copy of the SCTE Installer Manual. 

D Please send me information and an application for the Set E Installer Program. 

Name   

Address  

Phone ( )   FAX ( )  

Mail to: 
SCTE 
669 Exton Commons, Exton, PA 19341 
OR FAX TO: (215) 363-5898 

The Society of Cable Television Engineers 

"Serving the Broadband Industry's Technical Community" 
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Figure 8: Checking picture 
quality at customer's tap port 
with test TV set 

Photo courtesy of Mile Hi Cablevision 

Snowy picture 

DC-30 and unacceptable signal levels 
or picture quality at the tap port indi-
cate a defective DC. 

3) Check for excessive DC tap port 
loss. To determine if there is excessive 
video carrier signal level loss at the tap 
port of the DC: 

a) Disconnect the input cable from 
the DC and connect it to the SLM, 

b) Measure and record a CATV 
video carrier signal level (e.g., +28 
dBmV at 61.25 MHz) on the input 
cable, 

c) Disconnect the input cable from 
the SLM and reconnect that cable to 
the input port of the DC, 

d) Connect a short jumper from the 
DC's tap port to the SLM, 

e) Measure and record the same 
video carrier signal level (e.g., -15 
dBmV at 61.25 MHz), 

f) Subtract the tap port level from 
the input level (Figure 6), and 

g) Compare this difference in levels 
with the number on the name plate of 

Figure 9: Checking picture 
quality with test TV set at 
tap's input port 

¡tuft' Customer's Snow/no 

drop pictures 
cable 

the DC that indicates the correct tap 
port loss. For example, a DC-24 attenu-
ates the signal 24 dB at the tap port. 
A loss greater than that specified on 

the DC indicates it is defective and 
requires replacement. 

4) Check for excessive DC insertion 
loss. To determine if the insertion loss 
of the DC is excessive: 

a) Connect the SLM to the input 
cable of the DC, 

b) Measure and record a CATV 
video carrier signal level (e.g., +30 
dBmV at 61.25 MHz), 

c) Disconnect the input cable from 
the SLM and reconnect it to the input 
port of the DC, 

d) Disconnect the output cable from 
the DC and connect the SLM to the 
output port, 

e) Measure and record the same 
video carrier signal level (e.g., +22 
dBmV at 61.25 dBmV) on the output 

port, and 
f) Subtract 

the output 
level from 
the input lev-
el (Figure 7). 

The inser-
tion loss on 
the output 
port for di-
rectional 
couplers will 
typically 
range from 
0.5 dB for a 
DC-35 to 3.8 
dB for a DC-
4. If the in-
sertion loss 
at a given 
frequency is 
greater than 
the specified loss for a particular DC, 
replace it. Then, recheck the video 
carrier signal level or picture quality at 
the output port of the directional split-
ter. 

5) Check for proper DC installation. 
It may be typical in a series-fed MDU 
for a customer to remove the CATV 
wall plate, disconnect the DC, and 
change the cabling to receive a 
stronger CATV video carrier signal. The 
customer usually either: 

a) Connects the TV directly to the 
input cable with an F-81 barrel connec-
tor to bypass the DC, 

b) Connects the TV directly to the 
output of the directional coupler, and 
connects the output cable to the tap 
port, or 

Figure 10: 
Checking picture 
quality with test 
TV set at first 
tap's input port 

lnpu 
fee 
cab 

g:  
Customer's tap 

Snowy pictures 

118 

Photo courtesy of Mile Hi 
Cablevision 

Quality Cabletek moldings and 
connectors ensure a professional 
installation every time. Cabletek's 
value and service meet your spe-
cialized needs. Durable, depend-
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interior installations. 
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Figure 11: Connecting test TV 
set with crttenucrtor to output of 
apartment amplifier 
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e) Does not reconnect the output 
cable. 

The connections in a and c cause 
the loss of cable TV service and 
snow/no pictures on the customer's TV 
set in the next unit(s) at the output of 
the DC. The connection in b causes 
reduced video carrier signal levels and 
snowy pictures in the unit(s) at the out-
put of the DC. 

Check for technician error 
After confirming that the snow/no 

pictures are being caused prior to the 
CATV wall plate input connector, verify 
that the customer's drop cable is con-
nected to the correct tap port in the 
lock box and the tap port is not broken. 
Snow/no pictures on a customer's TV 
set can be caused by technician error 
at the lock box during the initial installa-
tion, activation of the MDU, technical 
audit, maintenance of the customer's 
tap inside the lock box, or reconnection 
of services to a customer. 

Inspect the drop cables for incorrect 
identification and connection. Incorrect 
identification can result in connecting 
the wrong apartment to the tap during 
activation, further resulting in the 
reception of unpaid services for one 
apartment and snow/no pictures for 
another apartment. 

Disconnecting and terminating a 
paying customer's drop in error 
during a technical audit causes 
snow/no pictures and an irritated 
customer. Incorrectly trapping the 
customer's drop during tap mainte-
nance or while reconnecting a cus-
tomer can cause a loss of all chan-
nels, the loss of a trapped channel, 
or reception of an unpaid premium 
channel. 
Visually inspect the customer's 

drop cable and confirm that it is 
properly trapped and connected to 
the tap in the lock box. Snow/no 
pictures also can be caused by 
breaking the customer's trap off at 
the tap during the installation of 

another customer's drop. 

Inspect the tap port 
Check for the cause of snowy pic-

tures at the tap port by measuring the 
video carrier signal levels with an SLM 
or by checking picture quality with a 
test TV set (Figure 8). Snowy pictures 
at the tap port indicate a defect in the 
tap/splitter, MDU feeder cable, hot tap 
or feeder/trunk system. Acceptable pic-
ture quality at the tap port indicates a 
defect between the CATV wall plate 
and the customer's tap/splitter in the 
lock box. Snowy pictures at the tap port 
indicate a defect at the tap face plate 
or splitter, other taps before the cus-
tomer's tap, or a defect in the feed-
er/trunk system. 

If there are snow/no pictures at the 
customer's tap port, measure the video 
carrier signal level at the tap's input 
port with a port test adapter and the 
SLM, or check the picture quality with 
your test TV set. No measurable video 
carrier signal level on the SLM or 

Figure 12: Adding 20 dB to the measured video carrier signal level 

Measured input or output video carrier signal level Ill 
+ 20 dB test point compensation 

= Actual input or output video carrier signal level 

Figure 13: Determining actual input video carrier signal level 

-10 dBmV at 433. 25 MHz 
+ +20 dB test point compensation 

= +10 dBmV at 433.25 MHz 

Figure 14: Determining actual output video carrier signal level 

+28 dBmV at 433. 25 MHz 
+ +20 dB test point compensation 

= +48 dBmV at 433.25 MHz 
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Figure 15: Vertical apart-
ment runs 
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snow/no pictures on the test TV set 
(Figure 9) at the input to the tap indi-
cates a defect at the tap's housing-to-
housing connector, another tap, an 
apartment amplifier, the drop between 
the hot tap and the lock box, the hot 

Figure 16: Horizontal apartment runs 
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tap, or the feeder or trunk system. 
More than one customer will be affect-
ed. Acceptable video carrier signal 
level on the SLM or good picture quali-
ty on the TV test set at the tap's input 
port indicates a defective tap face 
plate. Replace the tap's face plate and 
recheck the picture quality. 

Check the CATV lock box 
If the customer with snow/no pic-

tures has a tap that is not the first tap 
in the feeder line in the lock box, but is 
one of two or more taps in the lock box: 

1) Measure the video carrier signal 
level or check the picture quality at a 

tap port of the first 
tap, and 
2) Check the input 

or output port to the 
first tap with a port 
test adapter and an 
SLM or a test TV set 
(Figure 10) to deter-
mine if the snow/no 
pictures are caused 
either before or after 
the first tap in the lock 
box. 
Snowy pictures at 

the first tap's input 
port indicate a defect before the first 
tap. Acceptable picture quality at the 
tap's input port indicates a defect 
between the first tap's output and the 
customer's tap. This condition requires 
measuring the video carrier signal level 
of each tap's input and output ports that 
are before the customer's tap. 

Inspect the apartment amp 
Perform the following procedures to 

check for a defective apartment amplifi-
er (that will affect all cable customers at 
that MDU): 

1) Check for snowy pictures at the 
apartment amplifier's output. If the pic-
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ture quality and video carrier signal 
level is acceptable on the input cable to 
the apartment amplifier, connect the 
SLM or a TV test set (with an appropri-
ate attenuator on the TV set's input) to 
the output of the apartment amplifier 
(Figure 11). Snowy pictures or an 
unacceptable video carrier signal level 
at the output of the apartment amplifier 
indicates the amplifier is causing the 
snowy pictures and requires replace-
ment. Have the appropriate technician 
replace the amplifier and adjust the 
new amplifier to the correct video carri-
er signal levels. Recheck the output of 

the amplifier with an SLM or test TV 
set. Acceptable picture quality and 
video carrier signal levels at the output 
of the apartment amplifier indicate a 
defect between the output of the ampli-
fier and the customer's tap. Check the 
picture quality at the input and output 
of each tap between the amplifier and 
the customer's tap to isolate the cause 
of the snowy pictures. 

2) Check the apartment amplifier's 
test points. Some apartment amplifiers 
have built-in test points next to the 
input and output ports. These test 
points are usually 20 dB below the 

Reduce Cable 
Installation Costs... 
Today and Tomorrow 

Pcrnia-(tiardTM CID (cable-in-duct) 
systems can reduce cable installation time 
by 50%—resulting in substantial savings— 
when compared to placing PVC duct, 
then pulling in the cable. 

And, cable is protected against dam-
age during installation—an important 
factor considering that cable experiences 
more mechanical stress during installa-
tion than at any other time in its life-cycle. 

Future savings too can be substantial. 
That's because Penna-Guard CID .systems 
reduce replacement time and expense by 
allming new cable to be easily pulled-in 
as the factory installed, prelubricated cable 
is removed. " 

o 

The Perma-Guard duct is extruded 
high-density or medium-density polmhy-
lene, depending upon the application, and 
virtually any cable can be "ducted" 
including the t011ouing: 

• communications—fiber optic, cep. 
fteder, and service wire 
• CATV—coaxial and fiber optic 
• electrical utility—prinuny and secondary 
• electrical connwayr—lighting and signal 
wire, irrigation power cable, etc. 

So whether you direct-bun or install 
duct, find out how vou can achieve lowest 
total cable cost on a lite -cycle basis by 
using Penna-Guard C11) systems. 
Call 216/322-1000. 
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ARNCO 

"Lock box location, 
crowded working 
space containing 
multiple taps and 
drops, and identify-
ing/inspecting a cus-
tomer's drop cable in 
molding and/or cable 
bundles makes it 
more difficult to trou-
bleshoot the MDU 
drop." 

actual input and output video/audio 
carrier signal levels, which means the 
20 dB needs to be added back into the 
measurement to accurately determine 
the video carrier signal level at the 
input and output (Figure 12). If the 
input video carrier signal level to the 
apartment amplifier measures -10 
dBmV at 433.25 MHz (Figure 13) on 
the SLM, the actual input video carrier 
signal level would be +10 dBmV at 
433.25 MHz. If the output video carrier 
signal level measures +28 dBmV at 
433.25 MHz on the SLM, the actual 
output video carrier signal level would 
be +48 dBmV at 433.25 MHz (Figure 
14). 

Check between CATV 
wall plate and lock box 

Upon determining that the cause of 
snow/no pictures is after the lock box 
but before the CATV wall plate, check 
the drop cable between the CATV wall 
plate and the lock box in either a 
home-run or a series-fed MDU. Trou-
bleshoot the cause of snow/no pictures 
by using the "halfway" method and the 
proper test equipment (Cable Designa-
tor or volt-ohm meter). 

Snow/no pictures can be caused by 
defects in the drop cable, connections 
or drop passives during or after the ini-
tial installation. Snow/no pictures also 
can be caused by other cable cus-
tomers in a series-fed MDU. Isolating 
the cause of snow/no pictures in a 
series-fed or home-run MDU may 
require identifying the customer's drop 
cable. 

To employ the halfway method in a 
series-fed MDU, you first must deter-
mine the type of apartment run. An 
MDU has a vertical apartment run if the 

Amco Corporation • 860 Garden Street • Elyria, Ohio 44035 • Telephone 216/322-1000 FAX 216/323-7111 
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Figure 17: Selecting halfway apartment 
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Figure 18: Checking for snowy pictures 
with test TV set at hot taps tap port 

Photo courtesy of Mile Hi Cab evision 

CATV wall plate of one 
apartment feeds the CATV 
wall plate of the next a-
partment above or below it 
(Figure 15). The MDU has 
a horizontal apartment run 
if the CATV wall plate of 
one apartment feeds the 
CATV wall plate of the next 
apartment on either side of 
it (Figure 16). Determine 
the type of apartment run 
by checking the drop cable 
tags in the CATV lock box 
or the MDU design plans. 
After determining the 

type of apartment run, 
select the apartment that 

is halfway between the CATV 
lock box and the customer's 
apartment. Go to the halfway 
apartment to check for the 
presence of the Cable Desig-
nator RF transmitter frequen-
cy at the output cable of the 
directional coupler by remov-
ing the CATV wall plate, dis-
connecting the output cable 
from the directional coupler, 
and connecting the output 
cable to the Cable Designa-

tor RF receiver (Figure 17). 
A transmitter frequency number dis-

played on the Cable Designator receiv-
er indicates the CATV signal interrup-
tion is between the halfway apartment 
and the lock box. No transmitter fre-
quency displayed on the receiver indi-
cates the CATV signal interruption is 
between the customer's CATV wall 
plate and the halfway apartment. Next, 
go to the apartment that is halfway in 
between the CATV lock box and the 
first halfway apartment or the first 
halfway apartment and the customer's 
CATV wall plate. Repeat this test pro-
cedure in each consecutive halfway 
apartment until you determine the 
cause of the CATV signal interruption. 
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Check the hot tap 
After determining there 

are snow/no pictures at 
the input to the lock box, 
check picture quality or 
video carrier signal level at 
the hot tap's tap port and 
input port. Also, inspect 
the condition of the MDU 
feeder cable. 

If there are snowy pic-
tures or unacceptable vid-
eo carrier signal levels on 
the input cable in the 
CATV lock box, check the 
picture quality or measure 
video carrier signal levels 
at the tap port on the hot 
tap that feeds the apart-
ment lock box. Connect 
the SLM or the TV test set 
(Figure 18) to the hot tap's tap port to 
determine if the snowy pictures are 
caused before the tap's face plate. 
Snowy pictures or unacceptable video 
carrier signal levels at the tap port indi-
cate a defect in the tap face plate, the 
tap, the feeder system, or the trunk 
system. Good picture quality or accept-
able video carrier signal levels at the 
tap port indicates a defective MDU 
feeder cable between the hot tap and 
the lock box. 

If there are unacceptable video car-
rier signal levels or snowy pictures at 
the tap port, measure the video carrier 
signal level at the hot tap's input port 
with a port test adapter and an SLM 
(Figure 19) or check picture quality with 
a test TV set to determine if the cause 
of the snowy pictures is before the tap 
in the feeder or trunk systems. Accept-
able video carrier signal levels or good 
picture quality at the input port indi-
cates a defective tap face plate. 
Replace the tap face plate and recheck 
the picture quality. Unacceptable video 
carrier signal levels or poor picture 
quality indicates a defect in the feeder 
or trunk systems. 

In some cable system designs, the 
MDU is fed from a DC. In that case, 
measure the video carrier signal level 
at the input port of the DC with a port 
test adapter and an SLM or check pic-
ture quality with a test TV set to deter-
mine if the feeder system is causing 
the snowy pictures. If the picture quali-
ty and/or video carrier signal level is 
acceptable at the input port, measure 
the video carrier signal level at the out-
put port of the DC with a port test 
adapter and an SLM or check picture 
quality with a test TV set. Unaccept-

Figure 19: Measuring video carrier sig-
nal level at hot tap input port with port 
test adapter and SLM 
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Inspect the 
MDU feeder/drop cable 

Unacceptable video carrier signal 
levels at the CATV lock box input cable 
but acceptable video carrier signal lev-
els at the output of the hot tap indicate 
a defective MDU feeder/drop cable. 
Inspect the MDU feeder/drop cable at 
the hot tap and at the CATV lock box 
for damaged or improperly installed 
connectors or cables. Repair or replace 
any damaged connectors or cables. 

Then, recheck the video carrier sig-
nal level and picture quality. If there is 
no visible damage to the MDU 
feeder/drop cable and the lock box's 
input video carrier signal levels are still 
unacceptable, replace the MDU feed-
er/drop cable. Recheck the video carri-
er signal level and picture quality. If 
replacing the MDU feeder/drop cable 
or connectors is not your responsibility, 
contact the appropriate department to 
expedite the replacement of the cable 
and connectors. CT 

Technical consultation for this material 
was provided by: Dan Fisher, technical 
field safety supervisor, and Tom 
Schnell, mainline technician for 
Paragon Cable of Minnesota; Joel 
Raguindin, technician level 5, Greg 
Stone, construction supervisor, and 
Brian Strand, maintenance supervisor 
for Mile Hi Cablevision; Jerry 
Trautwein, president of Dynasty Com-
munications Inc.; and Mike Dietrich, 
service technical supervisor for Conti-

Hands On 
(Continued from page 88) 

from electronic distributors.) I found 
that when I connected the 6.8 V sec-
ondary of the transformer across (or 
parallel) to the winding of a transformer 
under test, the output voltage would be 
practically the same as the open circuit 
voltage of the unloaded filament trans-
former. If the suspect transformer had 
a shorted winding in it, the voltage 
would drop by 25-50 percent or more. 
So, by merely placing an AC voltmeter 
across the winding I could identify a 
defective transformer with no further 
fuss. 
A second check is necessary, and 

that is a continuity check with an ohm-
meter to assure that the winding is not 
open. When making a continuity test 
with an ohmmeter, look for a very low 
resistance reading, making sure the 
meter is set to its lowest range. Trans-
formers may register several ohms 
depending on the number of turns in 
the winding. This of course relates to 
the length of wire in the winding and its 
DC resistance. 

What actually is taking place is an 
AC inductive impedance is paralleling 
an unknown reactive element such as 
a coil or winding. Since the secondary 
of the filament transformer is relatively 
low in impedance, it will, in most cases, 
be "looking" into a higher impedance 
so it will not be loaded down. Im-
pedance, by the way, may be thought 
of as AC "resistance." If the device has 
shorted windings, then the impedance 
(AC resistance) will (in the majority of 
tests) be less than the filament trans-
former, and will result in a lower than 
normal voltage reading. 

Other applications 
Not only will this test work for power 

transformers, it is very useful for testing 
relay coils, solenoid coils, chokes, fer-
roresonant transformers, AC adapters, 
inverter transformers, electric motors 
and fans, etc. Almost any device con-
taining a winding may be tested. So 
there you have it — a simple and very 
conclusive way to check transformers, 
regardless of their type. CT 

Readers wishing to ask questions or 
discuss the contents of this article are 
invited to call the author at (404) 475-
3192 or write to P.O. Box 947, Roswell, 
Ga. 30077. 
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By Jud Williams 
Owner. Performance Technological Products 

One of the most perplexing compo-
nents to troubleshoot is the ordinary 
power transformer. It is particularly diffi-
cult to tell if the windings are shorted 
since an ohmmeter is rather ambigu-
ous below 1 ohm. 

Troubleshooting idea 
When I first got into the repair of 

power supplies, the idea came to me to 
take an ordinary 6.8 volt (V) filament 
transformer and buck it against the 
winding of a transformer I suspected 
was bad. (By the way, the reason the 
transformer is called a "filament" trans-
former is that it was used back in the 
vacuum tube days to power heater ele-
ments, also known as filaments. These 
transformers are still widely available 

(Continued on page 87) 

"By merely placing 
an AC voltmeter 
across the winding I 
could identify a 
defective trans-
former." 

Simple transformer tester 

Filament 
transformer 

Shorted winding indicated 
by dip in AC voltage reading 

Unknown AC 
inductive 
device 
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crs LAB REPORTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
All Cable's drop labeling system 
By Ron Hranac 
Senior Technical Editor 

This year's Society of Cable Television Engineers 
Cable-Tec Expo in Reno, Nev., provided many companies a 
chance to introduce new products to the technical communi-
ty. One that caught my eye was a clever drop labeling sys-
tem from the folks at All Cable. 

Over the years I've seen and used a variety of methods to 
label drops, particularly in multiple dwelling units (MDUs) or 
underground installations. Among them were lead or other 
metal tags with the address scribed on them, paper-based 
tags with information written using a pencil or pen, pre-
stamped serial numbered tags, and even the old standby, 
the Dymo label maker tags. Some are obviously better than 
others, depending on the application. 

The labeling system from All Cable is a bit different from 
all of these. Not only is it suited for the usual drop labeling 
requirements, but it also would work well for headend and 
studio wiring, and probably could be used for about anything 
that uses drop cables or wiring of a similar size. So after the 
expo, I contacted All Cable to obtain one of their drop label-
ing systems for this month's lab report. 

The product 
A complete package includes a battery operated electron-

ic labeling machine, instruction manual, carrying case, 34 
replacement tape cartridges, and 10,000 transparent plastic 
sleeves — they actually resemble small tubes — to cover 
the labels. The labeling machine prints the labels on pres-
sure sensitive adhesive-backed tape. (Note: These labels 
are not the same as ones you create with something like a 
Dymo; the tape used for the All Cable labels is thinner and 
more flexible, and the lettering is printed instead of 
embossed.) After trimming to length, simply peel the protec-
tive backing off the tape, stick it on the coax, then cover the 
label with one of All Cable's plastic sleeves. 

The labeling machine itself resembles a miniature com-
puter or electronic typewriter, and features a QWERTY-style 
keyboard. The machine measures 6-9/16 inches (W) x 5 
inches (D) x 2-1/8 inches (H), and weighs just over a pound 
without the five C cell batteries that normally power it. The 
typewriter keys are the rubber "Chicklets" kind, and the front 
also includes a small (1-1/8 x 7/16 inch) LCD readout that 
displays up to six of the typed characters at a time. The left 
side of the machine has an integral cutter next to the label 
exit slot. 

The top has a font cartridge slot and a jack for external 
power, and on the back of the unit you'll find the battery 
compartment cover and tape cartridge compartment. Each 
tape cartridge contains 25 feet of 3/8- or 1/2-inch wide tape. 
One tape cartridge should be good for about 300 1-inch long 
labels. Available character colors include black, red, blue, 
gold or white, and tape colors are available in clear, white or 
black. 

While not included with the system, an optional AC 
adapter also is available as is an external font cartridge. The 

labeling machine's standard 
built-in 150 character font is 
LORI PS; it includes 52 letters 
(upper and lower case alpha-
bet), 19 keyboard symbols and 
the 10 numbers. There are 
also 69 additional symbols 
embedded in the keyboard. 
The labeling machine and tape 
cartridges are manufactured by 
Brother Industries. 
When making labels using 

the built-in font, you have a 
choice of five different charac-
ter sizes: standard, double 
height, double width, double 
width/double height and 4x width/double height. As well, you 
can choose from among five different print styles: normal, 
outline, bold, shadow (these first four styles print horizontally 
on the tape) and vertical print. 

The plastic sleeves are semitransparent, and are made 
from PVC (the same material used to make the jacketing on 
most CATV coax). All Cable's labeling system includes 
sleeves for either RG-59 or RG-6; by the time you read this, 
sleeves for RG-11 also should be available. Standard sleeve 
length is 1-1/2 inches. 

The black plastic carrying case is 12 x 8 x 3 inches, and 
comes lined with foam. Cutouts are provided for the labeling 
machine, spare cartridges, and a small supply of plastic 
sleeves. 

Making a label is pretty straightforward. For a basic label, 
turn the labeling machine on, type the desired text such as 
address, apartment number, etc., and press the "print" but-
ton. The machine will print the label at a rate of 12 charac-
ters per second, so creation seems almost instantaneous. 
The printed label will come out of the tape exit slot on the 
side of the machine; pull out the tape cutter lever next to the 
exit slot to cut the tape, and remove the label. If desired, you 
can trim the length as necessary with scissors before remov-
ing the backing and applying the label to the coax. Then slip 
one of the sleeves over the label. For installation on a cable 
with a connector already in place, the sleeve can be split 
before putting it over the label. All Cable also can provide 
split sleeves. 

At the time of the evaluation, the price of the complete 
labeling system was $1,170 (which includes 10,000 
sleeves). The machine by itself is $150, the carrying case 
$20, additional tape cartridges $12 to $15 each depending 
on quantity, and extra sleeves 6 to 8 cents each (again 
depending on quantity). 

Carrying case loaded 
and ready. 

Lab test 
While the most useful application for a labeling system 

such as this might be primarily MDUs and similar installa-
tions protected reasonably well from the environment, it just 
as easily can be used for normal drop identification. For this 

(Continued on page 93) 
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CT's Lab Report 
(Continued from page 89) 

reason we wanted to test the PVC sleeves in an accelerated 
environment to see how they would hold up outdoors. 

Several samples of RG-6 sleeves were sent out to be 
subjected to an ozone chamber test. The samples were pre-
stressed by folding them in half and clipping the ends togeth-
er. The ozone chamber test period was 72 hours at 104° F 
and 100 ppm ozone concentration. 

After the test, no cracking or brittleness was found. A 
slight crease was evident where the sleeves had been fold-
ed over. Other samples that had been subjected to strong 
sunlight for an extended period showed slight stiffening and 
discoloration, as well as a small amount of shrinkage. Even 
so, the sleeves still maintained their flexibility and semitrans-
parency. A piece of coax with a label and sleeve also was 
subjected to the ozone test with no detrimental effects. The 
only other concern might be possible long-term sunlight-
induced fading of the lettering on the tape itself, although we 
saw no evidence during our lab tests that this might be a 
problem. Additional testing was limited to using the labeling 
machine to produce a variety of labels, which worked as 
indicated. While the labels might be able to be used in some 
cases without the sleeves, best results occurred with the 
sleeves installed over the labels. 

Comments 

All Cable's drop labeling system is a unique and effective 
way to label CATV drops. It also should find use in other 
applications such as labeling cables in a headend or similar 

o r  
Top: Labels can be printed in black, red, blue, gold or white 
on black, white or clear tapes. Bottom: The semitranspar-
ent plastic sleeves can be split (or order pre-split) to install 
on cables with connectors attached. 

environment, allowing neat professional-looking labels to 
easily be made on the spot. 

Because it is battery operated, field personnel will find it 
convenient to use. But like any electronic instrument that 
gets regular field use, it should be kept clean, and used with 
reasonable care. Considering the initial system purchase 
price of $1,170, label cost works out to be about 12 cents 
each. 

About the only recommendation t would make for this 
product is to consider the use of rechargeable NiCd batteries 
instead of alkaline cells. Regular use in a system might 
make you real friendly with your neighborhood Eveready 
supplier using conventional batteries, while a rechargeable 
unit could be plugged in each night just like your signal level 
meter. 

For more information, contact All Cable at 5 Colony St., 
Meriden, Conn. 06450; (800) 232-0883 or (203) 235-0883. 

INTRODUCING 
THE MOST 
REVOLUTIONARY 
BREAKTHROUGH 

se IN TECHNICAL 
ma TRAINING. 

IIN 

Looking for an effective, cost-efficient way to get 
and keep your staff up to speed? Interactive video 
technical training can help. It could mean fewer 
truck rolls from installer error. Fewer ¡ob-related 
injuries. And increased productivity. 

CALL 1-800-833-DISC 

-r 
MIND EXTENSION 
INSTITUTE -

. . .at a low cost! 

The 

1991 NCTA Technical Papers 

can be yours for only $35* 

Copies of the bound papers presented in the technical sessions 
from the 40th annual NCTA convention are available on a pre-
paid basis from NCTA's Science & Technology Department, 
1724 Massachusetts Ave. NW., Washington, D.C. 20036. 

• Includes shipping and handling; $45 for non-NCTA members. 

Reader Service Number 65 Reader Service Number 66 
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1,300 and 1,550 
sources 
Reader service 
(T730) 

nm laser mini released by Leightronix. It features a 
built-in 16x4 video/stereo audio routing 

#132 (T710), #131 switcher, control capacity for 16 tape 
machines. and a PC-based event 
manager. It also includes listing/logger 
printer output and 1.000 event capaci-
ty. 

It is rack-mountable, two rack units 
high. and has a back-lit, high contrast 
80-character LCD. It has one year 
data retention without power. 
Reader service #130 

 c 12011.0fflt MO 06 

Event controller 
The PRO-16 event controller was 

Isolators 
E-Tek Dynamics added a new 

Power & Telephone 
brings you 
Reliance quality! 

Call any one of our regional offices 
for fast delivery of the unique and rugged 
Access 360 line of CATV pedestals from 
Reliance Comm/Tec. They are pre-
assembled for quick installation and are 
available in steel or PVC 
models for 25 years of 
steady service. The lift-off 
cover provides a full 360 
degrees of access to the 
enclosed equipment. 
Other features include a practical rec-
tangular design, multiple locking options 
for security and versatility, and flow-
through louvers for improved ventilation. 

Power & Telephone 
Supply Company 
2701 Union Extended, Suite 300 
Memphis, TN 38112-4417 
901/324-6116 FAX 901/320-3082 
1-800-238.7514 
Reader Service Number 68 

series of polarization-insensitive fiber 
isolators to its product line. The isola-
tors offer 0.7 dB typical for "A" grade 
insertion loss, greater than 50 dB isola-
tion, greater than 65 dB return loss. 
less than 0.2 dB polarization sensitivity 
and stable isolation over 0-70 C tem-
perature range and 60 nm bandwidth. 

They provide compatibility to 1.300. 
1,480 or 1,550 nm fiber interface with 
minimum mechanical stress. Options 
include various connector terminations, 
customer fiber specifications and pack-
ages. 
Reader service #131 

Fiber patching 
The 12-fiber wall distribution panel 

(WDP) from FOCS is said to be a cost-
effective solution for interconnection 
and patching of fiber-optic cables. The 
panel can be used with single- or multi-
mode cables in either loose tube or 
tight buffer construction. 

The WDP construction is durable 
sheet metal painted in a no-mar office 
white. Each WDP can accommodate 
up to 12 standard connectors. A screw 
driver is all that is needed for installa-
tion and the WDPs can be stacked. 
Reader service #130 

Modulators 
United Technologies Photonics 

unveiled it high-linearity lithium niobate 
amplitude modulators that have a 1 dB 
electrical bandwidth of 600 MHz and 
have low amplitude and phase ripple. 
low insertion loss, single polarization 
operation, low back reflection, low drive 
voltages and improved power-handling 
capability. They are fabricated in 
LiNb03 using the company's annealed 
proton exchange (APE) process. 

The low amplitude ripple is less than 
0.25 dB and the low phase ripple is 
less than 2 . According to the compa-
ny, these features make the devices 
especially well-suited for CATV appli-
cations. 
Reader service #129 

Fiber cable 
A new fiber-optic cable to the D-

Series product line was introduced by 
Optical Cable Corp. It allows easy 



access to each subunit as well as to 
each of the fibers within the subunit 
through the use of color-coded rip-
cords. 

The cable jacket is color-coded yel-
low to designate the single-mode fiber 
type. A 900 micron elastomeric buffer 
coating protects the fiber from moisture 
and bending. The coating also is color-
coded for easy terminating in the field. 
The subunits contain from six to 12 
buffered fibers for patch panel routing. 
Reader service #128 

Downconverter 
A new C-band downconverter, 

Model C30944-3, was announced by 
California Amplifier. It has built-in DC 
pass through capability and is avail-
able with the standard input frequency 
of 3.7 to 4.2 GHz and output frequency 
of 950 to 1,450 MHz. It also allows DC 
pass through from output to input. 

The product also features 18 to 24 
dB gain. The built-in DC gets rid of the 
need for DC power insertion blocks to 
be placed in-line between the down-
converter and the LNA. 
Reader service #127 

FO connectors 
ST (AT&T's connector), FC, D4 and 

SMA connectors from Light Control 
Systems incorporate a universal back-
shell design that will accommodate 
900 micron buffered fiber through 3.8 
mm OD loose tube cable. They use 
precision drilled ceramic ferrules for 
0.3 dB (typical) insertion loss and -35 
dB (typical) return loss with simple 
hand polishing techniques. The con-
nectors are available with either 
ceramic or metal ferrules. Custom 
metal hole sizes up to 1 mm are 
offered. 
Reader service #126 

Brake lock 
The MICO brake lock is a supple-

mental safety device, which when used 
with a vehicle's existing mechanical 
parking brake it will provide additional 
brake holding action. Installation is 

Reader Service Number 69 

JERRY  
ELECTROCUTED  1:11 I  TODAY. 

AND HIS BOSS IS 
GLAD HE DID. 

Jerry just made a "fatal" error, but in e safety of a sim ted work environment. What better way to 
learn about the myth of insulated gloves? It's just one of the many, many interactive exercises in the new 
technical training series from Mind Extension Instituter"Inc. 

This is interactive-video training at its best. The student is truly involved every step of the way, 
responding to questions, making decisions and correcting mistakes. And, because the instruction is self-
paced and one-on-one, anyone at any time can get just the help they need. The 
new courses include General Safety, featuring the top ten safety issues in cable, 
and Installer Training, a nuts-and-bolts course that will challenge even the 
seasoned installer. 

You take care of the hands-on training, we'll take care of the rest Call 
now and take advantage of our free demonstration. 1-800-833-DISC 

MIND EXTENSION INSTITUTE -4 

Making calk TV the most prolessionolly 
troined workfor,e in the world. 

l'roduced n omperalion with AlpItt Anixier Calile .1"1.1V1.8(1: (ALAN ii InchI (.onlmenral inrix.ration, nnInI, >,cepe, Inc , 
Eagle S'Aienunnic, Inc .(Idhen Engliwenng En Inc limed \ttgnivin SAli ',mein, Inc .ScciXjhc.Ailallu. Inc .1hIgInc, Inc 

said to be simple because the valve 
can be installed in the hydraulic line to 
the wheel cylinders without additional 
plumbing. The electrical connection 
from the valve to the toggle switch in 
the cab also is a simple procedure, 
according to the company. No current 
is drawn except during the moment the 
valve is activated. 
When the brake lock is activated 

and the hydraulic service brakes 
applied, hydraulic pressure is locked in 
the service brake system and therefore 
the hydraulic service brakes continue 

to be applied after the operator 
removes his foot from the brake pedal. 
The lock does not increase brake pres-
sure. It only locks pressure generated 
by pushing on the brake pedal. The 
harder the operator pushes on the 
brake pedal, the higher the pressure in 
the brake system. The low pressure 
warning switch, when wired to an audi-
ble or visual alarm, alerts the opera-
tor(s) in or around the vehicle of a pos-
sible reduction in brake pressure and 
holding capability. 
Reader service #122 
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CLASSIFIEDS/BUSINESS DIRECTORYIIIIIII 

Great Lakes 
Cable TV Services, Inc. 

24030 Roosevelt Rd. South Bend, IN 46614 

USED & SURPLUS CABLE TV ELECTRONICS 
THETA-COM JERROLD SLYVANIA 
C-COR S-A MAGNAVOX & MORE 

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SALES 

U.S. TOLL-FREE FAX 
1-800-383-8046 219-234-8662 219-232-1562 

CABLE TV CONTRACTORS 

CLI DRIVEOUTS - INSTALLATION 

CURTIS L. DILLARD 
1-817-265-0336 

P.O. BOX 150593 
ARLINGTON,TX 76015 

California Amplifier 

U.S. manufacturer of; C-Band and Ku-Band LNBs, Feedhorns 
and accessories; Wireless Cable (MMDS) products including 
LNAs, down converters and the Beambender'", a low cost 
microwave repeater; and special application products 
including ARABSAT LNBs and Commercial IF Amplifiers. 

Contact: Dennis Schwab 
California Amplifier, Inc. 

460 Calle San Pablo, Camarillo, CA 93012 U.S.A,. 
TEL: (805) 987-9000 FAX: (805) 987-8359 

White San ctl 
Jumper Cables 

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING: 
F to F, N to N, BNC, RCA, F-81 

Gilbert AHS RG-56 Belden 
IRC RG-59 Times 
Raychem RG-11 Comm Scope 
Off Shore RG-213 Intercomp 
Amphenol RG-214 

We will make any cable assembly Quick delivery on all colors and lengths 
Fan (602) 582-2915, Ph (602) 581-0331 
335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, A:. 85207 

NevConstructice • Installs • Balancing • Splicing 

Cable Construction, inc. 
Performance Built Our Company 

Specializing in Rebuilds 
Haroki Beam 
(904) 9324889 

PO. 903 
Guff Breeze, FL 32562 

QCI 
Installations, Audits 
CLI Drop Replacements 
Pre/Post Wire MOU 

Quality Cable Installation 
P.O. Box 964, Eau Claire, WI 54702-0964 (715) 839-2733 

JAMES KAMINSKI DIRECTOR OF MARKETING 

AND DEVELOPMENT 

g:ablr Q:onuituttications,It. 
37 SVCOLIN ROAD. SE. 

L EESBURG. VA 22075 

ENUNE EHINL, AND DESIGN - UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION 

SPLICING - POST/PREWIRES - INSTALLATIONS 

AERIAL CONSTRUCTION - CLI DETECTION AND REPAIR 

FAX (703) 478-8818 (703) 777-5905 

- '41MMII 
BIM "MI 
MU Aral 
- ...1111 

CABLE SYSTEM 
SURVEY CO. 
MAPPING DESIGN • AS-BUILTS • CAD & 
DRAFTING SERVICES 

Quality Construction Begins 
with Quality Maps 
518 N Main St • Tekonsha. Michigan 49092 

ammom (517) 767-4185. FAX (517) 767-4567 Ammmum 
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(04:) CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC. 
COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION 1 -800-338-9299 

COAX & FIBER 
MAPPING - DESIGN - CONSTRUCTION - ENGINEERING 

COMPLETE PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

quality service performed on a timely basis 

Klungness Electronic Supply 
CATV SYSTEMS AND SUPPLIES 1-800-338-9292 

gs-im 
electronics 

Line Equipment & Stand-By Power Supply Repair 
Free 2 Way Shipping 2 Week Standard Turn Around 
All Work Guaranteed Emergency Service Available 

Dedicated To Excellence 3513 B Hwy 74 West 

1-800-992-4011 Monroe, North Carolina 28110 

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES 

— NATIONWIDE BUYERS — 
CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED UNE GEAR 

P.O. Box 96 
Argos, IN. 46501 

(219) 892-5537 
FAX(219) 892-5624 

.••• 

OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
CATV ENGINEERING SERVICES 

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS 
Hybrid Sales Meter Calibrations 
Equipment Upgrading Headend Alignment 

Performance Measurements FCC Offsets 

Free Pick-up Service in Certain Geographic Areas 
800-247-5883 or in Virginia 800-345-6834 

209 E. Jackson St. P.O. Box 484 Gate City, VA. 24251 

CABLE / I 

GeeCivisio 
"Communication You Can See" 

• C.A.D. Drafting Service 

• Project Cost Analysis 

10 102 Hwy. 105 W. 

Montgomery, TX 

77356 

IN Engineering 

• Construction 

David Christy 
•109- 588- 2099 

519 E. Center 

Sikeston, MO 

63801 

compurier 
UTILITIES OF THE OZARKS. INC 

ANNOUNCES 

CABLE WORKS 
The only total open system available for in-house, 

on-line billing. Call today for your demo. 

P.O. Box 1062 

Herb Lair, President 
(800) 541-8825 

Harrison, Arkansas 72601 

Nationwide CATV Auditing Services Inc. 

Auditing: 
Door to door verifica-
tion of addresses and 
services being re-
ceived, includes sales 
solicitation, trapping, 
disconnects and data-
base upgrade. 

C.LL: 
Leakage detection. doc-
umentation and correc-
tion, includes computer 
printout to comply with 
FCC mandate. 

John MacLean 
General Manager 
All trucks ale 
radio equipped 

Rebuilds: 
Specializing in aerial, 
underground and apart-
rient buildings. 

P.O.Box 846 
Londonderry, VT 05148 
Free Consultation Call 
1-800-726-2405 

Equipment Repair 
Consistent quality at a better price. Next 

day emergency service at no extra charge. 
Call for details. 

TRONITEC 
Derrick Hanson 
800/962-2588 
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CATV DESIGN 

ASSOCIAT'ES, LNC 
• Design 
• Strand Mapping 
• As-Built Mapping 
• System Analysis 

• AutoCad Drafting 
• LinexCad Drafting 
• Cad Training/Setup 
• Drafting Services 

5524 Be. Caves Rd., Sidle Cl • Austin, Texas 78746 

STEVE WILLIAMS (512) 444-2461 DOUG BURNS 
President Vice President 

AERIAL 
NEW BUILDS 
EXTENSIONS 
SPLICING 
ACTIVATION State 7-et& 

CABLE 
61*e:4We/ea, 

UNDERGROUND 
REBUILDS 

TRAP & AUDITS 
INSTALLS 

STORM DAMAGE 

WALKERVILLE, MICHIGAN 49459 

OFFICE (616) 873-4744 
FAX (616) 873-0202 

Robert Zack William Zack 

Bakeryott 
Co. 1259 ROUTE 46 

PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054 

THE PROFESSIONAL CABLE PLACEMENT 
COMPANY 

DAVID ALLEN , JUDY BOUER-PRINCIPALS 
201 -263-3355 FAX-201-263-9255 
Our NATIONAL and INTERNATIONAL clients include MSO's, 
Networks, Regional and Independent Operators. We place ALL 
LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT. Fees paid. 

E-CABLE, INC. 

A Full Service Organization 
*Aerial/Underground Construction 
*Prewire/Postwire installations 

*Drop/Converter Changeouts *LANS 
*Audits *Rebuilds *SMATV 

Quality Service to the Cable Industry 
P.O. Box 533826 Orlando, Florida 32853 

(407) 898-2387 

Cr'-711 1I' eV je). 

°CARE j CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC. 
UHF Radio Equipped Trucks • Uniformed Installers INSTALLERS/ 

HOUSE INSTALLATIONS 
Aerial — Underground — Pre-wire 
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS 

Post wire — Pre-wire — Commercial Building 
Tap Audits 

Install or Remove Traps and/or Converters 
Drop change over for System Rebuilds 

LENNY FISCHER 
PO Box 1564 

Appleton. Wisconsin 54913-1564 
(414) 582-7087 

MONTIE FISCHER 
PO Box 1058 

Fort Walton Beach. Florida 32549-1058 
(904) 651-5154 

PAUL FEVER 
VICE PRESIDENT 

ENGINEERING & DESIGN 
CLI & SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
MOU UPGRADES-PREWIRE-POSIWIRE 
AERIAL & UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL INSTALLATION 

• ar A4 & G CONSTRUCTION 
u. 
Min 

1735 S. LA CIENGA BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CA. 90035 
(2/3)839-7956 (818) 993-3333 FAX (213)839-9071 

SAVE YOUR 
MONEY. 

Lower your costs for programming, equipment, 
and service through group purchasing. Join today. 

NAM 
COOPERATIVE 

14809 West 95th St. Lenexa, KS 66215 913-599-5900 

Video Pase Generator & Controller $189.95 
High Res NTSC or PAL 
2- 240 char. crawls/ • 
Flash, Scroll, 3 Sizes! 

16 Colors, User friendly 
Auto-sequence pages 
Cut & Paste, WYSIWYG 
12:24:30 THURSDAY 3 : 21 : 91 

"VIDG" 

Option  lopploid 

MOdem cable 

—  COMMODORE 64  

  98883 MEW 
"WX1" Temperature 
& humidity sensor _ 
"vio o" Cartridge 11 - 
plugs Into C64 

or P08 

C64 • VIDG Displays & sequences 1000 pages7 "VIDG" 
Hi Res. 16 colors , scroll, flash, crawl, vary height. I "«. n Relay 

24Hr clock+ date. C64 Graphics, Color Bars, I control 
crawls!Transter pages via modem auto-sequence 
at remote location "WX1" displays temperature 
& humidity. "PK8" controls 8 relays Time & date 
calendar: auto-loads new sequences & pages 
• controls relays via touchtone audio strings! 

ENGINEERING CONSULTING 
583 Candiewood St. Brea, Ca. 92621 

Te1:714-6712009 ** Fax:714-255-9984 

IIIIIF 
Special Effect? 
12== 

Special Erred, 

Weather Monitor 
20 dog C 
72 

Temperature 
Rai Humidity 

"VIDG" Inc. Cart, disk, ma ual, cable 8189.95 
C64 Computer $159.95, 15 1 disk drive $189.95 
PK8 relay control & meter nput 415995 
WX1 temp. á humidity sensor (req. P1(8)4189.95 
064 Hayes modem S 89 95,12Voll C64 KW Sup $129 95 

Low cost remote control & video display 
•• Ask for free catalog** I 

Mastercard Visa Amex COD & P.O. 
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NaCom  
BUI WING COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA 

• Full Installation Services 
• Converter Exchanges, Audits, Special Projects 
• MDU, SMATV, LAN, Pre/Postwiring gr DBS 
• Aerial/Underground Construction (Including Fiber Optics) 
• Strand Mapping (AutoCAD ex LYNX) 
• Field Engineering, Make-Ready, As-Builts 
• RF Design (CADSUM II, LYNX, & LODE DATA) 
• CL! Detection/Correction 

1900 E. Dublin-Granville Road, Suite 100A, Columbus, 011 43229 
(614) 895-1313 • (800) 669-8765 • FAX (614) 895-8942 

AMS-1 CHARACTER GENERATOR 

ATARI Computer and Software 
(mh. S499.00! 

OPTIO.\AL BATTERY BACKUP! 

Dickel Communications Co. 
517 14th Street / Des Moines. IA 50309 

• Character 
Generators 
• VCR Controllers 

• Video Switches 

• Custom Hardware 
and Software 

FAX 515-243-2563 
Tel. 515-244-1526 

ccc Phone (708) 991-8488 

Fax: (708) 991-8586 

CARRETERA CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 

632 West Colfax Street Jim Lapetina 
Palatine, Illinois 60067-2341 President 

DH Satellite Manufactures high efficient 
spun aluminum antennas that range 
from 60CM(24") to 5M(16') with a large 
selection of heavy duty mounts. 

Delivery & Installation Available 
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION 

DH Satellite 
P.O. Box 239 

Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin 53821 
(800) 627-9443 - Phone (608) 326-8406 

Fax (608) 326-4233 

For Aerial and 
Underground 
Construction 
Services 

Est. 1972 
"Fiber 
Optic 

Specialist" 
Kennedy Cable Construction, Inc. Reidsville, Georgia 
(P.O. Box 760) 30453, (912) 557-4751 WATTS 1-800-673-7322 

Pres. Ron Prather Office: (404) 736-3733 
Office: (404) 738-9797 

2/(aMeti- 6foizte, Yne 
CATV Aerial and Underground Construction, 

Service Wires and Fiber Optics 

3540 Wheeler Road • Suite 107 • Augusta, GA 30909 

Schenck 
construcron 

Aerial and Underground 
Cable Television Construction 

Edward A. Schenck, President 
Oliver J. Longnecker, Vice President 
Imel L. Wheat, Jr., Vice President 

Schenck Construction Company, Inc. 
15042 N.E. 95th 

Redmond, Washington 98052 
(206) 867-9694 

TSB INC 
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN & ACTIVATION 

• 

CAD DRAFTING á DESIGN 
HEADEND RACKING AND RENOVATIONS 
MAP DIGITALIZATION & MAINTENANCE 
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS 
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT 

CLI VERIFICATION 

FIELD OFFICE 
(708) 541-3993 

365 HAZELWOOD 
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089 

CORPORATE OFFICE 
(605) 665-1393 

FAX (605) 665-1708 
P.O. BOX 244 

YANKTON, SD 57078 
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Help Wanted 

IMMIfflr 

AW EMI "WWII 

Contact: 
SARKIS S. COURY or 
GREG GONGAWARE 

at (800) 266-7744 

ACS COMMUNICATION SERVICES, INC. 
Engineering • Construction • Splicing • Installation 

LICENSED • BONDED 
AZ 074441 • CA 514532 

11219 North 23rd Avenue • Phoenix, Arizona 85029 

• Aerial & Underground 
Construction 

• Strand Mapping 

• System Design 

• Residential & MDU 
Installations 

• Subscriber Audits 

• Proof of Performance 

• Fiber Optics and LAN 

Contact: 
Bernie Czanseciti 
(114) 8384466 

Services po. Boa 219 
Lake City, PA 16423 

Which would you use to complete this sentence? 
Communications Technology's classified section... 

a. is the largest classified section in the industry 
b. has the highest readership in the industry. 

sive in the industry. 

To place a class' led, 
contact Patty Linster at 

1-800-325-0156. 

Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals 
Call Toll Free 800-433-2160: In Texas call 817-599-7623: FAX 817-599-4483 

DIR ENG, S, 50K 
DIR ENG, E, 60K 
CIRCUIT DESIGN, TX, 50K 
TCH MGR, E, 45K 
TCH MGR, SE, 40K 
PL OPS MGR, SE, 45K 
PL MGR, SE, 45K 
TCH TRNR, E, 35K 
CHIEF TCH, SE, 30K 
SVC MGR, E, 35K 

STAFF ENG, E, 50K 
CHIEF TCH, S, 30K 
PL MGR, E, 40K 
SVC MGR, E, 35K 
MGR/TCH, TN, 26K 
SYS ENG, SE, 30K 
CH TCH, S. 26K 
MGFVTCH, S, 26K 
MGR/CH TCH, E, 28K 
CH TCH, E, 35K 

SWEEP TECH, E. 13/HR 
LN TCH, W, 12/HR 
LN TCH, TX, 10/HR 
HDEND TCH, SE, 30K 
SERV TCH-MULTI LTGS 
SW TCH, NE, 12/HR 
HDEND/MICRO,W, 15/HR 
LN TCH, TX, 11/HR 
SW TCH, SW, 13/HR 
SVC TECH, S, 9/HR 

JIM YOUNG ASSOCIATES 
One Young Plaza 1235 Ranger Highway Weatherford, TX 76086 

Call for information about these and many other opportunities nationwide 

Postition Wanted 

Maintenance Technician 
with headend experience looking for 
position in CATV. Ten years in the 
industry. Currently employed in 

southern Florida, but willing to relocate. 
Phil Rivera 1-305-861-1753 

Chief Engineer/Plant Manager 
with over 15 years experience seeking 
permanent position or temporary 
assignment.SCOtt Alar 

815-385-2127 

Operations Engineer 
looking for corporate or engineering 
position. Good communications 
skills. 18 years of CATV operating 
experience. Preferably in Michigan. 
Call or write: 

Steve Newell 
3613 Bennett Ave. 

Flint, MI. 48506 
1-313-742-4612 

CATV Engineer 
with 7 years experience as Vice 
President/Director of Engineering and 
strong business skills seeks full-time 
management position. Private cable 
expert with extremely successful track 
record. Prefer Philly area but will 
relocate or travel. 

Harris B. Shulman 
215-482-9930 
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Equipment For Sale 

(619) 
757-3008 

[LITJ LJFAX: 
757-4048 

 [nirm 

We Buy and Sell Converters, Line 
Actives and Passives 300 Mhz 
and Above- Magnavox, Jerrold, 
S/A, Pathmaker. 

Af-M - ANTHONY'S 

MANUFACTURING SERVICE 

PLOW BLADES 
Irrigation/Wire/Combination 

For Any Machine-For Any Application 

(800) 383-PLOW 

(719) 475-PLOW (7569) 

P.O. Box 17701 TED` 
Colorado Springs, CO 80935 

Will pay cash for any brand of 
used CARS BAND (12.7-13.2) 
radios, power supplies, dishes 
and waveguide hardware. 

MICRO SUPPLY 
915-685-3000 

ADDRESSABLE 
CONVERTERS 

FROM 
$11.95 
N STOCK 

FULLY REMANUFACTURED - 
90 DAY WARRANTY 

List your equipment 
for sale with us — computerized 

Inventory LOCOter system — 

CONTEC  
INTERNATIONAL 

MEW Tent RONDA: PACHIGht 
808-m-27n I 800-758-Z288 800-684-8007 

110130WOMID81101110111101110111DWOMI 
O WANTED 
_a YOUR SURPLUS 
L-1▪ LINEGEAFt/ 

O CONVERTERS 

• CALL TINA 

1 (614) 222-0581 
O CABLE LINK INC 
mommiloannunnuomomomoz 

Li 

.('1 I 1, D 

TM BROKERS 
WANTED: ( (1NNEC I OR EG S, LIN EA R, LAPS 

FOR SALE: IONNECTORS, LINEGEAR, LAPS 
NEW IX: 8 .Sr SPUTTERS 

SPECIAL:* MODULATORS $12$. & UP 

itr .S TRIP AMPS $50 & UP 

* PROCESSORS $50. & UP 
* BAND PASS FILLERS $35. & UP 

NEW 2 & 4 POR I LAPS = 55 w 
8 PORT LAPS = $11 «, 

PHONE/FAX (208) 687 • 2289 
Any Quantity O.K. • Finaming Available-OAC 

COAST CATV 

S 
U 

WANTED 

USED & EXCESS 

IN STOCK 
SA, Jerrold, Magnavox, PathMaker 

300,330,400 MHZ 

Call Nick Meko 
714-272-6822 Fax 714-272-3032 

Emergency Alert 
Systems 

BY 

Idet/avics 
69 Channels 
14 day delivery 

Compatible with all headends 

Affordable 
24 & 88 Channel units also available 

(701) 786-3904 
Fax: (701) 786-4294 

MAIN UNE EQUIPMENT, INC. 
National Distributor for 

PATHMAKER — TEXSCAN 

WE BUY: Used Converters 
Used line gear 

WE SELL: Refurbished Converters 
Line Gear 

WE REPAIR: Converters & Line Gear 
Distributor of Eagle Traps 

1-800-444-2288 
FAX: 213-715-6695 

Los Angeles • Atlanta • Spokane 

LIQUIDATION SALE 
Oak M35B Offline $5.00 
Reconditioned $10.00 

Hamlin MCC 3000 as is 500 each 
Reconditioned $10.00 

WANTED 
Jerrold DRX-3-DIC 
Oak N12 ch 2 Or 3 
SA 8550 & 8580 
Zenith Encoders 

Pioneer Encoders 

CABLE EQUIPMENT 

BROKERAGE CO. 

818-709-3724 

FAX 818-709-7565 

dB-tronics-r 
For Your Equipment Needs 

• AFFORDABLE, QUALITY REPAIRS: 
Converters, Line Equipment, Headend 
Equipment and F.S. Meters. 
(Six month warranty on ALL repairs.) 

WE BUY & SELL EQUIPMENT 
SUMMER SPECIALS: 
SA 8500 - 311 w/remote $32.95 ea. 
New Remotes SA, Jerrold ... $4.50 ea. 
SA 372397 FF Trunk $362.00 ea. 
SA 344030 PP Trunk  $95.00 ea. 
SA 344000 PP Bridger  $161.00 ea. 

Hurry, Limited Quantity Available 

FOR OTHER SPECIALS CALL: 

SALES 
Phone: 1-404-992-6730 • FAX 1-404-992-6816 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Mane: 1-803-356-2730 • FAX 1-803-439-7518 

get converted!. 
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25 Cents per db! Why pay more for 
isolation? Our CO-AX RELAYS kill 
crosstalk dead! SWITCH WITH THE 
SWITCHES THAT SWITCH-SWITCH-
SWITCH. Matrixes & relays. Alaun 
Eng. PH/FAX 818-957-0618. 

ICE KRACKERS, INC. 

Inexpensive per-
manent protec-
tion of guy wire 
anchor hardware 
from guy wire ice 
slides. Average 
cost $400. for 400-foot tower. ICE 
KRACKERS sized by guy wire diame-
ter. All sizes available. 

U.S. PATENT #4435931. 
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703 

(800) 747-8921 or at WSSU-FM 
(21 7) 786-651 6. 

Test Equipment 

Wavetek, HP, Tektronix and more. Sweep 
systems, Spectrum Analyzers Meters, etc. 
Guaranteed to meet or exceed factory cali-
bration/specs. 90 day warranty standard. 
Special-Wavetek 1855b/1865b sweep sys-
tem $5495.00. 

PTL Cable Service 
1-407-747-3647 

WE BUY AND SELL 

Equipment Repair 

Cable TV Services 
• Complete Repair Facility 

• Videoci pher 

• Headend 
• Test Equipment 
• Line Equipment 

16 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE 

"always, always put quality first" 

4230 Rosehill Suite L-5 • Garland, TX 75043 
(214) 240-5452 • 800-749-5452 

"Our Business Card ad in 
Communications Technology has 
brought us the response we hoped it would. 
It has generated new business and exposed us 
to a whole new segment of the market." 

— Derrick Hanson, Tronitec 

"Running a classified in Communications Technology 
every month is well worth the money. I am getting the 
visibility for our company, and the response I had hoped to get." 

— Nick Meko, Coast CATV Supply 

SubTRACKER 
CATV BILLING SYSTEM 

,.._1a Statements, Database, 
t Reports, IBM Compati-

ble, Low Cost, Fast .„ 
man i i I) Ideal for small to 

gligiL\ medium systems 

LAN and Multi Town Capability. 

Canergy Cable Software 
403-354-2510 or Fax 403-354-8780 

Professional Services 

LEE DENIM JEANS 
Dress your technicians 

for success. Buy or 
lease at discount. 

MAGSON UNIFORM 
279 New Britian Road 
Kensington, CT 06037 

1-800-877-4422 

stilivEygrEAf 
cfe r .4s ere are ivoicEs -80, L s 

•••0, — e e Sil°ree (OS 
ee,/ • 

étb 

68'6°e/et p„ 

90 e 
6 

e'k99 

TM BROKERS 
WANTED: ( ONSkt /OW. IAPS 

FOR SALE: CONNELTONS LINECEAR, TAPS 
811W DC 8 ke SIL TITERS 

SPECIAL:* moutamoits $125. & LIP 
• STRIP AMPS SSO & tIP 
• PROCESSORS  LSO. & L'P 
• BAND PASS kILTERS 535. & up 
NkW 4 pour =IS. 
8 PORT I AM =SlIw 

PlIONF/2A7C (2081687 • 2289 
Ob), Ifuantd, Ilk • Iin•nudig OA( 

"new business" ..."visibility" . .."response" 

CATIPs Best Buy In Classifieds 
Call Patty Linster @ 1-800-325-0156 

Don't miss out on the bonus distribution at the Western Show of CT'S November issue. 
Deadline September 26. 
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t 

September 
10: SCTE Desert Chapter 
seminar, installer training. 
Contact: Chris Middleton, 
(619) 340-1312. 
10: SCTE New York City 
Chapter seminar, DOT op-
eration and interdiction. 
Contact: Rich Fevola, (516) 
678-7200. 
10-11: SCTE Dakota Terri-
tories Chapter seminars 
(held in conjunction with 
South Dakota show) on 
OSHA and safety, and BCT/ 
E Category VII. Contact: 
Kent Binkerd, (605) 339-3339. 
11: SCTE Greater Chicago 
Chapter seminar, distribu-
tion. Contact: Bill Whicher, 
(708) 438-4423. 
11: SCTE Inland Empire 
Chapter seminar, new tech-
nologies and fiber. Contact: 
Gerald Boyd, (208) 667-5521. 
11: SCTE North Country 
Chapter seminar, BCT/E 
Categories IV and VII; plus 
exams (tentative). Contact: 
Rich Henkemeyer, (612) 
522-5200. 

12: SCTE Badger State 
Chapter seminars (held in 
conjunction with Wisconsin 
state show) on fiber optics 
vs. coax for rebuilds, and 
fiber-optic and laser applica-
tions. Contact: Gary Wesa, 
(414) 496-2040. 
12: SCTE Iowa Heartland 
Chapter meeting with ex-
ams in BCT/E Categories II, 
Ill, IV and V (tentative). Con-
tact: Mitch Carlson, (309) 
797-9473. 
12: SCTE Lake Michigan 
Chapter seminar, spectrum 
analyzers and headend test-
ing. Contact: Grant Pearce, 
(616) 247-0575. 
14: SCTE Central Califor-
nia Chapter installer pro-
gram review. Contact: Debo-
rah Abate, (408) 578-1790. 
15-16: SCTE Old Dominion 
Chapter meeting with BCT/ 
E and installer exams. Con-
tact: Margaret Davison-Har-
vey, (703) 248-3400. 
16-17: SCTE Bluegrass 
Meeting Group seminar 
(held in conjunction with 

Planning ahead 
Oct. 1-3: Atlantic Cable 
Show, Atlantic City, N.J. 
Contact (609) 848-1000, 
ext. 304. 
Oct. 8-10: Mid-America 
Show, Kansas City, Mo. 
Contact (913) 841-9241. 
Nov. 20-22: Western 
Show, Anaheim, Calif. 
Contact (415) 428-2225. 

Kentucky state show) on 
system maintenance; BCT/E 
exams Sept. 16. Contact: Liz 
Robinson, (606) 299-6288. 
18: SCTE Appalachian 
Mid-Atlantic Chapter semi-
nar, fiber-to-feeder technolo-
gy. Contact: Richard Ginter, 
(814) 672-5393. 
18: SCTE Golden Gate 
Chapter seminar, BCT/E 
Category Ill; plus exams 
(tentative). Contact: Mark 
Harrigan, (415) 785-6077. 
18: SCTE Sierra Chapter 
seminar, headend operation 
and planning, and headend 
proofs. Contact: Eric Brow-

nell, (916) 372-2221. 
18: SCTE Penn-Ohio Meet-
ing Group seminar and 
roundtable discussion, fiber-
optics. Contact: Bernie Czar-
necki, (814) 838-1466. 
21: SCTE Central Califor-
nia Chapter meeting; in 
installer exams to be admin-
istered. Contact: Deborah 
Abate, (408) 578-1790. 
21: SCTE Chaparral Chap-
ter seminar, system balanc-
ing basics; election of offi-
cers to be held. Contact: Joe 
Roney, (505) 761-6224. 
23-25: Great Lakes Cable 
Expo with SCTE co-spon-
sored seminars on fiber 
surge protection, digital 
compression and rebuilds, 
plus BCT/E exams, Detroit. 
Contact: Diane Drago (517) 
482-9350. 
25: SCTE North Country 
Chapter, testing in BCT/E 
Categories I, IV, V and VII 
and installer program, writ-
ten and practical (tentative). 
Contact: Rich Henkemeyer, 
(612) 522-5200. 

BOOKSHELF IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
The following is a listing of videotapes 
currently available by mail order 
through the Society of Cable Television 
Engineers. The prices listed are for 
SCTE members only. Non-members 
must add 20 percent when ordering. 

41- Construction Techniques for 
Extended System Life — Cable, 
strand, connectors and mechanical 
devices are detailed. Loop configura-
tions, bonding clamps, lashing wire and 
strand are examined. Construction 
techniques to minimize plant problems 
are outlined. The program also deals 
with placement of loops and installation 
of equipment on the pole. (30 min.) 
Order #T-1015, $35. 
ir Safety Awareness Around Electrical 
Conductors — Using slides, movies 
and demonstrations, this videotape 
provides information about the hazards 
of working around power. It reviews 
amperage and its effects and graphi-
cally depicts the results of injuries and 

burns. Clearances and dangers of 
energized conductors are discussed. 
Power line handling techniques, cloth-
ing, flashes and insulators, wire, aerial 
and underground cable and wire, con-
ductors and their hazards are included. 
Produced by the New Jersey Cable 
Television Association with the cooper-
ation of the Office of Cable Television 
of New Jersey, New Jersey Bell, Public 
Electric and Gas, Suburban TV-3 and 
Maclean Hunter. (30 min.) Order #T-
1016, $35. 

Note: All videotapes listed were pro-
duced in 1981, are in color and are 
available in the 1/2-inch VHS format 
only. Videotapes are available in stock 
and will be delivered approximately 
three weeks after receipt of order with 
full payment. 
Shipping: Videotapes are shipped 
UPS. No post office boxes, please. 
SCTE pays surface shipping charges 

within the continental U.S. only. Orders 
to Canada or Mexico: Please add $5 
(U.S.) for each videotape. Orders to 
Europe, Africa, Asia or South America: 
SCTE will invoice the recipient for addi-
tional air or surface shipping charges 
(please specify). "Rush" orders: A $15 
surcharge will be collected on all such 
orders. The surcharge and air shipping 
cost can be charged to a Visa or Mas-
terCard. 
To order: All orders must be prepaid. 
Shipping and handling costs are includ-
ed in the continental U.S. All prices are 
in U.S. dollars. SCTE accepts Master-
Card and Visa. To qualify for SCTE 
member prices, a valid SCTE identifi-
cation number is required, or a com-
plete membership application with 
dues payment must accompany your 
order. Orders without full and proper 
payment will be returned. Send orders 
to: SCTE, 669 Exton Commons, Exton, 
Pa. 19341; or Fax with credit card 
information to (215) 363-5898. 
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FE  sets engineering standards? 
By Wendell Woody 
President. Society of Cable Television Engineers 

Fact or fiction? Currently, the pri-
mary goal of the Society remains that 
of training cable TV installers, techni-
cians and engineers. This dominant 
function will always receive paramount 
attention for support and growth. 

CATV standards 
The U.S. cable TV industry present-

ly functions with no established or 
approved set of engineering standards 
for components, equipment, system 
specifications, nor tests and measure-
ments. Only the Federal Communica-
tions Commission provides some regu-
latory rules and guidelines. Three engi-
neering groups serve our cable indus-
try: NCTA Engineering Committee, 
CableLabs and the SCTE. Each 
serves a a segment of the industry with 
a specific function. Not until this past 
year did the three groups commence 
jointly collaborating on industry engi-
neering standards. 

It is mutually agreed, the SCTE is 
the only group that can meet all the 
requirements to officially develop and 
establish CATV engineering standards. 
The Society has open membership 
with eligibility available to all those sin-
cerely interested in development and 
furtherance of cable TV or broadband 
communication technologies. However, 
much of the new research and its doc-
umentation will be supplied to the 
SCTE Engineering Committee by 
CableLabs and the NCTA Engineering 
Committee. 

Engineering Committee 
In 1988, the national SCTE board 

approved a proposal by Tom Elliot, 
TCI, to establish an SCTE Engineering 
Committee. Tom followed by editing a 
"Manual of Organization and Proce-
dure for Engineering Committees" that 
also was approved by the board. The 
engineering subcommittees can be 
divided into recommended practices 
(standards) subcommittees or engi-
neering support subcommittees, such 
as CLI or the most recent request for 
an EBS (Emergency Broadcast Sys-
tem) subcommittee. 

EBS 
President Bush has signed the 

White House Statement of Require-
ments for the Emergency Broadcast 
System. It directs the FCC and the 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) to determine the tech-
nical arrangements necessary for 
establishing an optimum EBS. Since 
over 60 percent of U.S. households 
now have cable TV, no emergency 
alert system would be effective without 
cable TV participation. Therefore, FCC 
Chairman Al Sikes has asked SCTE for 
a productive and cooperative effort in 
supporting the commission and the 
cable industry on this matter. We need 
members to work on this SCTE engi-
neering subcommittee ... you! 

Engineering subcommittees 
The Interface Practices Subcommit-

tee was the first to be established and 
currently has 113 working members 
consisting of CATV operators, engi-
neers, technicians, manufacturers, 
suppliers, consultants and testing lab 
personnel. The subcommittee is work-
ing on standards for aluminum cable, 
drop cable, connectors, fittings, etc. To 
date it has established a standard for 
the F-connector with its documentation 
now being finalized. 
A standards project requires about 

two years in time to follow all the pro-
cedures and meet each standard-set-
ting requirement. The SCTE engineer-
ing subcommittee organizational struc-
ture and operations are patterned after 
the IEEE engineering committees. 
However, the SCTE follows every 
detail procedure of the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) for 
establishing standards. Using ANSI 
procedures adds excellent validity to all 
the SCTE standards work. The "In-
home wiring" is the newest SCTE engi-
neering standards subcommittee. It 
has been board-approved and is now 
being formulated with Larry Nelson as 
chairman. The NCTA Engineering 
Committee has worked on this subject 
the past year; it also receives strong 
support from CableLabs. 

You are needed 
SCTE membership is not a prereq-

uisite to participate on an SCTE engi-

"The SCTE is the 
only group that can 
meet all the require-
ments to officially 
develop and estab-
lish CATV engineer-
ing standards." 

neering subcommittee or working 
group (however, we would hope every-
one would want to be a member any-
way). Personnel participating in such 
programs as the representatives of 
members of the industry shall be tech-
nical personnel who shall not have pri-
mary responsibility for marketing. We 
seek a good representation of applica-
tion engineers, technical users and 
managers, suppliers, manufacturers, 
product design engineers, industry 
association members and particularly 
you and your talents! Fax me a note 
stating your interest to serve on one of 
the SCTE engineering subcommittees 
at (816) 454-5097. 

Meeting the members 
The enthusiasm at the recent Great 

Lakes Chapter (Detroit) meeting was 
most rewarding. It's a good reflection 
on the dedication of the officers that 
were present: Rob Austin, Jerry 
Lasecki, Jim Juhns, Wayne Robson, 
Mary Nelson, Rob Summers and Den-
nis Sartori. Grant Pearce, president of 
the Lake Michigan Chapter (Grand 
Rapids, Mich.) also was present along 
with national Region 7 Director Victor 
Gates. CT 
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Cheetah Saves! 
Every time you use it, you save... 
TIME 
Cheetah' allows the operator to analyze system performance in seconds without 
ever leaving the office. With AUTO READ and AUTO ALARM the Cheetah- System 
can provide unattended performance monitoring 24 hours a day. 

MONEY 
Cheetah- will reduce unnecessary truck rolls, target problems and independently 
evaluate the performance of your equipment. Utilize Cheetah- to cut today's 
expenses and manage your budget effectively for tomorrow's growth. 

INFORMATION 
Cheetah"' measurements are repeatable, accurate, consistent and will become 
the standard of your operation. Past and present data gathered from remotely 
accessed units .is stored for printing and review. This information allows Cheetah"' 
to project tomorrow's developing trends today. 

SUBSCRIBERS 
Cheetah"' improves your Service Standards. Your subscribers will enjoy a higher 
level of quality with less down time. No longer will the subscriber be your status 
monitoring system. Cheetah- saves subscribers. 

Contact Superior Electronics Or Your Regional Representative Today! 

Ble.YUND STATUS 1VIONITORINCC 

_ WE MEASURE THE BEST! 
TM 

• EMS 

rm 

SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC. 
2237 Industrial Boulevard, Sarasota, Florida 34234 
Telephone (813) 351-6700 • Fax (813) 351-9193 

See us at the Eastern Show, Booth 542. 
Reader Service Number 70 



A new concept in 
IF-connectors 

Recent studies show that the most common 
F-connector problems are indoors. Raychem's 
EZ Twist connector with its unique, 
push-on-and-lock design, avoids the 
problems of poor RF shielding caused 
by loose connections and swivel fittings. 

It can be installed quickly in tight 
places with limited access. And it's 
truly a universal connector: 

• fits all RG-59 and RG-6 cables. 
• fits all ports. 

• fits tightly spaced ports ---- no wrench needed. 

See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booth 230. 

The EZ Twist indoor connector was 
built with the subscriber in mind. Its 
ivory color makes it easy to locate, 
and its one-hand. one-step process 
makes it easy to install. 

Raychem's new EZ Twist indoor con-
nectors are available now through 
Anixter Cable TV. To order, or for 
more information, call the Anixter 
Cable TV location nearest you. 

ilaychem mean 
CABLE TV Reader Service Number 71 

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0600. (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949. (800) 841-1531: SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665: MIDWEST-
CHICAGO: (708) 350-7788. (800) 544-5368. CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919. (800) 321-8068; DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV. (800) 231-5006. IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: 
(906) 774-4111. (800) 624-8358: SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600: EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901. (800) 242-1181: NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980. 
(800) 631-9603; CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 291-3013: MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636; TORONTO: (416) 568-8999; VANCOUVER: (604) 276-0366: 
INTERNATIONAL-LONDON: 011-44-81-848-9894. 

In an emergency, weekends and holidays or aller 5 PM call loll free 1 (800) 323-8166 
CORPORATE OFFICES. ANIXTER CABLE TV. 4711-Golf Road. Skokie, IL 60076. (708) 677-2600 Aerator Cable TV 


